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Registration Day-June 7 
• Eight-Week Session: June 10-August 2 
Four-Week Sessions: June 10-July 5 and July a-August 2 
a 
Registration Day-Ju~~?~ig~~jW~;k Session; ~~!~J9itl 9liil~Four-Week Sessions: June JO-July 5 and July 8-August 2 
Schedule of Classes 
Every effort has been made to make this bulletin accurate as of the date 
of publication; however, all policies, procedures, fees, and charges are 
subject to change at any time by appropriate action of the faculty, the 
University administration, or the State Board of Regents. 
Further Information 
For further information write to: 
Registrar 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0006 
Or call: 
General university information ....... . . .. ..... (319) 273-2311 
Undergraduate admissions . . ..... ...... . .. .. . (319) 273-2281 
Graduate admissions . . . .. . .. .. ... .. ......... (319) 273-2623 
Scheduling and registration procedures ........ . (319) 273-2110 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA BULLETIN. (Postal 
number USPS 121-380.) Published four times a year by the 
University ofNorthern Iowa, 1222 West 27th Street, Cedar 
Falls, Iowa 50614, during the months of February, March, 
August and September. Second-class postage paid at Cedar 
Falls, Iowa 50613. 
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Class Scheduling 
Summer session class periods are 60 minutes each with IO-minute 
intervals between periods, beginning at 7:30 a.m. and running 
throughout the day. No classes will be held on Thursday, July 4. 
Summer Office Hours 
University offices are open from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Frid_ay,.during the summer. Offices will be closed on 
Thursday, July·4. · 
Regular Sessions 
Eight-Week Session June IO-August 2 
First Four-Week Session June IO-July 5 
Secopd Four-Week Session July 8-August 2 
Registration, 8:00 a.m." 4 p.m. - June 7, Friday 
Classes begin, 7:30 a.m. - June 10, Monday 
Legal Holiday - no classes - July 4, Thursday 
End ofRegular Summer Sessions, 4:40 P:m. - August 2, Friday 
Dates to Observe 
Mon., June IO-Classes begin. 
Thurs., June 13, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to add first four-week session 
course for credit. 
Thurs., June 13, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to drop first four-week session 
course with no report. 
Thurs., June 13, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change first four-week session 
course to or from audit. 
Thurs., June 13, 4:30 p.m.-Fees for first four-week courses based on 
load at 4:30 p.m. 
Tues., June 18, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to add eight-week session course 
for credit. 
Tues., June 18, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to drop eight-week session course 
with no report. 
Tues., June 18, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change eight-week session 
course to or from audit. 
Tues., June 18, 4:30 p.m.-Fees for eight-week courses based on load 
at4:30 p.m. 
Tues., June 18, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change eight-week or first four-
week course without $5.00 charge. 
Thurs., June 20, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to drop first four-week session 
course without "F". 
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Thurs., June 20, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change first four-week session 
course to or from ungraded credit. (See note* below.) 
Wed., July 3, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to drop eight-week session course 
without "F". 
Wed., July 3, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change eight-week session course 
to or from ungraded credit. (See note* below.) 
Thurs., July 4-Legal Holiday-No classes; all university offices 
closed. 
Fri., July 5, 4:00 p.m.-University bill is due. 
Mon., July 8-Second four-week session begins; eight-week session 
continues. 
Thurs., July 11, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to add second fol.Ir-week session 
course for credit. 
Thurs., July 11, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to drop second four-week session 
course with no report. 
Thurs., July 11, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change second four-week 
session course to or from audit. 
Thurs., July 11, f30 p.m.-Fees for second four-week courses are 
based on load at 4:30 p.m. 
Thurs., July 11, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change a second four-week 
course without $5.00 charge. 
Thurs., July 18, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to drop second four-week session 
course without "F". 
Thurs., July 18, 4:30 p.m.-Last day to change second four-week 
session course to or from ungraded credit. (See note* below.) 
Fri., August 2-Summer sessions end. 
Wed., August 7, 4:00 p.m.-University bill is due. 
*Stu.dents are reminded that only one change per course may be made 
to or from ungraded basis. Once a change has been made, the student 
cannot again change that course to or from ungraded credit. 
Students, faculty, and staff are urged to read the 
information contained on pages 4 through 37. These 
pages contain information important to students throughout the 
summer session. 
Students should keep the copy of the Schedule Book so it will be 
readily available for reference during the summer session. 
Students should retain the copy of the Schedule of Classes for which 
they register . . 
II 
S U M M E H 
Institutes and Tours 
Abroad* 
Iowa Regents Hispanic lnstitute ......................... ....... ... May 20 - June 30 
Iowa Regents Program in Austria ................................ June 10 - June 29 
and/or ....................................................................... July 8 - August 3 
Iowa Regents Program in France ........ , ...... ..................... June I - July 19 
German Summer Institute in Austria ........................... June 28 - July 23 
and/or .................................................................. July 24 - August 16 
Summer Institute in France for Teachers of French .. .. . June 27 - July 29 
UNISSIST in Spain ......................... ................................ June 24 - July 20 
and/or ....................................................... .............. July 13 -August 9 
UNISSIST: Yucatan for T\!achers ofSpanish ............... June 10 - June 29 




Iowa Lakeside Laboratory ...... : .... .. ............................ ..... June 3 - June 21 
and/or .... .. .. ........................... · .. .. ................................ June 24 - July 19 
and/or ....... · ................................................ ..... ......... July 22 - August 9 
On-Campus Programs 
Culture and Intensive English Program ....................... June 6 - August 2 
Iowa Coaching Endorsement/Authorization Program ... June 10 - July 5 
A separate brochure listing workshops and short courses will be 
available upon request. 
G1mide to Course Numbers 
Alphabetical Order ............................................ Page 
120 Accounting ........................................................ ......... ............... .38 
990 Anthropology ................................................ ............................. 54 
600 Art ......................... ......................... ................... .......................... 48 
840 Biology .............. ........... ....... .. ........... .. .. ... .... ... .. .. .... ...... ....... ........ 50 
860 Chemistry ...................................................... ..... .. .. ................... .50 
48_ Communication Studies ............ .. .. ...................... .. .................... 47 
48C (Communication) 
48E (Electronic Media) 
48J (Journalism) 
48P (Public Relations) 
510 Communicative Disorders .................................... .................... .47 
810 Computer Science ........................... .................. .. ...... ............ ... .. 50 
, n 6 
290 Counseling .................................................................................. 43 
310 Design, Family and Consumer Sciences ....................... ............. 43 
870 Earth Science .................................... ...................... ......... .... ..... .. 51 
920 Economics ............................................................ .. .......... .. , ........ 52 
190 Education, Interdepartmental .................................................. .40 
270 Educational Administration ..................................... ................ .42 
200 Educational Psychology ................. ............................................ 40 
210 Elementary, Early Childhood, and Middle School/Junior High40 
620 English Language and Literature ........................................... .... 48 
830 Environmental Science ............. ................................... .......... .. .. 50 
160 Finance .... ......... ......................................................................... .39 
970 Geography ..... ....... ...................................................................... 53 
410 Health .................. .. ......... · ............................................... ...... ....... 44 
440 Health, Physical Education, and Leisure Services, 
Interdepartmental .................. ..................... ............................... 46 
960 History .................................... ......... .... .. .. .... ..... .. .. ..... ....... .......... 53 
680 Humaniti.es ............................. ....... .......... .......... ............ .. .......... .49 
000 Individual Studies .... : ..... ........ ...................................... .............. 38 
330 Industrial Technology .................................................... .. .......... 43 
890 Lakeside Lab .................................................................... ...... 51-52 
430 Leisure Servi'ces .......................................................................... 46 
350 Library Science ............. ........................................... ................... 43 
I 50 Management ..................... ......................................................... 39 
130 Marketing .... ... ... ............. ................... ........................................ .38 
800 Mathematics ................ ..................... ............................ .............. 49 
250 Measurement and Research ............................................ ......... .42 
240 Media .. ...................... ............................................................ 41-42 
080 Military Science ............................. ................................ ...... ...... .38 
520 Music .......................................................................................... 48 
590 Music Literature ..................................... ....... ... ................... ....... 48 
580 Music Theory ... .. .............. .. ............... .. ... ............. .... ........ .... ....... 48 
650 Philosophy ... ...... ..... ..... .. .. .......... .. ........ .... ....... .. .. ... ....... .............. 48 
420 Physical Education ...................... ......... .............. .. ........... .. .. .44-45 
880 Physics .......... ..................................... ........................ · ... .. .. ... ..... .. 51 
940 Political Science ...................................... ..... ......... ......... ............. 52 
170 Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs ............................... 39 
400 Psychology ............. . : ..... .................... ........... .......... ... ........... ....... 44 
950 Public Policy ..... ............................. ...... ... ............................. ....... 52 
230 Reading and Language Arts ...................................................... .41 
640 Religion .. ...................... ................. .. .. .. .. ..................... .... ............ 48 
820 Science and Science Education ............................. ..................... 50 
260 Social Foundations .................................................... ................. 42 
900 Social Science ............................................................................. 52 
450 Social Work .............. ...... ...... ..... .. ......... .............. ........ ...... .......... 47 
980 Sociology ............................................................................... 53-54 
780 Spanish .... .................................. ....... .................. .......... ....... ...... .49 
220 Special Education ............................. .................................... 40-41 
280 Teaching ............................................................. ........ ..... .. .. ....... 42 
630 TESOL/Linguistics ..................................................................... 48 
490 Theatre ............................................... ..................... ... ..... .. .. ....... 47 
New Students 
New students, both graduate and undergraduate, cannot register for 
classes until all requirements for admission to the University are met. 
After admission requirements are met, new graduate students will 
register in accordance with the procedures set out below for former 
students. 
After admission requirements are met, new undergraduate students 
will receive their registration materials in connection with the 
orientation program provided for such students. Further instructions 
for completing registration will be given during the orientation 
program. 
former arid Currently 
Enrolled Students 
Students enrolled for the Spring 1996 Semester who plan to graduate 
in Spring 1996, and intend to continue as graduate students must file 
an application for graduate study. 
Former students who are not enrolled for the Spring 1996 Semester 
must file a notice of intent to register with the Registrar's Office at 
least two weeks prior to registration. Failure to file this notice of 
intent to register will delay the registration process. 
Registration Materials 
The Summer 1996 registration form will be mailed to all students who 
are enrolled for the Spring 1996 semester. If you have not received 
your registration form within two days of your classification's date of 
registration, please contact the Registrar's Office at 273-224L 
Advisor's Approval 
All freshmen that entered the University Fall 1995 or,Spring 1996 are 
required to see their advisor prior to registration. In addition, the 
following departments require that all of their students have an 





Design, Family, and Consumer Sciences 
Health, Physical Education and Leisure Services -
Graduate Students 
II 
430-439 Leisure Services 




800-809 Mathematics · 
810-815 Computer Science 
860-865 Chemistry 
880-883 Physics 
940-949 Political Science 
Registration Procedures 
The Summer 1996 registration provides the opportunity for students 
to self-register themselves via computer. These computers will be 
available in the State/College room in Maucker Union. This room is 
'located in the lower level of the Union and is accessible by elevator. 
Instructions for using the new system will be printed in the back 
pages of the schedule book. Staff will also be available to assist 
students in using the system. Our operator-assisted registration will 
continue to be provided in Gichrist Hall. The hours for both locations 
are as follows: 
State/College: 
Gilchrist Hall: 
Prior to registration: 
7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
l. Note the registration date and time on registration form. 
Registration can occur on or after the date and time that is listed. • 
2. Note the registration holds section on the registration form. 
These must be cleared prior to registration or the computer 
will prohibit you from registering. 
3. Complete the practice schedule on the back of the registration 
form. List alternatives in case classes are closed. 
4. If any desired courses require an approval, please contact the 
appropriate offices. Approvals will be granted electronically or in 
writing. Students given written approval must add the course at 
the Scheduling Office in Gilchrist Hall. Verbal approvals will not 
be acceptable. 
5. If any desired courses list prerequisites, please verify that the 
prerequisites have been met. The student eligibility section on 
the registration forms lists majors, minors, GPA, projected 
classification, and teacher education status. Use this section to 
assist in determining course eligibility. 
Stud~nts will be able to drop and add classes at any time after their 
initial registration. This can be done at either location. 
Advance Registration 
Schedule 
CURRENT AND FORMER STUDENTS 
Registration for Summer 1996 will be by classification and earned 
hours at the end of I 995 Fall Session. 
The day and hour for registration will be printed on your registration 
form. If you cannot register on your assigned day, you may register at 
any later date. Please be advised that you should not skip class to 
register for classes. An absence for this reason may be classified as 
unexcused and may affect your course grade. 
GRADUATES 
Registration day: March 8 
SENIORS 
Students with 90 or more hours of credit at the end of 1995 Fall 
Session. 
Registration days: March 11-12 
JUNIORS 
Students with 60-89 hours credit at the end of 1995 Fall Session. 
Registration days: March 13-15 
SOPHOMORES 
Students with 30-59 hours credit at the end of 1995 Fall Session. 
Registration days: March 25-26 
FRESHMEN 
Students with less than 30 hours at the end of 1995 Fall Session. 
Registration days: March 27-28 
SPECIAL AND UNCLASSIFIED 




For the eight-week session and the first four-week session, registration 
.rfter June 10, 1996, will be considered a late registration and a $20.00 
late-registration fee will be charged to all students who register for 
these sessions after that date. 
For the second four-week session, registration after July 8, 1996, will 
be considered a late registration, and the $20.00 late-registration fee 
will apply. 
A number of short courses (two and three weeks) are listed in the 
Schedule. Students registering for one of these short courses may do 
so up to the day the dass meets for the first time. Students registered 
for other courses may add one of these short courses up to the first 
day of class following the change-of-registration procedure. Of course, 
maximum load limits, which are set forth elsewhere in this portion of 
the Schedule must be observed. 
CLOSED CLASSES 
Written permission to enroll in a class which is closed must be 
secured from the head of the department in which the course is 
offered. In some instances the department head may request the 
student to obtain the instructor's signature to see whether there is 
room in the class. Then the student will still need to go back to the 
department head office for final approval. Signatures required for all 
departments are posted in the glass case in lobby of Gilchrist ( outside 
Scheduling Office). 
REGISTRATION BY MAIL AND PHONE 
Registration for 1 or 2 courses may be accomplished by mail or phone. 
These will be processed based on the student's classification. 
Registration by Mail: March 8 - May 31 
Registration by Phone: May 13 - May 31 
CHANGE OF REGISTRATION 
Students may enroll in a course anytime up to and including one week 
after the beginning of University instruction. This week shall be 
defined as seven instructional class days. Beyond that period, but not 
to exceed three calendar weeks beyond the beginning of University 
instruction, enrollment will be subject to departmental approval. 
A fee of$5.00 will be charged for Changes ofRegistration after: 
June 13 - First four-week courses 
June 18 - Eight-week cours.es 
July 11 - Second four-week courses 
THE CHANGE OF REGISTRATION IS NOT EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE 
FORM IS FILED IN THE SCHEDULING OFFICE, AND THE DATE 
FILED IN THE SCHEDULING OFFICE IS THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
THE CHANGE. 
Student load 
Undergraduate Students - The normal maximum student load is 
one credit hour per week of instruction; thus, except as noted below, 
students enrolling for eight (8) weeks may carry a maximum of 8 
semester hours; those enrolling for four (4) weeks may carry a 
maximum of 4 semester hours. A student with at least a 2.00 
. cumulative grade point average may register for 9 semester hours 
without special permission provided that all of the courses extend for 
the entire eight-week period. A load composed of 6 semester hours 
taken in the eight-week session with 3 semester hours in either of the 
four-week sessions will not fall within acceptable load limits. 
II 
M M E H 
Graduate Students - The maximum graduate student load during 
the eight-week summer session is 9 semester hours - a maximum of 
6 semester hours during one four-week period and 3 semester hours 
during the other four-week period, or three 3-semester hour courses 
during an eight week period. The maximum load during a two-week 
post session is 2 semester hours. · · 
Requests for Exceptions (Undergraduate and Graduate) - If you 
wish to register for a load in excess of your appropriate limit you must 
do the following prior to your initial registration. · 
I. Complete a student request form stating your reasons for 
requesting to take more hours and stating your UNI cumulative 
GPA. This form can be obtained at the Registrar's or Scheduling 
Office. 
2. For undergraduate students, approval signatures must be 
obtained from your advisor and record analyst, GIL 227,' 
Registrar's Office. (Note: A load of 5 hours in four weeks 
requires that a student have at least a 3.00 cumulative grade point 
average. Loads of more than 5 hours in four weeks or 10 hours in 
eight weeks are very rarely approved.) 
3. Graduate students need the approval of their advisor and the 
Dean of the Graduate College, Student Service Center 126. 
Explanation of 
Course Numbers 
The first three digits of the number are the Subject Area (o; 
Department) number. 
If the first digit after the colon is a "0" this indicates a course which is 
open primarily to freshmen and sophomores. 
If the first digit after the colon is a" I" this indicates a course which is 
open primarily to juniors and seniors. ·A "g" after a 100 course 
number indicates the course carries graduate-credit for graduate 
students. 
If the first digit after the colon is a "2" this indicates a course which is 
open primarily to graduate students. Undergraduates seeking 
admission to the course must secure the permission of the head of the 
department offering the course. 
If the first digit after the colon is a "3" this indicates a course which is 
open primarily to doctoral students, and graduates se~king admission 
to the course must secure the permission of the head of the 
department offering the course. 
SECTIONS NUMBERED IN THE "SO'S" (OR "8" AND A LETTER) 
MEET THE FIRST-HALF OF A SEMESTER. SECTIONS NUMBERED 
IN THE "90'S'' (OR "9" AND A LETTER) MEET THE SECOND-
HALF OF A SEMESTER. 
Prerequisite$ 
An entry in parentheses after a course title indicates a prerequisite to 
be satisfied before enrolling for the course. 
The University reserves the right to remove students from courses for 
which prerequisites have not been met. 
Student Class Schedules 
Upon completion of registration each student is given a copy of their 
schedule. This is the only free copy the student will receive. 
A charge of $1 .00 will be assessed for all additional copies of student 
class schedules. 
Repeating Co11rses 
Students must identify any course which is being repeated . . P'rint a 
"Rep" in the Special column on the registration form or Change of 
Registration form. · 
Auditing Classes 
Students may register for audit by printing an "Aud" in the Special 
column on the registration form. The student's name will appear on 
class and grade lists with audit identified. Student grade reports and 
transcripts of student records will not automatically show course 
listing or notation of audit if the student is registered for other 
courses. Students registered only for audit would have a grade report 
and a transcript listing which would show only the word "audit" .. In 
either case the course title would not be listed unless a student request 
approved by the instructor showing the student regularly attended the 
course is filed in the Office of the Registrar. 
Students registering as auditors may change to registration for credit 
within the first four days of a fo~r-week session and the first seven 
days of an eight-week session of the summer semester. After that any 
change would require signatures from the course instructor and the 
Office of Academic Affairs. 
Audit hours are included in the maximum credit hour load a student 
may take. Students may audit a course, but the fee assessment will be 
the same as courses taken for credit. 
Application for 
Graduation 
A student who expects to graduate at the end of the Summer 1996 
Semester must file an application for degree form at the beginning of 
the session in the Registrar's Office or Scheduling Office. These forms 









l ........ . ...... 206 ............... 206 
2 ........ . . .. . . . 206 .... . .. . . . .... . 206 
3 .............. .309 .......... . ... .309 
4 .............. .412 ..... . ...... .. .412 
5 ....... . ... . .. .515 .... . ........ .1395 
6 ............... 618 ..... . ...... . . 16?4 
7 ... , .... .. ...... 721 ........... .. .l 953 
8 . .. .... . ....... 824 . . .. . . .. . ..... 2232 
9 ... . ........... 927 .... . ..... . .. . 251 l 
IO .. . ........ .. .1030 .... . ......... 2790 
l l .. ....... .. .. .l 133 . . .. ......... .3069 







l ........ . ..... .326 .............. .326 
2 . . ........... . .326 . . ... . .. . . . .. . .326 
3 . .... . ... . . . .. .489 . . ............ .489 
4 ....... . ..... : .652 . .... . .... . .. .. 652 
5 ............... 815 . . ...... ... . .. 2010 
6 ..... . .... . . . . . 978 ... . . . ........ 2412 
7 ........ . . ." .. . ll4l .. . . . . .. .. . .. . 2814 
8 ...... . .. . .. • . 1304 . ... ... . .. . . .. 3216 
9 or more ... . ...... .1466 . ... . . . .. . . . . .3615 
*A $22 health fee will be added to registrations of five or more hours. 
*A $12 computer fee will be added to all registrations of 1-5 hours, while 
a $23 fee will be added to registrations of 6 or more hours. 
*See the UNI Catalog for classification of residents and nonresidents. 
Workshops 
Fees for workshops/telecourses are paid on a credit hour basis of $103 
per credit hour for undergraduate students and $163 per credit hour 
for graduate students, and are assessed separately from the above 
schedule. 
Other Fees 
Application for Admission to the University (non-refundable) .... $20 
Application for Foreign Admissions .................. .................... ........... 30 
Applied Music-in addition to tuition, 
Private lesson (l/2 hr. per week) ......... .. ..... ...... ............... ....... 78 
P~ivate lesson (l hr: per week) ............. ............. .................. .112 
Group Voice, Group Piano (groups of 
4 or more), per credit hour. .... ...... ............. ............... ............. .30 
Instrument Rental (per instrum~nt) ................................................. 15 
Change ofRegistration per form ( after seven class days) ......... -........ .5 
Correspondence Study, per credit hour ...... ...... .................. .......... .... 77 
Departmental Exam for Credit per exam ...... ........................ ............ 50 
Duplicate copy of class schedule ............ ................... ......... : ............... .1 
ID Card Replacement. ....... ...... ........................ ....... .............. .............. 15 
Lakeside Lab 
undergraduate per hour ..... ......... ......... ........................... ..... 103 
graduate per hour ............ ............ : ............... ......................... 163 
Late Registration ....... ..... .. ................. ........... ...................................... 20 
Matriculation/Orientation fee (new classified undergraduates) ...... 35 
Matriculation/Orientation fee (new foreign students) .. ......... : ........ .35 
Fee for developmental courses carrying zero credit hours ............ .309 
Open Credit per project .............. ..................................... ................ 206 
Restricted enrollment fee, per occurrence ...... ...... ............................ 20 
Returned Check Charge ................. ...... ....... : .. .......................... ...... .... 15 
Transcript of Academic Record-
One transcript ........................ ....... , ...... .......... .............. ............ .3 
Multiple copies, same order ......... ................... .. ......... ............. .3 
Immediate service (per copy), in addition to above ................ 2 
FAX Service .......... .............. .......... ........ .... .......... ...................... .5 
Auditors (visitors)-pay the same fees as regular students enrolled for 
credit. 
Room and Board 
Please contact the Department ofResidence for an application and 
rate information. (See also "On-Campus Single Student Housing," 
page 18.) 
Payment Due Dates 
Billing Dates Payment Due Dates 
Junel0 ... ....... ............................... ........ ............ July 5 
July 10 ........ ....... ............. ...... .. ..................... August 7 





Registration for classes creates a legally binding financial obligation to 
pay tuition' and fees per official University policy, as summarized in 
this publication. 
You are expected to have made the necessary financial arrangements 
prior to enrolling for classes. Any financial assistance from the 
University should be arranged prior to the start of classes through the 
Financial Aid Office. You are responsible for making all payments due 
while a Financial Aid application is in process. 
Your registration for classes constitutes your understanding and 
acceptance of this responsibility. The University considers this 
extension of credit to be an "educational loan" under Federal and 
State laws. This credit is automatically extended. 
Billing/Statement of 
Account CU-Bills) 
Tuition, fees, room, board, University Apartment rent, and other 
authorized departmental charges will be billed on a monthly 
statement. Students who have an account balance will be mailed a bill 
based on activity entered through the tenth of the month. 
There is no Deferred Payment Plan (installment payments) for 
the summer session. 
Bills are mailed to the local address on file with the Registrar's Office 
while school is in session. When school is not in session, bills are 
mailed to the home address. You are responsible for maintaining your 
mailing addresses with the Registrar's Office, 
Failure to receive a bill is not an acceptable excuse for not making 
your payment when due. If you do not receive a bill as expected you 





Grants, scholarships, and loans are credited to your account. If your 
credits exceed your charges, refund checks are mailed on a weekly 
basis. The first refunds for the summer semester will be mailed June 
5th, to your local address. 
Payment Instructions 
Please bring your payment to the cashier window or drop box in 
Gilchrist, or mail your payment to the Accounts Receivable Office. 
Payment is due upon billing and must be received by the Due Date to 
avoid Restricted Enrollment status and the accompanying $20 fee. 
Restricted Enrollment 
(AIR Hold) 
Failure to pay the Total Due by the Due Date incurs a $20 non-
refundable administrative fee and places you on Restricted 
Enrollment. 
The University strictly enforces a policy of not releasing registration 
while delinquent on your University account. You will rtot be allowed 
to register, obtain transcripts, cash checks, or receive any additional 
credit or Short Term Loans until your account is brought current. 
Restricted Enrollment (AIR) holds are automatically removed when 
you bring your account current. 
Standards of Satisfactory 
Progress for financial 
Aid Eligibility 
Standards of Satisfacto_ry Progress for financial aid eligibility is a two-
part federal regulation to ensure that students receiving aid are: 
I) making satisfactory progress toward a degree, and 
2) completing a degree within a specific time period. , 
The aid programs that are affected are: I) Pell Grant, 2) Perkins Loan, 
3) Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, 4) Federal, State, and 
UNI Work Study, 5) UNI Grant, 6) Stafford Loan (subsidized and 
unsubsidized), 7) Supplemental Loan for Students, and 8) Parent Loan 
for Undergraduate Students. 
Making Progress Toward 
a Degree for financial 
Aid Eligibility 
Undergraduates (BA, Second BA, Teaching 
Certification) 
Students who enroll full-time (12 credit hours or more per semester) 
are required to complete a minimum of 12 credit hours per semester. 
Students who enroll three-quarter time (9-11 credit hours per 
semester) are required to complete a minimum of9 credit hours per 
semester. 
Students who enroll half-time (6-8 credit hours per semester) are 
required to complete a minimum of 6 credit hours per semester. 
Students who enroll less than half-time (1-5 hours per semester) are 
required to complete all the hours enrolled that semester. 
Graduates 
Graduate students who enroll full-time (9 or more credit hours per 
semester) are required to complete a minimum of9 hours per 
semester. 
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Graduate students who enroll for 6-8 hours are required to complete a 
minimum of 6 hours per semester. 
Graduate students who enroll for 1-5 hours are required to complete 
all the enrolled hours that semester. 
Completing A Degree Within a Specific 
Time Frame for Financial Aid Eligibility 
Undergraduate students are required to complete a degree within 12 
full-time semesters, 18 three-quarter time semesters, or 24 half-time 
semesters, or upon completing 150 credit hours. 
Graduate, 2nd BA, and Teaching Certification students are required to 
complete a degree within 6 semesters or upon completing 45 credit 
hours. 
Credit Hour Guidelines for Financial Aid 
Eligibility 
Grades of A, B, C, D, Cr, or P are counted as meeting the required 
hours. Audited classes, incomplete grades, and withdrawn classes are 
not counted toward completed hours for Satisfactory Progress. It is 
the student's responsibility to contact the Financial Aid Office upon 
completing the incomplete grade. 
Warning - After the first semester in which a student does not 
complete the financial aid Satisfactory Progress credit hour/semester 
requirement (for example, a student who enrolls for 12 credit hours 
but only completes 9 credit hours), the student will be reminded of the 
Satisfactory Progress policy, but will continue to be eligible for 
financial aid. 
Not Eligible Status - Once a student has received a warning, any 
subsequent semester in which the student does not maintain 
Satisfactory Progress will result in the student's not being eligible for 
financial aid. 
Appeal - Students no longer eligible for financial aid may appeal the 
decision in writing within 10 days of notification. Appeal forms may 
be obtained from the Financial Aid Office. 
Reinstatement ~ Students approved to receive aid again will be 
expected to adhere to the Satisfactory Progress Policy outlined above. 
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Pell Grant Adjustment 
The Pell Grant is a need-based aid program for students working on 
their first B.A. degree. Due to federal regulation and University policy, 
the actual amount of Pell Grant that you receive is based on the 
number of credit/hours you are enrolled for upon the third week of the 
semester .. 
This means that if your Pell Grant has already been disbursed to you 
and you add or drop classes after the third week of the semester, your 
Pell Grant will not be adjusted. If your Pell Grant is initially disbursed 
to you after the third week of the semester, the amount of funding will 
be based on the number of credit/hours at that time. 
If you have any questions about how your Pell Grant may be affected 




The following information applies to students who withdraw 
completely from school during the summer session. Dropping one or 
more classes does not constitute a withdrawal unless the student 
drops all classes for which he or she is registered. (See withdrawal 
procedure.) The student should not attempt to withdraw from all of 
his or her courses by filing a change -of registration form or by using 
the computer on-line drop/add transaction, but should contact the 
Registrar's Office to initiate the withdrawal process. (If all courses are 
to be dropped by the student, this is a withdrawal and should not be 
considered a "change of registration.") 
Withdrawal Procedure 
A student who has started attending classes who finds it necessary to 
withdraw from school initiates the withdrawal through the Office of 
the Registrar. The student living in a residence hall also must cancel 
the housing contract, signed by the student at the time of enrollment, 
by contacting the director of the residence hall in which s(he) lives. 
A student who has enrolled but decides not to come to the University 
of Northern Iowa should advise the Registrar's Office, in writing, at 
the earliest possible date (and before classes begin) to cancel the 
. registration, giving the reason(s) for withdrawing from the University. 
Withdrawal after the first day of classes will result in a tuition 
charge. Failure to notify the Office of the Registrar of a 
withdrawal will result in the student's receiving a bill for tuition 
and fees. If you receive financial aid from the University, all or 
part of this aid may have to be repaid. 
Withdrawal Refunds 
If credit is earned during the period of enrollment, there is no refund 
or reduction of academic fees. For any one-, two- or three-week 
session there is no refund. Room and Board refunds are made 
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according to the agreement set out in the "Contract for Room and 
Board" signed by the student at the time of enrollment. 
A student who has registered is consid'ered enrolled. Tuition is 
refundable on the basis of the percentage table given below. The 
effective date of the withdrawal is the date the official withdrawal form 
is completed in the Office of the Registrar . . 
Notice of withdrawing must be received by 







July 9 and after 
Short Schedule 







Schedule Time Schedule 
100% Through 1st day 100% 
90% 2-4 days 90% 
50% 5-10 days 50% 
25% 11-20 days 25% 
0% 21st day and after 0% 
Short Schedule 










11th day and after 
*Days are class days. Day count begins with the day summer session 
classes begin. June 10, 1996, is the beginning date for the eight-week 
and first four-week sessions. July 8, 1996, is the beginning date for the 
second four-week session. 
The manner in which the refund schedules will be applied is as 
follows: 
1. All courses scheduled for eight-week session: Apply Regular 
Schedule. 
2. All courses scheduled for eight-week session and first four-week 
session-
a. Withdrawals during first four-week session: 
Apply Regular Schedule for eight-week course and short 
schedule for first four-week courses. 
b. Withdrawals during second four-week session: 
Apply Regular Schedule for eight-week courses. No refund for 
first four-week courses. 
3. All courses scheduled for eight-week session and second four-week 
session-
a. Withdrawals during first four-week session: 
Charges for courses on eight-week session are calculated and 
refund made on basis ofRegular Schedule. Second four-week 
fee charges fully refunded. 
b. Withdrawals during the second four-week session: 
Charges for courses on eight-week session are calculated using 
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the Regular Schedule. Second four-week fee charges are 
refunded on the basis of the Second Four-Week Short Schedule. 
4. All courses scheduled for both first and second four-week 
' sessions-
a. Withdrawals during first four-week session: 
Charges for courses on the first four-week session are 
calculated and refund made on basis of First Four-Week Short 
Schedule. Second four-week fee charges fully refunded. 
b. Withdrawals during second four-week session: 
Charges for courses on first four-week session are calculated 
and there i~ no refund on this amount. Second four-week fee 
charges are refunded on the basis of the Second Four-Week 
Short Schedule. 
5. Workshop fee is not refundable after class has begun. 
6. Students receiving Title IV funding enrolled in their first semester 
at UNI will have their refund calculated in accordance with the 
provisions of Public Law 102-325, the Higher Education 
Amendments of 1992. 
Information for Veterans 
Veterans who are enrolling for the first time at the University of 
Northern Iowa and are planning to receive assistance from the 
Veterans Administration must notify the Office of the Registrar. 
Veterans who intend to enroll for workshops, special programs, or are 
graduate students intending to engage in research or other exceptional 
educational activities should also consult with the Office of the 
Registrar for exceptions to VA specifications. 
V. A. Specifications-1996 Summer 
Session 
Subsistence: Undergraduate Graduate 
Full allowance 6 hours 5.hours 
3/4 allowance 4-5 hours ~hours 
1/2 allowance 3 hours -3 hours 
Tuition assistance only 1-2 hours 1-2 hours 
The above specifications are subject to the exceptions listed below. 
Veterans to whom an exception applies must check with the 
Registrar's Office prior to registration. 
1. The above specifications apply only to eight-week courses. For 
the specifications which apply to four-week session courses or a 
combination, consult the Office of the Registrar. 
2. The University will certify veterans for repeating courses only if a 
grade of"F" was received in the course. 
3. Graduate and Undergraduate students will be certified only for 
courses which apply to a specific degree program. 
4. Graduate students are required to complete an enrollment permit 
for each session they attend. See the Office of the Registrar for 
these forms. 
5. Graduate students taking undergraduate courses will be subject 
to the undergraduate regulations for determining full-time and 
part-time enrollment. 
II 
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6. Veterans enrolling in courses on a Credit/No Credit basis and in 
courses offered by arrangement should consult with the Office of 
the Registrar. 
7. Withdrawal from a course with a "W" can result in costly 
repayments to the VA. Veterans should consult with the 
Registrar's Office for more information. 
8. Any veteran cited for non-attendance will be reported to the VA; 
training level will be adjusted in that term relative to the last date 
of attendance as reported by the instructor. 
To make application for VA assistance, visit the Office of the 
Registrar, Room 227, Gilchrist Hall, on Mondays through Fridays 
from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm, except Thursday which is 9:00 am to 2:00 
pm (319-273-6801). 
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General ~aminations - The General Examinations (except the 
English Composition with Essay) will be given on the dates and at the 
times in the following schedule: 
Test Dates 
Mon., June 3, 1996 
Wed., July I, 1996 
Times 
8 a.m., 10 a.m., I p.m., 3 p.m. 
8 a.m., 10 a.m., I p.m. , 3 p.m. 
Students wishing to take any General CLEP Examinations must 
register in advance with the Examination Services, Room 125, Student 
Services Center, (319) 273-6024. The registration deadline is the last 
working day before the test date listed. 
The CLEP English Comp9sition with Essay will be given on 
Wednesday, June 19, 1996, at 3 p.m. (registration deadline May I, 
1996). _ This is the only administration of this examination during the 
summer semester. 
Subject Examinations - The Subject CLEP Examinations will be 
given on the dates and times in the following schedule. Also note the 
registration deadlines. 
Test Dates 
Wed., June 5, 1996 
Wed., July 3, 1996 
Registration 
Deadline 
May I, 1996 
June 3, 1996 
Times 
8 a.m., 10 a.m., I p.m., 3 p.m. 
8 a.m., 10 a.m., I p!m., 3 p.m. 
Students wishing to take CLEP Examinations must register in 
advance with the Examination Services, Room 125, Student Services 
Cc:nter/(~19) 273-6024. 
llitProfessional Skills 
··••••• ••·•••••1a1., ........ cPPsT1 
Siijd~Hft;~eparing for any teacher education majors are required to 
? take the Pre-Professional Skills Tests (PPST) prior to admission to 
teacher education. The PPST is normally taken during enrollment in 
Level I, 200:017 Field Experience and 200:030 Dynamics ofHuman 
Development. Registration materials and test information are 
available in Academic Advising Services, 125 Student Services Center. 
Test Date 
Saturday, July 13, 1996 
Registration Receipt Date 
at ETS Deadline 
June II, 1996 
Graduate Tests for 
Graduate Students 
After meeting with your advisor and/or department head to determine 
which test or tests you are required to take, you may obtain 
registration forms and additional information by contacting 
Examination Services, Room 125, Student Services Center, (3 I 9) 273-
6024. 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE): Will not be given Summer 
1996. 
Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT): The GMATwill 
be given June 15, 1996 .. Registration receipt date at EIS deadline: 
May 17, 1996. 
Arrangements for other examinations, i.e., Miller Analogies Test 
(MAT), may be made individually with Examination Services. 
Advance registration is required. 
Ill 
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Credit/No Credit 
An undergraduate student having earned twelve (12) semester hours 
of credit at this university may take courses offered by this institution 
for which the student is otherwise eligible for degree credit without 
grade under the following conditions: 
1. The course work requirements for a student taking work on an 
ungraded basis shall be the same as for a student taking the work 
on a graded basis. ' 
2. A grade of C- or higher is required in a course to receive credit on 
the "Credit/No Credit" option. 
3. Not more than 22 hours of ungraded course work in addition to 
courses authorized to be offered only for ungraded credit may be 
taken toward any bachelor's degree. 
4. Ungraded credit may not be applied to work required for a major 
or minor except with the consent of the head of the department in 
which the course is offered. 
5. No course tpken on the "Credit/No Credit" option may be applied 
toward fulfilling a General Education Requirement. 
6. Except for Field Experience: Exploring Teaching (200:017); Field 
Experience: Teacher as Change Agent (200:018); and Student 
Teaching (280::XXX), ungraded credit ~ay not be used in the 
Professional Education Requirements for the teaching program. 
7. Course work passed without grade may not be retaken except by 
special permission of the dean of the college in which the course is 
offered. 
8. A graded course completed may not be retaken on an ungraded 
basis. 
9. The "Credit/No Credit" system may not be used with Credit by 
Examination, Extension, or Correspondence courses. 
10. Change of registration in a course to or from a non-graded basis 
may not be made after five (5) class days beyond midterm in a full, 
academic-year semester, or after the mid-point in the duration of a 
course taught in a period less than a full, academic-year semester. 
Only one such change of registration may be made per course. 
11. The "Credit/No Credit" grading system may not be used in 
Presidential Scholars Seminars nor for the Presidential Scholars 
Thesis/Project credit. 
Grade Reports 
Copies of grade reports are not sent to parents without the 
-authorization of the student. Such authorization may be signed at the 
Registrar's Office. 
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Grade reports will be mailed to the home address on August 12, 1996. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope must be left in the Scheduling 
Office, Gilchrist 243, if a copy of the grade report is to be sent to an 
address other than the home address. 
Student Records 
Under the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act of 1974, as amended, students attending or who have attended 
institutions of post-secondary education have the right to inspect and • 
review education records. If a student wishes to see a record, the 
usual procedure is to contact the custodian of the record. The record 
will be reviewed in the presence of the person in charge of the record 
or someone designated by that person. The custodians of education 
records must respond within 45 days to a student's request to see the 
record. 
If the student has a question concerning information in the record, 
efforts should be made on an informal basis to resolve the issue. If the 
informal procedure does not result in a satisfactory resolution, either 
party may request a hearing before the Student Records Hearing 
Panel. This Panel is composed of two students, two faculty members, 
and two administrators. 
The University will not permit access to, or the release ,of, education 
records or personally identifiable information contained therein 
( other than Directory Information, and subject to provisions of the 
Student Right to Know Act and Campus Security Act of 1990) to 
anyone other than the s.tudent, university faculty and staff, and 
officials named in the Act, without the written consent of the student. 
This written consent must be: 1) signed and dated; 2) specify the 
records to be released; 3) specify the reasons for such release; and 4) 
must name the person to whom the record is to be released .. This 
means that parents, spouses, relatives, and friends of students cannot 
obtain transcripts, registration materials, grade reports, or any other 
academic information from a student's record without the written 
consent of the student. Information may be released in compliance 
with a judicial order, or pursuant to lawfully issued subpoena, upon 
condition that the student is notified of all such orders or subpoenas 
in advance of the compliance therewith by the University. A 
communication addressed to the student at the last known address ' 
will be considered notification. 
The University may release the following "Directory Information" to 
anyone who requests it without the consent of the student unless the 
student has requested the University not to rdease any or all of the 
information. 
l. Student's name, local and home addresses, and telephone 
numbers. 
2. Parents' names, address, and telephone number. 
3. Date and place of student's birth. 
4. College. 
'S. Curriculum [major(s) and minor(s)]. 
6. Classification (year in school). 
7. Participation in recognized organizations, activities, and sports. 
8. Weight and height of members of athletic teams. 
9. Currently enrolled (class schedule). 
10. Dates of attendance. 
11. Degrees and awards received. 
12. The most recent previous educational agency or educational 
institution attended. 
To restrict the release of any of the above Directory Information the 
student must complete a suppression request form which is 
available from the Registrar's Office. 
The form must be completed by the end of the first week of classes to 
be effective for that term. The form is valid until you request it be 
changed. 
The Regent Universities participate with Iowa high schools in an 
analysis of freshmen year performance. At the end of your freshmen 
year only, a report of all UNI freshmen from your former high school 
· is sent to your high school principal. This report shows how you and 
your fellow high school classmates performed in comparison to the 
entire UNI freshmen class. To suppress release of your name on this 
report follow the procedure listed above. 
The Regent Universities participate with the Iowa public community 
colleges in an analysis of transfer student performance. At the end of 
each term a report listing the transfer students from each Iowa public 
community college will be sent to the respective community colleges. 
This report shows how students from community colleges performed 
in comparison to native UNI students. To suppress release of your 
name on this report follow the procedure listed above. 
Students who have questions concerning their rights under this Act 
may contact the Registrar's Office or the Office of the Vice President 
for Educational and Student Services for pertinent information. 
The University statement of policy, as required by FERPA and the 
Student Right to Know Act, is available in the Office of the Vice 
l'resident for Educational and Student Services, 103 Student Services 
Center. 
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1996 Summer Program 
The University of Northern Iowa is recognized as one of the nation's 
leading institutions in the field of education and includes in its broad 
offerings degree programs in both liberal and vocational arts as well as 
research and educational services. Northern Iowa offers six 
baccalaureate degrees: the traditional Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of 
Fine Arts, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of 
Technology degrees, and the non-traditional Bachelor of Liberal 
· Studies. The B.A. and B.Tech. degrees are available in programs with 
and without certification to teach. The Bachelor of Music also offers 
one program with certification to teach. Undergraduate degree 
curricula are available in approximately 60 areas of specialization. On 
the graduate level, the University offers ten degrees: the Master of 
Arts, the Master of Arts in Education, the Master of Business 
Administration, the Master of Music, the Master of Public Policy, the 
Master of Science in Environmental Science/Technology, the 
Specialist, the Specialist in Education, the Doctor of Education, and 
the Doctor ofl'ndustrial Technology. 
Summer sessions at Northern Iowa are designed to provide a variety 
of educational opportuniti'es. Advanced and specialized study is 
offered in niany fields, giving students the opportunity to enrich their 
knowledge in a particular field, and some course work offered is _ 
especially suited to the summer as it could not be offered as effectively 
at another time of the year. Students wishing to accelerate t~eir 
academic programs or to make up course deficiencies will find a wide 
variety of courses available. Elementary and secondary school 
teachers have an opportunity to renew professional certificates, to 
qualify for advanced certificates, or to prepare for teaching additional 
subject areas, as well as to update competence in a specific academic 
area. 
In the summer of 1996, the University of Northern Iowa will offer the 
traditional eight-week summer session, two consecutive four-week 
sessions during the same weeks as the eight-week session, as well as 
several two- or three-week sessions. In addition, a variety of study 
tours, institutes, and workshops will be held both on campus and 
abroad. • 
Complete details for summer registration and classes are given in the 
Schedule of Classes beginning on page 38 of this Bulletin, General 
information on registration and admission precedes the listing of the 
courses which will be offered during the 1996 summer session and the 
schedule of these classes. The statement of fees for the summer 
session and related information is also printed in this section. The 
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last day of registration for the 1996 summer session and the first four-
week session is Friday, June 7. On-campus classes begin on Monday, 
June 10, for the eight-week session and the first four-week session; 
classes for die second four-week session begin on Monday, July 8. 
New students will be receiving registration information by .way of mail 
from Academic Advising Services. 
Courses in most undergraduate and graduate majors and many in the 
General Education program will be available during the eight-week 
session. Courses in the Professional Education requirements will be 
offered in both the four- and eight-week sessions. The four-week 
sessions will make available courses which are especially adaptable to 
concentrated work and study. Some of these courses may be taken 
concurrently with work on the eight-week session. The categories of 
courses are listed on page 55. 
Special provisional programs are offered for new freshman students 
who may be advised or required by the Director of Admissions to 
begin, their university studies during the summer session as a 
condition for admission. 
Students graduating from high school in the spring of 1996 are 
invited to consider the special advantages of beginning their college 
studies in the UNI summer session. Along with the excellent range of 
freshman courses available, the campus is less crowde4 and there is a 
special warmth of informality and friendliness in summer school. 
Most important, freshmen who enter the University in the summer 
can make an easy transition from high school to college and be well 
established as continuing students. when the fall semester begins. 
The graduate program provides an extensive array of offerings during 
the summer session. It is possible to complete most graduate degree 
programs entirely by summer sessions. A rich and varied program of 
special events helps make the summer session particularly attractive 
to graduate students. 
Transfer students find it advantageous to make the transition to UNI 
during the summer sessions, and both sessions have a variety of 
courses available to these students. UNI is also a convenient place for 
unclassified students to take work in the summer, and special 
arrangements are made for these students. Non-credit programs held 
throughout the summer for high school students are described on 
page 34. 
Particular efforts are made in the summer session to provide for the 
needs of teachers who will be returning to the campus for further 
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work in their teaching specialties, to complete requirements for 
advanced degrees, and to renew their teaching credentials. 
· Experienced teachers will find the summer session geared to their 
special needs. Upper-level undergraduate and graduate courses are 
available in subject-matter areas and in professional education, and 
the variety is sufficient to meet individual needs. Of special interest to 
teachers are the many workshops offered for credit throughout the 
summer. 
The regular staff of the University is supplemented by a number of 
visiting instructors coming from various parts of the nation and from 
abroad. Visiting lecturers of national and international reputation are 
engaged to present topics of both general and special interest. All of 
this serves to make the UNI campus an active and energetic center of 
learning, a truly stimulating place to spend the summer. 
Nondiscrimination Policy of the University 
of Northern Iowa 
The University of Northern Iowa is committed to a policy of equal 
opportunity and non-discrimination without regard to race, national 
origin, color, religion, sex, age, disability or any other basis protected 
by law. The University has adopted the following policies in 
accordance with public policy and law. 
Equal Employment Opportunity and Non"." 
Discrimination 
It is the policy of the University of Northern Iowa that there shall be 
equal opportunity and non-discrimination in employment, retention, 
and advancement without regard to race, national origin, color, 
religion, sex, age, disability or any other basis protected by law. 
Affirmative Action 
It is the policy of the University of Northern Iowa that affirmative 
action shall be in effect for minority persons, women, Disabled 
persons, Disabled Veterans and Veterans of the Vietnam Era. 
Equal Educational Opportunity 
The University of Northern Iowa was created by an act of Iowa's 
,sixteenth General Assembly as the Iowa State Normal School ~hich 
opened on September 6, 1876. UNI has grown from the original site of 
40 acres with one building until it now has a campus of approximately 
905 acres with 64 principal buildings and some 855 faculty members. 
The University is located in Cedar Falls, north and east of the 
geographic center of Iowa on the Cedar River and in the center of 
Iowa's interest and recreation areas. Together with the University of 
Iowa and Iowa State University of Science and Technology, UNI is 
governed by the State Board ofRegents. 
. It is the policy of the University of Northern Iowa that there shall be 
Academic Standing of the University 
The University of Northern Iowa is a member of the American 
Association ~f State Colleges and Universities (AASCU), the American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE), and the 
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States. The University is 
accredited through the master's degrees, the specialist's degrees and 
the doctorate (Doctor of Education and .Doctor of Industrial 
Technology) by the North Central Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools (NCA). The programs of the University are 
accredited by the following professional accrediting agencies: 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools o(Business, the Council for 
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs, the 
National Association of Schools of Music, the National Association of 
Schools of Art, the Council on Social Work Education, the National 
Council of Social Work Education, the American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association, the American Home Economics Association, the 
American Dietetic Association, the National Association of Industrial 
Technology, the American Council for Construction Education, and 
the National Recreation and Park Association/American Association 
for Leisure and Recreation. Programs are also approved by the Iowa 
State Department of Education, the National University Extension 
Association, and the American Chemical Society. In addition, the 
University Museum is accredited by the American Association of 
Museums. 
equal educational opportunity and non-
discrimination in all educational 
programs and equal accessibility to all 
facilities without regard to race, 
national origin, color, religion, sex, 
age, disability or any other basis 
protected by law. 
Affirmative action, equal 
opportunity, and non-
discrimination are the responsibility of all 
who work and study at the University of Northern Iowa and are 
implemented throughout the University with the support of faculty, 
staff, and students. 
The University is further committed to a work and study environ.men! 
which enhances successful affirmative action outcomes. Decisions 
governing selection, placement, and promotion are made on the basis 
of merit and performance. Minority persons, women, persons with 
disabilities, Vietnam era and disabled veterans, and people of all ages 
are finding employment and educational opportunities at the 
University of Northern Iowa. 
For additional infor~ ation on affirmative action, contact the Office of 
Affirmative Action Programs, 115 Gilchrist Hall, UNI , (3 I 9)273-2846. 
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The University of Northern Iowa has available for its summer students 
a wide variety .of facilities, services, and activities for educational 
enrichment beyond the academic work in the classroom, and for 
assisting the summer student in "everyday" living at UNI. Some of 
these are described in this section. 
Student Services 
On-campus Single Student Housing 
(Students attending an institute or workshop should request 
applications from the director of the institute or workshop in 
which they are enrolled.) 
Housing will be available in Bartlett Hall and ROTH Complex for 
single 1,mdergraduate and graduate students during the 1996 summer 
session. These facilities are air conditioned with an option of a double 
or single room as space is available. Short-term workshop 
participants will also be able to reserve rooms in either facility on a 
· space availability basis. Please contact the Department of Residence 
for an application and rate information-:' 
Former students who desire on-campus housing and who are not 
living on campus during the spring semester should contact the 
Department of Residence, Redeker Center, UNI, for a housing card 
(this reservation should be made at an early date). Students on 
campus during the spring semester should reserve a space in either 
ROTH or Bartlett during April at a specific time to be announced. 
Housing for new students is contingent upon their admission to the 
University and subsequent enrollment. A housing card will be sent to 
the new student by the Admissions Office with the notification of 
admission to the University. 
Dining Services 
All students enrolled during the summer session and living in Bartlett 
and ROTH may eat their meals in the Commons Dining Center with 
the purchase of a meal plan or payment of cash. The dining center 
offers cafeteria-style breakfast, lunch, dinner and take-out meals. 
Students Jiving off-campus may purchase' a meal plan also. 
Students with a meal plan may use their plan at the Royal Oak Room 
in Maucker Union or at the Panther Express Convenience Store in 
ROTH. . 
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The Royal Oak Room is also available for students, faculty and staff to 
purchase lunches during the summer sessions. 
Financial Assistance 
The Financial Aid Office provides limited summer assistance in the 
form of loans, grants, and part-time employment. Financial aid 
awards are usually a combination of these sources put together to 
make up a financial aid "package." Summer financial aid is 
contingent on the availability of funds. 
The Financial Aid Office requires Free Application for Federal Student 
Assistance .as the needs analysis document for all financial aid 
programs. Students must be officially admitted to the University 
before any financial aid offer will be made. Financial Aid Forms can 
be secured from the Financial Aid Office, Gilchrist Hall 116, (319) 
273-2700 or l-800-772-2736. 
Refer to page lO for standards of academic progress for financial aid. 
University Health 
Services 
University Health Services provides comprehensive mental health, 
physical health and wellness services to students enrolled at the 
University of Northern Iowa. Wellness services are also available to 
employees, retirees and their families. Services are provided by a 
professional staff including licensed psychologists, physicians, 
physician assistants, nurses, health educators, counselors, a 
pharmacist and a laboratory/x-ray technician. Services include 
consultation, treatment and a full range of health promotion and 
wellness activities. More detailed inforamtion concerning services 
and hours is available on World Wide Web. 
Health Clinic 
The Health Clinic is located in the Student Health Center on the south 
side of 23rd Street next to the Schindler Education Center and 
provides out-patient medical services Monday through Friday when 
classes are in session. Students and spouses, who have paid a health 
fee, are eligible for care. The clinic includes examination and 
treatment rooms, a laboratory, X-ray, and pharmacy including over 
the counter medications. A referral to an area physician will be 
arranged, if needed, for treatment r,equiring specialized care. 
Appointments are necessary forsome services. 
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No charge is made for routine clinic consultations, but a charge is 
made for medications, injections, immunizations, x-rays, lab tests and 
other medical services. Charges may be paid in cash or billed to a 
student's account or insurance company. 
When the Health Clinic is closed, resident hall students may discuss a 
health problem with their Hall Coordinator or Resident Assistant. 
Hall Coordinators and Resident Assistants may be able to recognize a 
need for first aid or medical attention. They can suggest 
arrangements to students who are ill or injured. Emergency care is 
available at any of the hospital emergency rooms in the Cedar Falls 
and Waterloo area. 
The Student Health Center also houses the department's health 
education, substance abuse and sexual abuse prevention programs. 
Activities include assessment of student health needs, responding to 
requests for programs arid presentations, educating students in 
proper self-care, staff training, and managing the University's 
comprehensive alcohol, drug, and sexual abuse education program. 
1 9 6 
The Wellness Promotion and Health Education Program serves 
students, faculty, staff and their immediate families in a variety of 
ways: individual consultation, educational programs, resource and 
referral services, assessments, motivational and promotional events, 
and on-going health maintenance activities. Some programs and 
services are provided free of charge, others are fee-based. 
·The Wellness Promotion and Health Education Program framework 
contains eight primary elements: 
fitness and nutrition management, including exercise classes 
medical self-care 
relationship and social skill building 
emotional health enhancement 
s.exual and reproductive health care 
sexual and substance abuse education and prevention 
safety and emergency response training, including CPR and 
First Aid 
social/leisure activities 
Professional staff, trained peer health educators and student 
A group accident and sickness insurance plan may be purchased 
through the University on a voluntary basis for those without medical 
insurance. Information on the coverage and the cost of this insurance 
is available in the Health Clinic. International students are required to 
have health insurance as a condition of admission and should contact 
the International Programs Office regarding appropriate coverage. 
- instructors provide programs . . 
Counseling Center 
The Counseling Center is located in Room 213 in the Student Services 
Center. The Counseling Center is staffed with professional counselors 
and psychologists who provide the following services: 
Individual and group therapy 
Referral services to other programs and agencies 
Coordination of Student Disability Services 
Clinical consultation to faculty and staff 
Class and group presentation on various clinical issues 
Counseling services are available to students without charge. 
Interviews are confidential. 
Appointments for counseling may be made directly at the Counseling 
Center or by telephone. As a general rule, emergency appointments 
are available immediately and other appointments within a short time. 
Wellness Promotion and Health Education 
Program 
The Wellness Promotion and Health Education Office is located on the 
second floor of the Student. Health Center. Programs and services are 
offered at many locations around campus. 
· The Wellness Promotion and Health Education Program is designed 
to enhance the health and well-being of the campus community. 
Programs and services are multi-dimensional in scope and are 
designed to provide information, skill acquisition opportunities, and 
on-going support for positive health behaviors. 
UNI Child Development 
Center 
The UNI Child Development Center provides a setting for children to 
explore and interact with their environment, other children and 
adults. The Center is staffed by teachers certified in Eady Childhood 
Education and UNI students. 
Children must be 6 weeks old when the session begins, and no older 
than 6. Part-time care may be available, but full time children are 
given priority. Enrollment is open to children of faculty, staff, and 
students on a first-come, first-served basis. 
Summer hours are 7:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Advanced registration is 
recommended. 
Forms and information are available from: 
Ms. Jill Uhlenberg, Coordinator 
l Price Laboratory School 




Advising Program - General advisers are available in the Academic 
Advising Office to assist students in exploring major options, 
understanding academic requirements and helping in selecting their 
academic programs. Advisers will be available to assist students in 
planning summer session schedules. Each student will be assigned to 
a faculty adviser who teaches in the student's academic major. 
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Examination Services - National Standardized Examinations for 
college credit, teacher education, graduate and professional education 
are offered through Examination Services for graduate and 
undergraduate students. Examination information concerning 
eligibility, registration, examination preparation,·score interpretation, 
and evaluation is available to students through Academic Advising 
Services. 
Learning Skills Courses - The learning straiegies that lead to good 
grades and success in high school are often inadequate for university 
studies. Academic Advising Serv_ices provides two non-credit courses 
to help students meet 'the increased reading and studying demand~ of 
college course work: 
Speed Reading 
Effective Study Strategies 
There, is no fee for these 12-session courses. Students may register for 
either course June 10-14 at Academic Advising Services, 125 Student 
Services Center. Courses will begin June 17. 
In addition, you are encouraged to request an appointment with a 
l~arning strategies instructor if you have a question about reading or 
studying for UNI courses. Call (319) 273-6023 or come to Academic 
Advising Services. 
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Placement and Career 
Services 
The Office of Placement and Career Services is a centralized office 
providing services related to the broad areas of career-readiness and 
to the more specific area of opportunities for graduates. 
Career Services. Career Services assists students and alumni with a 
range of career-related questions and concerns. Programs, 
consultation, and resources from Career Services can be categorized 
into three areas - decision-making, career/employer information, 
and career-related experience. 
Decision-Making: For those wanting assistance with the process of 
deciding on or changing career directions, Career Services offers 
written and videotaped information on career options, occupation 
requirements, and employment trends, as well as career interest 
_ inventories and a computerized career guidance program. A credit-
bearing course designed to help students make career decisions is 
available, as well as individual counseling. 
Career/Employer Information: Job-seekers and students exploring 
career options and opportunities can find print, video, and 
computerized information on industries, employers, and job 
openings, as well as information on job-search processes and 
strategies. Professional counselors provide one-on-one consultation 
on locating and using such career- and job-search related information. 
Career-Related Experience: Students who are ready to explore career 
directions and to gain experience to extend their academic 
preparation can participate in the Cooperative Education and 
Experiential Learning Programs. 
Cooperative Education is a program that helps students to make the 
transition from college to the professional work world by gaining work 
experience before graduating. Participants in the program earn 
academic credit and generally receive pay or a stipend for their work. 
Cooperative Education provides students with career- and major-
related experience and opportunities to develop professional skills. 
Studies have shown that students with applied experience such as that 
offered by Co-op have an edge~n the job search process. 
Experiential Learning opportunities offer students a range of options 
for applying theories learned in the classroom to volunteer or paid 
experience in a variety of for-profit, nonprofit, service and business-
related settings. Experiences through this program may or may not be 
accompanied by academic credit. Professional staff work with 
students to determine an experience and setting appropriate to the 
student's goals. 
Placement Services. This area assists prospective graduates and 
alumni from all academic areas and degree levels in securing positions 
in employment and/or graduate school in accordance with their 
qualifications and personal interests. Placement provides counseling 
and advising; posts job listings and mails same to alumni; participates 
actively in local, regional and national candidate referral services; 
conducts campus interviews and career fairs with school systems, 
· graduate schools, companies, government agencies, and non-profit 
organizations; teaches job hunting skills; conducts mock interviews; 
and for teachers, admipistrators, and others seeking positions in 
educational settings, provides credentials and a weekly vacancy 
bulletin. 
Individuals are highly encouraged to register for placement services 
· prior to their final academic year. There is a fee for some services. 
Traffic Regulations 
University traffic regulations are in force during the summer session. 
Campus parking is by permit only and is restricted to the area~ 
designated on the permit. 
Every vehicle used on the campus by faculty, staff, or students must be . 
registered with the University Public Safety Office and must display a 
valid parking permit. The vehicle parking permit fee for students 
attending the summer session is $6.50 for C permits (dormitory 
residents), and $10.40 for B permits (off campus). Vehicles registered 
in the previous academic year need not be registered. Individuals 
enrolled only in a short-term workshop (one week or less) may obtain 
temporary parking permits at $3.00 per week. 
A copy of the UNI Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Regulations may be 
obtained from the University Public Safety Office, Room 102, Gilchrist 
Hall. 
Rod library 
Centrally located on campus, the Rod Library has a collection of more 
than 765,000 books and more than 3,000 current periodical and 
newspaper subscriptions to support the curricular and informational 
needs ofUNI's students and faculty. 'The library occupies a four story 
building and completed a major addition and extensive renovation 
project in 1995. The library provides seating for 1,600 library users at 
study carrels and tables and has more than 550 additional seating 
spaces in lounge areas and in group and graduate studies. It also 
provides studies for faculty and emeritus faculty. The Library also 
houses a student computer center, managed by the u_niversity's 
Information Systems and Computing Services, and the Center for the 
Enhancement of Teaching. 
Services offered include reference services; UNISTAR - an automated 
system supporting an online public access catalog and autoll)ated 
circulation and acquisitions functions; reserve services; interlibrary 
loan; a network of CD-ROM indexes and other databases; online 
access to LEXIS/NEXIS (a full-text legal and general news service); 
library instruction services; online searching of textual and 
bibliographic databases; photocopying (including self-service copiers); 
and coin-operated typewriters. UNISTAR, LEX1S/NEXIS, and many of 
the CD-ROM databases are available to UNI students and faculty 
through dial-in access. Additional information about the library can 
be obtained through its World Wide Web page, available through the 
University's World Wide Web page at http://www.uni.edu. 
In addition to its circulating collection, the library has an extensive 
general reference collection, a documents and maps collection, an art 
and music collection, a youfh collection, and special collections and 
archives. The circulating collection is in open stacks and shelved by 
the Library of Congress classification system. The reference collection 
includes resources in the humanities and social sciences, the sciences, 
business, and those of general interest. Documents & Maps includes a 
collection of more than 260,000 U.S. paper documents, more than 
240,000 U.S. and Iowa documents on microfiche, and more than 
39,000 m~ps. The Art & Music collection includes reference sources 
for those subject areas and has an extensive collection of 
phoriorecordings, cassettes, and compact disks, as well as listening 
rooms and equipment. The Youth Collection contains a representative 
sample offiction and non-fiction materials for K-12 students. Special 
Collections includes rare books, the University Archives, the American 
Fiction collection, and the (Senator Charles) Grassley Papers. 
The library also has a collection of state, national, and international 
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newspapers, a career collection, and a microform collection of more 
than 650,000 items, including the ERIC documents microfiche. Many 
items not held by the library can be obtained from other libraries 
through its Interlibrary Loan Service. 
· The library is open 106.5 hours per week during the spring and fall 
sessions and 8LS hours per week during the summer session. 
Variations from regular schedules are posted in .the main lobby of the 
library and are published in the Northern Iowan and other sources. 
Further information and assistance can be obtained at the Reference 
Desk. 
· Gallery of Art 
The Gallery of Art is one of several major cultural resources of the 
University of Northern Iowa. Located in the south wing of the 
Kamerick Art Building, the gallery includes a 5,300 square-foot 
exhibition space that is devoted to the presentation of the University's 
permanent art collections and an active temporary exhibitions 
program. The permanent collection's primary emphasis is 20th 
century American and European art. The gallery's temporary 
exhibitions program includes six to eight major shows and a number, 
of smaller exhibitions per year, providing visitors with a wide range of 
contemporary and international art interests. 
The Gallery of Art, in cooperation with the Department or"Art, 
supports a number of other arts-related activities and events. _These 
include tours of the exhibitions and the Kamerick Art Building, a 
visiting artist lecture series, art workshops ilnd Cinema UNI. 
Additionally, the Gallery of Art provides educational opportunities to 
students interested in gallery, museum and arts administration 
experiences through the University's individual studies and 
cooperative educational programs. 
All programs sponsored by the Gallery of Art are free and open to the 
public. Please call (319) 273-2077 for information about gallery events 
or gallery hours. 
Maucker Union 
The J. W. Maucker Union, located in the center of the academic 
complex and immediately adjacent to the University Library, has a 
variety of services and facilities available for members of the 
University community. The Union Coffee House and Club '91 serve 
meals and snacks and are also the gathering 0 places for informal 
meetings and socializing. Other facilities include meeting rooms, 
m. 
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lounges, a billiards and recreation room, a TV lounge, and numerous 
multipurpose areas. 
A check cashing service is operated from the Union Station for the 
convenience of summer session students. An automatic teller 
machine, located on the Upper level, is also available. Union Station 
also sells a variety of sundries and school suplies, and provides postal 
service. 
The Office of Student Activities, located in the lower level of the Union, 
oversees student organizations, fraternities and sororities, and other 
student activities and events. The staff can assist any student in 
finding ways to get in'vcilved on campus that fit individual interests 
and levels of.commitment. 
Information Systems and 
Comput.ing Services 
Information Systems and Computing Services (ISCS) provides 
computing, information networking, and telephone support to the ·I -,,, 
students, faculty,'and staff.of the University ofNorthern Iowa. The 
university's exteriW~~ computing resources are available through a 
developing netw'otk 'and complemented by effective and accessible 
documentation_, tr~ining, and consulting services. 
Most computing services are supplied to students at no charge. 
Exceptions are thqse services such as laser printing which are both 
costly and discretionary. , 
The Network: Primary access to the UNI computing and information 
resources is through a multi-layered campus datacommunication 
network. The network consists of an optical fiber backbone 
interconnecting major resources (mainframes, minicomputers, Local 
Area Network file servers, network access servers, and an 
asynchronous data switch). Individual workst<\_tions may be 
connected to the network directly, through local area networks, or via 
modems and telephone lines through either the network access 
servers or the asynchronous switch. The network provides access to 
all major UNI computing resources, as well as the on-line library 
catalog system and the Library CD-ROM databases, from points on 
and off campus. 
The UNI network is an Internet domain. UNJ's Internet membership 
enables students, faculty; and staff at UNI to gain access to an 
extensive and rich variety of computing and information resources 
across the country and around the world. 
Central Facilities: The principal central computing system for 
academic computing is a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
VMScluster, which includes an Alpha AXP 4000-610 and an 
Alpha.Server 2000, both running the Open VMS operating system. 
these current computer systems provide access to a rich colle,tion of 
programming languages, editors, statistical programs, database 
software, and other applications from Digital Equipment Corporation 
and third-party vendors. 
Auxiliary central support is provided by a DEC VAXstation 3100 and a 
DEC V AXstation 4000 VLC, which are also included in the 
VMScluster. These systems are used for selected applications and for 
documentation and software distribution from Digital Equipment 
Corporation. 
Supplementary resources are provided by a Sun SparcStation 10 
Model 30 running the Solaris UNIX operating system. This system 
hosts UNJ's World-Wide Web space, which provides information 
about campus events and other ma.Hers of interest to the campus 
community. The current publication of the UNI Catalog and the UNI 
Policies and Procedures can also be accessed through this system. The 
SparcStation also provides access to the UNIX operating environment 
for selected classes. 
IBM mainframe access is provided to selected classes via scheduled 
access to an appropriate subset of the resoum:s on the university's 
administrative IBM ES9121/210. 
Student Computer Centers: Over 230 microcomputers are available 
in Student Computer Centers located in the Library, Schindler 
Education Center, the Business Building, the Center for Educational · 
Technology, the Industrial Technology Center, Towers Center, and 
Redeker Center. The microcomputers in these centers are connected 
to file servers via Novell networks, and these file servers are connected 
into the UNI network for acce.ss to all campus computing resources 
including the VMScluster, the Library Catalog, the Library's CD-ROM 
databases, the UNI World-Wide Web space, and the Internet. 
Equipment in these centers consists predominantly of IBM PS/2s_ and 
compatible machines running MS-DOS and Windows; and Apple 
Macintosh systems. Laser printers are available in all of the centers 
and may be used at a modest charge. 
The Student Computing Advisory Commit!ee plays an active and 
meaningful role in recommending policies, priorities, and strategic 
plans for the Student Computer Centers and other student computing 
resources. 
Special Facilities: Graphics capability of varying types is provided 
using IBM PS/2 systems and Apple Macintosh in the Wagner Student 
Computer Center, located in the Industrial Technology Center and 
Apple Macintosh systems in the Center for Educational Technology 
Student Computer Center. 
An optical scanner (NCS 7008) is available for test scoring, survey 
tabulating, and other data entry from mark-sense forms. 
UNI is an Affiliate Member of the National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications, located at the University of Illinois. This affiliate 
membership provides supercomputer access to students and faculty 
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members whose academic pursuits require it. 
Software: Programming languages available through the UNI 
network include Ada, APL, BASIC, C, COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, and 
MACRO. 
Statistical packages include SPSS, SPSS Graphics, Minitab, SAS, .SAS 
Graphics, and several microcomputer-based statistical packages. 
Word Processing software includes WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, and 
a number of editors available on a variety of equipment from 
microcomputers to central systems. 
Other software includes spreadsheets (Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft 
Excel), communication (TCP/IP and KERMIT), database software, and 
a wealth of special-purpose and discipline-specific offerings. 
Services: A Co1J1puter Consulting Center (Business Building Room 
27; 273-5555) is available during normal working hours for answering 
computer-related questions and assisting with the solution of 
problems. The Consulting Center telephone is answered by machine 
at times when staff is not available. Problems which cannot be 
answered immediately are referred to the ISCS professional staff; 
responses to questions are generally provided within one working day. · 
A comprehensive collection of documentation is available from a 
variety of sources, including the computers themselves, the Consulting 
Center attendants, and the ISCS staff. 
Hours of Operation: ISCS offices are open on the normal UNI 
schedule (8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday through Friday during the 
academic year and 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM Monday through Friday 
during the summer). 
The main computer room (Room 19, Business Building) is open from 
7:30 AM to Midnight Monday through Friday, from 12:00 noon to 4:00 
PM Saturday, and from 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM on Sunday. However, 
outside building doors are locked at 10:30 PM Monday through 
Friday. 
The Student Computer Center in the Redeker Dining Center is open 
around the clock during fall and spring semesters, designated 
University break periods and holidays excepted. · 
The Library Student Computer Center schedule is coordinated with 
that of the Library. 
Other Student Computer Centers have individual "core" hours of 
operation which are determined by location and use of the centers; 
these hours are extended as demand increases during the semester. 
Hours are posted on the UNI World-Wide Web space and at each 
Student Computer Center. 
" Departmental Facilities: Extensive additional computing facilities 
are available for student use within Colleges and Departments. 
Information about resources and use policies may be obtained from 
the individual departments. 
Instructional Resources 
and Technology Services 
Instructional Resources and Technology Services, within the College of 
Education, is for teacher education students and faculty. Many of the 
services are also available for N/K-12 grade teachers and 
administrators. IRIS offers resources and technological services for 
the pursuit of curriculum and instructional development. 
IRIS consists of five closely related areas: the Curriculum Laboratory; 
the Marshall Center One Room School; the NASA Regional Teacher 
Resource Center; the Aviation Education Resource Center; and 
Technology Services. 
The Curriculum Laboratory is located in Room 222 of the Schindler 
Education Center. Materials available in the Curriculum Laboratory 
include N/K-12 textbooks, curriculum guides, reso,urce units, 
professional books, education journals, kits, games, and software. The 
Curriculum Laboratory provides group orientations, consultations, 
reference assistance, a reserve desk, bibliographies, newsletters, and 
new materials notices. 
The Marshall Center One Room School is located adjacent to the 
Schindler Education Center and Student Health Services. It has been 
on campus since Fall 1989 and has been restored to its 1910 
appearance. The school is available for N/K-12 grade students, the 
University community, and the general public. Staff will provide 
living history experiences for visitors by conducting 1910 style classes 
or the building may be used as a meeting site .. 
The NASA Regional Teacher Resource Center, in Schindler 
Education Center 222, houses a collection of videos, slides, 
audiocassettes, computer software, ap.d lesson plans about NASA and 
aerospace education. Students, faculty, staff, Iowa teachers, and the 
general public may preview these materials in the center and make or 
request duplicates at minimal costs. Many of the items may be 
borrowed from the Center for Educational Technology for on-campus 
use. 
The Aviation Education Resource Center houses a collection of 
aerospace materials appropriate for NIK-12th grade classrooms, 
undergraduate university classes·, and other instructional purposes. 
The AERC is a part of a network of over 70 centers throughout the 
country which serve as distribution sites for educational materials 
furnished by the FAA. It is the only center in Iowa and works with 
teachers and others from the entire state. 
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Technology Services includes Macintosh LC microcomputers which 
are available in the Schindler Education Center 206 lab. This is a 
teaching lab in which classes are held. Reservations for individual 
users must be made at least one day in advance. Students may use 
non-reserved computers on a walk-in basis. Macintosh users will 
have access to the following programs: Microsoft Works, Claris 
Works, Microsoft Office (Excel, Powerpoint, Word) MacWrite II, 
Pagemaker, Superpaint, MacDraw II, and Hypercard. Users 
will also have access to (he Campus network and full Internet 
resources including the World Wide Web. · 
The College of Education's Windows classroom is located 
in Schindler Education Center 124, within the SEC 123 lab. 
Gateway computers, running on a Novell network, are 
available to classes and individual users. Microsoft 
Works, Microsoft Publisher and Microsoft Office 
(Access, Excel, Powerpoint, Word), and FileMaker Pro 
are on the network. In addition, stand alone DOS and 
Windows N/K-1_2 grade software is available for 
check-out in SEC 206, the IRTS lab. 
Users may also access the UNI Campus 
network, including COBRA/VIPER, Rod 
Library CD-ROM network, Nexis/Lexis. 
Users may also access the World Wide Web. 
The Center for 
Educational Technology 
The Center for Educational Technology, a university-wide service 
department, meets the varied media and educational technology needs 
(instructional, commu"1ications, and telecommunications) of 
Northern Iowa students, faculty and administrative staff. It is 
responsible for the University's media equipment and collection of 
media software and provides services in instructional development, 
technology training, technology utilization, production planning, 
software production, and research. The Center also provides 
communications media and teleGommunications assistance to 
community and state organizations and agencies. (For detailed 
information about CET services, connect to the Center's World Wide 
Web page.) The Center for Educational Technology consists of seven 
closely related service divisions: Digital Imaging Services; Engineering 
and Maintenance; Instructional Technology Services; Media Lab; 
Photographic Imaging Services; Technology Training; and Video, 
Audio, and Telecommunications Services. The CET also operates and 
manages the Iowa Educational Technology Training Institute. 
Digital Imaging provides consultation, design, and production of a 
wide variety of media materials and programs for instruction and 
communication purposes. Digital Imaging utilizes both traditional 
and electronic processes for graphics and photography. 
Engineering and Maintenance designs, builds, installs, and 
mai~tains educational technology and telecommunications systems. 
Instructional Technology Services is responsible for purchasing, 
circulating, maintaining, and managing University media equipment 
and media software. This division of the Center pro~ides media 
equipment for each instructional building and maintains a large 
collection for check-out. It also houses the university-wide collection 
of media software, preview facilities for viewing media software, and a 
basic computer laboratory using both IBM and MacIntosh computer 
platforms. Scheduling the use of the Iowa Communications Network 
and the UNI telecommunications classrooms is coordinated through 
this service area. 
'ci / /c{c'c, /?/ C i 
The Media Lab, is housed and operated in the 
Instructional Technology Services division of the Center and 
provides equipment and assitance for students, faculty and staff 
who want to produce their own media software. 
Photographic Imaging Services plans, produces, and processes 
photographic images for printed and projected media. 
/"'''"''''' :: c: :.::c Complete services for sound slide series and multi-image 
productions (planning, production, and projection) are provided. 
Technology Training Services is dedicated to assiting the staff, 
faculty, and students of the University of Northern Iowa in the 
effective use of educational technology. This division of the Center 
operates and manages a state-of-the-art computer laboratory for 
workshops in the design and production of multimedia presentations. 
Video, Audio, and Telecommunications Services provides a broad 
range of professional audio and television services including planning, 
production, post-production, distribution, and utilization. A 
television origination and distribution system may be used to deliv:er 
media electronically throughout campus. The Iowa Communications 
Network and the university-wide television n_etwork provide 
origination and reception capability that permits television 
programming to be delivered and received state-wide, nationally, and 
internationally. This division of the CET coordinates the university 
link to the Cedar Falls/Waterloo cable television system, including the 
closed circuit television connecting the Cedar Falls Schook 
Centralized satellite downlinks offer the university community 
educational programming distributed by satellite. This division also 
schedules and coordinates all media services for the five lecture halls 
in Schindler Education Center. 
The Iowa Educational Technology Training Institute provides a 
cadre of trainers for state-wide training in mul_tiple technologies, 
software, and networks including the Iowa Communications Network, 
computer networks, computer-based multimedia, CD ROM, laser disc; 
interactive television, and desktop video. The Institute also provides a 





The University Museum, accredited by the American Association of 
Museums, is used extensively as an educational resource by both 
university classes and regional schools and as a cultural facility by 
local organizations and individual visitors. The museum offers 
permanent and changing exhibits, tours, lectures, and special 
programs, as well as internships and research oppo,tunities for 
students. 
The collections of the Museum embrace four major subject categories: 
geology, biology, anthropology, and history. The geology collection 
consists of minerals, rocks, and fossils of worldwide distribution. The 
biology area includes a bird collection consisting of most birds 
indigenous to the midwest as well as sqme exotic, rare, and extinct 
species. Large·and small mammals, reptiles, fish, anthropods, and 
marine invertebrates, including a vast collection of shells from around 
the world, are also a part of the biology collection. University, Iowa, 
and local history are represented by a wide variety of artifacts, printed 
documents, and a costume collection. The anthropology section 
includes important prehistoric and ethnographic collections from 
North America, South America, Africa, Asia, the Pacific Islands, and 
the Middle East. 
A pu9lic support group known as the Friends of the UNI Museum 
serves to help the Museum through financial and volunteer support. 
Membership is open to anyone with the desire to see the Museum 
grow and expand its services. 
Located at 3219 Hudson Road, the Museum is open, free of charge, 
daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. during the school week. It is closed on 
legal and university holidays as well as Saturdays. From September to 
May the Museum is open on Sundays from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Although large groups such as clubs and classes are asked to 
telephone or write the Museum for appointments, all other visitors are 
invited to come without appointments any time the Museum is open. 
Department of Teaching 
Laboratory Practice-Elementary {280:150)- This course is 
designed for teachers with several years of teaching experience who 
have not fulfilled the student teaching requirements for licensure. 
Course opportunities include practice in classroom teaching 
procedures, preparation of instructional materials, access to the 
Laboratory School media center, and participation in a special 
seminar on modern teaching and curriculum theory. 
Advanced Laboratory Practice {280:250)- Graduate students 
attending the summer session are encouraged to explore opportunities 
for Ad~anced Laboratory Practice in schools with summer programs, 
with concentration on any aspect of the school program. Credit can be 
earned by participating in one of the special teacher workshops. 
Student Teaching (280:135-140) - Summer student teaching is 
offered to students who meet the requirements of the Teacher 
Education Coordinating Council, and is available to students who have 
· had teaching experience and can complete a degree program at this 
university during the summer session of 1996. Student teaching will 
be offered in early childhood at the UNI Child Development Center for 
4 or 5 semester hours of credit. Placements in elementary, secondary 
or special areas will depend on available school settings. This credit 
will -meet the requirements in student teaching; additional hours may 
be taken in elective courses. Interested students should file 
applications with the Department of Teaching Office of Student Field 
Experience, Room 116, Price Laboratory School, by May 15, 1996. 
Summer Workshops (280:133g) . 
A number of workshops will be offered for practicing teachers. 
Workshops will concentrate on updating instructional content and 
methodology in a number of content areas at both elementary and 
secondary school levels. Please consult the Department of Teaching 
Office, Room 116, Price Laboratory School. 
Campus and Community 
Recreational 
Opportunities 
A variety of recreational opportuni_ties are available for the students, · 
faculty/staff, and their families during the summer session. 
Structured activities include volleyball, slow-pitch softball, basketball, 
and ultimate frisbee for team participation with individual sports of 
tennis and racquetball. There are also special instructional programs 
and events provided throughout the summer. Unstructured acrivities 
(open recreation) are always available on the 45 acres of turfed play 
fields and in the spacious UNI-Dome/PE Center complex. Additional 
indoor and o_utdoor facilities include 8 laykold tennis courts (lighted), 
8 outdoor racquetball/handball courts, and swimming pools for lap 
and open swim opportunities. 
The Cedar Falls-Waterloo area is noted for its excellent parks, public 
golf courses, and recreational facilities for ,picnicking, bicycling, 
boating, fishing, and a wide variety of other recreational activities. In 
addition, within easy driving distance in northeast and east central 
Iowa are a variety of points of interest including the Yellow River 
Forest, the Amana Colonies, Backbone State Park, the Little Brown 
Church at Nashua, the Bily Brothers Clocks and Anton Dvorak 
Memorial at Spillville. 
Informaticm regarding the summer program and facilities is available 
from the Campus Rec;reation Office located in the southwest corner of 
the Physical Education Center (PEC}-telephone (319} 273-6275. 
Intramural information and open recreation hours are also available 
on our pre-recorded telephone lines, for intramural information call 
{319) 273-2413 and for current open recreation hours for the various 
facilities call (319) 273-2391. 
U N D 
The University of Northern Iowa offers six baccalaureate degree 
programs-the Bachelor of Arts, the Bachelor of Fine Arts, the 
Bachelor of Music, the Bachelor of Science, the Bachelor of 
Technology, and the non-traditional Bachelor ofLiberal Studies. The 
Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Technology degrees are organized 
in two curricular programs leading to the baccalaureate degree: one 
program which includes professional courses required for licensure to 
teach, and the other in which liberal and/or vocational arts courses 
complete the degree requirements. The Bachelor of Music degree 
provides for teaching certification under the Music Education major; 
and it is possible to take part of the necessary work during the 
undergraduate program and the remainder as a post-graduate to earn 
a teaching license with the other majors under that degree. The 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree is a highly specialized program which 
provides strong emphasis on ~ork in professional career training. 
General Education: A General Education program of 47 semester 
· hours distributed across 6 categories is required of all students 
working toward a baccalaureate degree on any curriculum in addition 
to the work in the major area. Most of the General Education courses 
are recommended to be completed during the first two years of college 
work. 
Through its program of General Education UNI seeks to help students 
to understand themselves and the society in which they live in order to 
participate more effectively as citizens of the community. Through 
courses in science, mathematics, the humanities, the arts, social 
sciences, communication skills, and personal wellness, the student is 
led to an understanding of present-day problems. 
The students are encouraged to develop the ability to grasp the ideas 
of others and to express themselves effectively, orally and in writing. 
The enjoyment and understanding ofliterature, art, music, and other 
expressions of creative ability of humankind are important objectives 
of the student's work in General Education, as is instruction in 
personal wellness. 
T E 
Bachelor of Arts 
124 Semester Hours 
On this program, undergraduate courses lead to the B.A. degree with 

















Community Health Education 
Computer Information Systems 
Computer Science 
Criminology 









General Industry and 
Technology 
General Studies 


















Mathematics for Modeling B 
Mathematics C 
Music 
Natural History Interpretation 
Nutrition and Food Science 
Philosophy 
Physics 












Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL) 
Textile and Apparel (TAPP) 
Theatre 
Minors may be selected from the following fields: Anthropology, Art, 
Asian Studies, Astronomy, Athletic Training, Biology, Business-
Accounting, Business Communication, Chemistry, Coaching, 
II 
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Communication, Communication/Journalism, Community Health 
Education, Comparative Literature, Computer Information Systems, 
Computer Science, Criminology, Dance, Design, Family and Consumer 
Sciences, Earth Science, Economics, English, Environmental 
Perceptions, Ethics, Family Life Education, French, General Business 
Concepts, General Industry and Technology, Geography, Geology, 
German, Graphic Communications, History, Humanities, 
International Affairs, Jazz Studies, Mathematics, Media, Military 
Science, Music, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Portuguese, 
Psychology, Religion, Russian, Russian/East European Studies, 
Sociology, Spanish, Teaching English to Speakers ofOther Languages 
(TESOL), Wo~en's Studies, and Writing. 
A knowledge of a foreign language is required or recommended for 
several majors; specific information regarding foreign language 




130 Semester Hours 
On this program, undergraduate courses lead to the B.A. degree with 
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Early Childhood Education 



















Science: Plan A-Junior High 
School Science 







Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL) 
Technology Education 
TESOL/Modern Language 
Minors may be selected from the following fields : Anthropology, Art, 
Art {K-6), Basic Science (K-6), Biology, Business, Chemistry, 
Coaching, Communication - Theatre, Communication - Theatre 
{K-6), Communication/Journalism, Computer Science, Early 
Childhood, Early Childhood Special Education, Earth Science (K-6), 
Economics, Elementary School Media Specialist {K-6), English, 
English/Language Arts (K-6), French, Geography, German, Health 
Education, History, History {K-6), Library Science, Mathematics, 
Mathematics (K-6), Music, Physical Education-Elementary · 
Teaching, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Reading Education 
(K-6), Russian, Secondary Reading, Social Studies {K-6), Sociology, 
Spanish, Special Education, TESOL, and Technology Education. 
Teachers interested in license renewal may use the summer session to 
earn credit for this purpose. Since the institution in which the credit is 
earned must certify as to whether or not the courses apply on an 
advanced curriculum or a higher license, care must be taken at the 
time of the enrollment to select the proper courses. The summer 
session may also be utilized for extending endorsements. 
Bachelor of fine ,Arts 
130 or 136 Semester Hours 
This degree is a highly specialized program which provides strong 
emphasis on work in professional career training._ Onemajor is 
available under the B.F.A., a major in Art. This major requires the 
completion of 47 hours of General Education co~,rses. 
The Art Major requires that students complete a program of 18 
semester hours of foundation, 18 semester hours of studio 
distribution, 9 semester hours of art history distri~,t/tion, 33 semester 
hours of studio electives (including 21 semester h!)l;lfA in a particular 
emphasis area), 2 semester hours ofB.F.A. Seminar, 3,semester hours 
of B.F.A. Project I, and 3 semester hours of B.F.A. Project II. Students 
wishing to pursue the B.F.A. degree must apply for admission to the 
program prior to the completion of 45 semester hours of art and must 
qualify for and pass the B.F.A. Portfolio Admission Reyiew. This 
program does not provide for certification to teach. 
Bachelor of liberal 
Studies (BlS) 
124 $emester Hours 
The ~LS degree is an external program offered in cooperation with 
The University of Iowa and Iowa State University. It is designed to 
m~et the needs of students who have started college but are unable to 
complete a degree as full-time, on-campus learners. For admission to 
the program, a student must have an Associate of Arts degree from an 
accredited two-year college or a minimum of 62 semester hours of 
credit with a 2.0 cumulative grade point average. 
The degree requires 47 hours of general education courses and, in 
place of a major, a minimum of 12 hours in each of three of the 
following BLS distribution areas: a) humanities, b) communications 
and arts, c) natural sciences and mathematics, d) social sciences, and 
e) professional fields. The remaining 41 hours shall consist of 
university electives. 
The program at UNI is administered by the Division of Continuing 
Education and Special Programs. The BLS advisor is located at 1221 
W. 23rd Street, Cedar Falls,' telephone {319) 273-2504 or l-800-772-
1746 (toll-free). 
II 
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Bachelor of Music 
130-134 Semester Hours 




, The degree requires 41-44 hours of General Education courses; 65-80 
hours of music; and electives for a total of 130-134 semester hours. 
Teaching Iicensure for grades K-6, 7-12 is available under the Music 
Education Major. for this program students must complete the 
Professional Education Requirements (normally 28.hours for music 
majors), in place of general electives. 
Students on Performance and Composition-Theory programs who 
· want to obtain similar teaching licensure should consult with the 
Associate Director of the School of Music. 
Bachel~r of Science 
124-130 Semester Hours 
The Bachelor of Science degree should be elected by those students .·· 
who are preparing for careers in areas where effective applicationpf > 
knowledge and training requires a higher degree of concentrati<>fi m 
subject matter and cognate areas, particularly in advancedAfvel >. 
course work. This degree is especially appropriate for stud&iiff/ 
planning post-baccalaureate study in graduate or professiona.ls{fiools. 
Majors for the Bachelor of Science degree include: 











1. A minimum of 56 hours in the subject and cognate areas with: 
a. at least 36 hours in the subject area; 
b. at least one 100-level course in cognate areas. 
2. The completion of undergraduate research or internship carrying · 
l-2 semester hours of credit applicable to either the subject or 
cognate area(s). This project should involve original work and , 
normally should result in the c~mpletion of a written report. 
3. The completion of the General Education requirement of at least 47 
semester hours selected·from cou'rses included in the six General 
Education categories. 
Since this degree assumes a higher degree of concentration in subject 
matter, a major leading to this degree will ordinarily require at least 
eight more 100-level semester hours of credit than an identically 
named major leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. 
Bachelor of Technology 
130 Semester Hours 
This program allows the student to maj,or in one area: Construction 
Management. 
The Construction Management Major is designed to prepare 
individuals for positions in the construction industry such as project 
managers, project coordinators, project estimators, material and 
equipment distributors, labor-management relations personnel, 
inspectors, researchers, technical specification writers, sales 
managers, manufacturers' representatives, maintenance supervisors, 
construction supervisors, and construction quality control specialists. 
Ten graduate degrees are offered at UNI: the Master.of Arts degree, 
the Master of Arts in Education degree, the Master ofBusiness 
Administration degree, the Master of Music degree, the Master of 
Public Policy, the Master of Science, the Specialist degree, the 
Specialist in Education degree, the Doctor of Education degree, and 
the Doctor of Industrial Technology degree. Graduate majors are 
available in most departments and graduate-level courses are offered 
by all departments of the University. 
Admission ·to Graduate 
Study 
P'rospective students may apply for graduate admission under one of 
two categories: Degree Status or Non-Degree Status. Each of these 
carries specific regulations. 
Requirements for Admission to Degree Status: An applicant must 
have a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university. A 
student who expects to earn a graduate degree at this university must 
file an official transcript from the college or university granting the 
baccalaureate degree if other than the University of Northern Iowa. " 
' 
Only transcripts sent directly from the issuing institution to the UNI 
Office of the Registrar are considered official. Degree Status 
applicants who have attended other colleges or universities after 
earning the bachelor's degree must file an official transcript of each 
record. Students from countries where the native language is not 
English are required to take the TOEFL. Foreign students should 
contact the International Services Office, University of Northern Iowa, 
for explanation of requirements. 
Responsibility for determining eligibility for admission to graduate 
degree programs rests primarily with the academic department. 
Prospective degree students must contact the appropriate academic 
department for information regarding the requirements for 
admission, applications for admission and information regarding 
their admissibility. 
Requirements for Admission to Non-Degree Status: Requests for 
non-degree status are reviewed and acted upon within the Office of 
the Registrar. An applicant must have a bachelor's degree from an 
accredited college or university. All students wishing to receive 
graduate credit must file an official transcript from each college or 
university from which they have received a degree, unless the degree 
was obtained from the University of Northern Iowa. Transcripts must 
be sent directly from the issuing institution to the UNI Office of the 
Registrar in order to be considered official. 
Each student admitted to Degree Status is expected to consult with 
the head of the department in which s(he) intends to major regarding 
the assignment of an adviser. This should be done at the time of 
initial admission. The adviser will assist the student with the 
registration process and with the completion of a Program of 
Approval Form. Non-Degree students, those who are undecided 
about a major, or individuals who do not plan at the time of admission 
( or enrollment) to seek a master's degree can consult with the 
Associate Dean for Student Services in the Graduate College. Graduate 
students should confer with a faculty adviser at all subsequent 
registration periods to ensure appropriate adequate progress in their 
education. 
Graduate Majors 
The Master of Arts, the Master of Arts in Education, or the Master of 
Music degree may be earned by either the thesis or the non-thesis 
option. Minimum requirements for the thesis plan include: 30 
semester hours of graduate credit of which at least 24 hours must be 
in course work excluding 6 semester hours of:XXX:299 - thesis 
research credit. All programs under the non-thesis option require at 
least 30 semester hours. The minimum number of hours of graduate 
credit varies with the major. Specific details are given in the graduate 
section of the 1994-96 University Catalog; page 104. 
The Master of Public Policy is a professional interdisciplinary degree 
which provides specialized and advanced training for students wishing 
to assume roles as policy analysts in complex organizations, 
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principally in the governmental and non-profit sectors of society. This 
degree program is available on the non-thesis option, with a minimum 
of 41-45 hours of graduate credit required. 
The Master of Science Degree emphasizes environmental related 
course work in the various disciplines (biology, chemistry, geology, 
industrial technology, and physics), as ~ell as additional courses 
selected from university offerings at large. The minimum number of 
hours required beyond the Bachdor's is 30. 
The Specialist or the Specialist in Education degree may be earned by 
completing at least 30 semester hours of post master's degree and by 
satisfying the general and specific requirements for the degree. A 
department may require a thesis even if one was completed for the 
master's degree. 
The Doctor of Education degree requires a minimum of 60 semester 
hours of credit beyond the master's degree. There are three 
components to the program: 18 semester hours in a Professional 
Common Core of work in educational foundations, fundamentals, and 
research; 30-33 semester hours of Advanced Professional Studyin one 
of three areas of intensive study and a related area; and a dissertation 
of9-12 semester hours. Degree requirements also include a 
dissertation. 
The Doctor of Industrial Technology degree requires the completion of 
a minimum of 64 semester hours of credit beyond the master's degree 
and the fulfilling of the general and specific requirements for the 
degree. Degree requirements include a dissertation plus the 
publication of at least one scholarly paper within one of the 
professional fields related to industrial technology. 
Master of Arts 
The Master of Arts degree is designed for students interested in 
advanced preparation for elementary, secondary, or college teaching, 
or for students planning to pursue careers in fields other than 
teaching. Graduate-level courses are offered in all departments of the 
University, with the following majors available: 
s u 







Communications and Training 
Technology 









Youth/H uman Service · 
Agency Administration 
Library Science ' 
Mathematics ,. 
Mathematics for the Middle 








Science Education. for 




Teaching English to Speakers of 









The Master of Arts in Education degree program is designed for 
students whose work is primarily in professional education. Detailed 
information for each program may be obtained from the head of the 
department offering the major. The following majors are available: 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
Computer Applications in Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Education of the Gifted 
Educational Technology 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
'Middle School/Junior High School Education 
Reading Education 
Secondary Reading 
Department of Educational Administration and 
Counseling 
El,ementary Principalship 
Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
School Counseling 
Secondary Principalship 
Department of Educational Psychology and 
Foundations · 
General Educational Psychology 
Teaching 
Department of Special Education 
Special Education 
Master of Business 
Administration 
The Master of Business Administration degree program is designed to 
qualify students for creative leadership in business. The broad, 
integrated program provides an emphasis in the functional areas of 
business as well as selected specialized techniques, seeking a balance 
between theoretical knowledge and practical operatio~. This degree 
program is offered by the College ofBusiness Administration. 
Master of Music 
The Master of Music degree is a professional degree designed to 
prepare the student for: l) a college or secondary school teaching 
career, 2) a performance career as a professional musician or 
composer, or 3) for further graduate work at the doctoral level. The 







Master of Public Policy 
A professional interdisciplinary degree program providing1specialized 
and advanced training for students wishing to assume roles as policy 
analysts in complex organizations, principally in the governmental 
and non-profit sectors of-society. _· · · · · 
Master of Science 
The Master of Science degree should be elected by those students who 
are preparing for positions with environmental consulting firms, 
government research agencies, environmental branches of large 
companies and those companies specializing in environmental 
technologies. 
Majors for the Master of Science include: 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Technology 
Requirements include: · 
l. A Bachelor's degree in one of the sciences, engineering or 
industrial technology and at least a 3.0 undergraduate GPA is 
generally required for admission to the program. 
2. Each candidate must complete at least 30 semester hours of course 
. work beyond the bachelor's degree. 
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Topics in Environmental Chemistry 
Global Systems 





Environmental Technology Processes 
Technology & Management of Waste Materials 
Environmental Biology or Topics in 
Environmental Chemistry or Global Systems 

















Beyond the required courses, each student's graduate advisory committee 
will select elective course work tailored to the student's int~rests and 
research. Generally selected are courses such as limnology, ecotoxicology, 
geomorphology, field ecology, biochemistry, analytical chemistry, 
quantitative courses in the sciences, and a course in environivental 
economics. The student's graduate committee must approve the degree 
plan, which includes course work and a research topic. 
Specialist 
Information concerning details of the major and emphases is available 
in the Office of the Dean of the College ofNatural Sciences. The ' 
following major is available: 
Science Education 
Specialist in Education 
The Specialist in Education degree program is designed to provide an 
advanced level of preparation for specialized school personnel. The 
following major is available: 
School Psychology 
Doctor of Education 
The Doctor of Education degree is intended to provide practicing 
educators the opportunity to continue their study and earn the 
terminal professional degree in their field. A minimum of three years 
of appropriate educational experience is one of several requirements 
for eligibility for the program. The three areas of intensive study 
provide the student with the option of a specialized focus, and are 
designed for differe?t professional competencies as indicated below. 
Counseling. This area of intensive study involv~s continued 
development of knowledge and skills of educational professionals who 
assist others in clarifying, coping with or solving personal, academic, 
.. or career dilemmas. (For more information, contact the Head, 
Department of Educational Administration and Counseling.) 
Curriculum and Instruction. · This area of intensive study is designed to 
, prepare scholar-practitioners to plan, implement, evaluate, and supervise 
educational programs for children and adult learners. (For more 
information, contact the Head, Department of Curriculum and Instruction.) 
Educational Administration. This area of intensive study involves the 
preparation of personnel for leadership roles in administering and 
supervising departments, schools, districts, or other educational agencies. 
(For more information, contact the Head, Department of Educational 
Administration and Counseling.) 
For more information regarding the Doctor of Education degree program, 
contact the Associate Dean's Office, College ofEducation, University of 
Northern Iowa. 
Doctor of Industrial 
Technology 
The Doctor oflndustrial Technology Degree (D.I.T.) is a terminal degree 
grounded in the discipline of industrial technology. The graduates utilize 
the skills developed in the program, together with those acquired through 
prior education and experience, to accomplish their professional 
responsibilities with increased effectiveness and efficiency. The D.I.T. 
program is designed to prepare individuals for leadership positions and is 
targeted primarily at education-related careers in higher education or 
industry. Sufficient flexibility exists, however, to direct the course work, 
internship, and research toward other related career preferences. Extensive 
knowledge of industry and its developing technologies, as well as a 
thorough understanding of research, constitute important components in 
the preparation of the D.I.T. graduate. Research activities encompass such 
areas as product and production planning, graphics technology, industrial 
and educational management, educational and training materials 
development, technology studies, applied material sciences, energy and 
power applications, curricular design and educational methodology. 
Teacher 
licensure/Endorsement 
Provisions have been made for prospective in-service teachers to 
obtain teacher licensure/endorsement in a variety of fields. 
Advanced Studies 
Certificate 
The Advanced Studies Certificate in Educational Administration is 
designed to broaden and sharpen skills in post-master's competency 
areas. A. minimum of 30 semester hours is required, which may or 
may not lead to licensure. There is no examination or research 
component. A student is assigned a faculty advisor who will assist the 
student in developing an appropriate educational program. 
Do not write in this space 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0018 
Application for Admission - Summer Session 
p 
~ or print answers to all questions after reading instructions given on reverse side. 
Admission sought: Undergraduate ______ Graduate _____ _ 
Ac 
I. Social Security Number ___ - _ 
Ad 2. Attendance beginning Summer_ Summer Only __ Year 19 __ 
3. Name in full 
AF----------
Last First Middle 
Other names under which records might appear: ------------------------
Res __________ _ 
4. Permanent Home Address-----------------------------
Street or RFD and P.O. Box City State 
Non Res ________ _ _ _____________ 5. Home telephone number _______________ _ 
County Zip Area Cocle Number 
If current mailing address is different than permanent home address, indicate on reverse side. 
6. Do you consider yourself a resident of the stale of Iowa? yes_no_ If you reside in Iowa, when did residency begin? __ / __ 
month year 
If this date ls less than 12 months preceding the beginning of the term for which you are applying. complete the section provided for dates 
and places of residence on the reverse side, 
7. Birth (a) Date ___ / ___ / ___ (bl Place ______________ 8. Check one: Male ___ Female __ _ 
month date year City State 
9. Name of parent or legal guardian (not spouse) -----------------------------------
Address---------------------------------------------------
Street or RFD City State Zip 
IO. Name and city of high school from which you will graduate or have graduated. If high school equivalency is based on GED, indicate this 
and give last school attended. Actual or expected 
graduate date 
Name City Month Year 
If you arc currently enrolled in high school, it is required that you complete the section provided for course information on the 
reverse side, 
11. Answer yes or no. Have you previously attended college? __ Are you currently in college? __ (If you are, give date enrollement will 
end. __ ). Have you ever been or are you presently on probation at another college? __ Have you ever been or are you presently under 
suspension from another college? __ If yes, attach a separate letter of explanation. 
List name and city of college or universities in order of attendance. It is required that all 
institutions be listed and an official transcript from each institution be filed even though credit 
may not have been earned. Failure to list college attended will be considered an adequate reason 
for cancellation or dismissal. 
Name City 







13. Have you taken on are you scheduled to take the American College Test (ACT) or the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)?Yes _ No __ 
If yes. when? ACT: ___ / ___ SAT: ___ / ___ Graduate Record Examinations? Yes _ No _ or the Graduate 
month year month year 
Management Aptitude Test? Yes __ No_ 
14. Check the degree you wish to pursue: 
__ Bachelor of Arts __ Bachelor of Music 
__ Bachelor of Arts __ Bachelor of Technology 
(teaching) __ Master of Arts 
__ Bachelor of Fine Arts __ Master of Arts in 
__ Bachelor of Liberal Education 
Studies 
__ Master of Business 
Administration 
__ Master of Music 
__ Specialist 
__ Specialist in Education 
__ Doctor of Education 
__ Doctor of Industrial 
Technology 
15. State your academic interest. Refer to pages 16-21. ---------------------------------
Undecided ____ Graduate non-degree ___ _ 
16. If more than six months have elapsed since your last attendance at an educational institution, it is required that you indicate how this 
time has been spent in the space provided on the reverse side. 
17. It is hereby certified that the information given in this application is true and correct. It is understoood that misrepresentation, 
omission of information, or failure to answer any of the above questions may cause delay or cancellation of admission. 
For the purpose of determining admission, I hereby authorize any educational institution which I have previously attended and officials 
at such institutions to release academic, disciplinary, and medical records and to discuss these records with appropriate officials at the 
University of Northern Iowa. 
18. Check one (optional) 
__ White Non-Hispanic __ American Indian or __ Asian or Pacific Islander __ Non-Resident Alien 
__ Black/African American Alaskan Native __ Hispanic/Latino __ Prefer not to respond 
This data will only be used to comply with regulations established by the U.S. Department of Eduaction. 
Date _____________ Appllcants Signature------------------------------
Application fee of $20 must accompany this application 
lnformalion requested on this and subsequent forms is required {except for items marked ··optional") for the purpose of determining admission and/or 
advance s tanding. classification, residency. or special awards. Failure to provide this information makes such determination impossible. This information is 
not routinely provided outside the University. except for purposes of directory information. 
The University of Northern Iowa is an equal opportunity educator and employer with a comprehensive plan for affirmative action. 
Do not write in this 
space 
SEM _____ _ 
RES _____ _ 
BO ______ _ 
SEX ______ _ 
ETH ______ _ 
VET _____ _ 
HCAP _____ _ 
EOP _____ _ 
HS ______ _ 
GO ______ _ 
HANDL _____ _ 
TRCL _____ _ 
CLASS ____ _ 
UNCLS ____ _ 
XCOL _____ _ 
xcoo _____ _ 
2BA _____ _ 
coop ____ _ 
MAJOR ____ _ 
D(} _______ _ 
TCEO _____ _ 
ACAO ____ _ 
STAT _____ _ 
CANC _____ _ 
CCOL _____ _ 
ROTC _____ _ 
LOAD _____ _ 
ATH _____ _ 
ENGL _ ____ _ 
MATH _ _ _ _ _ _ 
FLANG ___ _ _ 
LAB _____ _ _ 
GE _____ _ 
HS Units 
Eng _ ___ __ _ 
Math ______ _ 
Soc S ______ _ 
Sci _______ _ 
Lang ___ _ __ _ 
Elec _ _____ _ 
Instructions 
An application fee of $20.00 must accompany your application fo r admiss ion unless you have been previously enrolled for undergraduate or 
graduate work at this University. Exception is made for students enrolling only for a correspondence, extension. workshop , or other short-sess ion 
course which is not to be a pplied to a degree program at UNI. 
Applican ts with physical or health limitations may explain any special needs that they have by sending a letter directly to the Coordinator of 
Handicapped Student Services, Student Services Center 21 3 , UN I, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0385. 
Undergraduate 
Print or type all information. You should submit the required application for admission and supporting documents at least ten days prior to the 
beginning of the session for which you are applying. 
Graduate 
This application is for admission to study only. Application for candidacy for a graduate degree should be filed and reviewed shortly after the 
department has approved the students study plan. 
Application for Admission for degree status and all required credentials should be on file in the Admissions Office at least a month in advance of 
registration. Applicants for non-degree status will be accepted up lo five days prior to registration. 
Potential candidates for graduate degrees at UNI or for recommendations for original teaching certificates or endorsements must file: 1. An 
official transcript (or transcripts) of record showing degree granted, date, and all undergraduate credit: 2. An official transcript or record from 
EACH graduate school attended. For others, the Registrar will seek an official statement from the degree granting college showing the highest 
degree granted and date. 
Students applying for admission for degree status are expected to have completed the Graduate Record Examination Verbal, Quantitative. and 
Analytical Aptitude tests and, if required by the department, the advance test which seems most appropriate to the department. A department 
may admit an applicant into degree status without the s tudents having completed the Graduate Record Exam, but a student will not be 
approved for degree candidac.y without having taken the Verbal, Quantitative, and Analytical sections of the Graduate Record Exam and if the 
department requires it, the advance section stipulated by the department. Students pursuing an MBA are required to complete the Graduate 
Management Aptitude 'lest (GMAT) Instead of the Graduate Record Examination. 
State specifically the type of admission for which you wish to be considered. 
Degree Status is accorded students who are deemed qualified by academic departments to pursue a program of studies which can culminate 
in a degree. Applicants for degree status must specify their academic department and their major area of concentration. 
Non-Degree Status is established to meet the needs of students who: 1. wish to take a miscellany of courses which do not comprise a degree 
program; 2. hope to demonstrate sufficient competence in graduate studies to be considered for admission to a degree program at a later 
time. 
Note: Academic departments are not obliged to count toward their degree programs any credit for course work undertaken in a non-degree 
status. NO more than 12 semester hours of such credit may be counted towards a degree program. 
Mail this application and all records to: Admissions Office, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614. 
Racial/Ethnic Data (Optional) 
The U.S. Office of Education, in compliance with the Civil Rights Acts of 1964, requires institutions of higher education to compile and report 
enrollment data on students, according to racial/ethnic compositions. These data are for statistical purposes only, will not be used in determining 
admission and will be treated confidentially. The university is committed to a policy of equal opportunity without regard to race, religion, 
national origin, age, sex, or handicap, and to a policy of affirmative action for protected classes. 
Response to Item 4 on side one. Current mailing address: Street or RFD ______________________ _ 
City ___________________ State _ _________________ Zip ____________ _ 
Response to Item 6 on side one. List dates and places of residence fo r the past five years: 
From To 
Month Year Month Yea r Places 
Response to Item 10 on side one. 
If you are presently enrolled in high school. please list the courses you are now taking and a ny additional courses you plan to 
complete prior to your entry at UNI. Courses should be listed by course title and which semester( s). trimester(s), or quarter(s) 
they will be taken. Your high school course selection will be evaluated according to your transcript and this list : therefore, it is 
important for this information to be specific and accurate. 
Course name Semester[ s )/l rimes t er[ s )/quarter[ s) 
Example : American History first and second semesters 
Response to Item 16 on side one. ----------------------- - --- --------------
MAIL ON LY 
Last Name First Middle Major Semester 
I STUDENT 
NUMBER 
Local Address While in School ZIP Phone 
Special Dept . Course Sec. Hours Time Do not write 




UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA 
STUDENT 
Single_ ---
Last Name First Middle Semester NUMBER 
Married _ 
Date of Birth 
Student's Signature ___ ___________ _ 






Room No. & Hall or Street & Number 
Street and Number 
City if Off Campus 
City 
ZI P Phone 
State ZIP Phone 
Have you been enrolled for any study with UNI previously? ______ _ Home County Code _______ _ 
Semester and year of last enrollment with UNI: 
If you have ever been enrolled here or elsewhere 
under another name, what name? 
List all colleges or universities attended since your last enrollment at UNI. 
Name and Location 
(Semester) (Year) 
Dates Degrees, if any 
Social Security No. ___________ _ Today 's Date _______________ _ 
Will you be receiving assistance from the Veterans Administration? Yes___ No __ _ 
Do you expect to graduate upon completion of the above courses? Yes___ No __ _ 
Phone number I can be reached Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m . 
(SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK OF FORM) 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA 
area code 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REGISTRATION BY MAIL 
BE CERTAIN TO LIST CORRECT COURSE AND SECTION NUMBERS 
Former Students 
1. Fill out the registration form completely, answering all questions. 
2. Because of possibility of closed classes, indicate alternatives and label them first , second, or third 
choice. 
3. If you have an adviser, give the name. If you have no adviser, write " None. " 
4. Identify courses which need special attention by a symbol in the " Special " column: 
R Repeat 
A Audit 
X Credit/No Credit 
New Undergraduate and Graduate Students 
1. New students that do not have a bachelor's degree and have not been enrolled for coursework at 
this University before must make application for admission to undergraduate study. You will 
receive registration materials in connection with the orientation program provided for such 
students. 
2. If you have a bachelor's degree from this or any recognized institution , and expect to receive 
graduate credit, you must file an application for admission to graduate study. After admission 
requirement are met you may register by following the instructions given above for former 
students. 
3. If you have a bachelor's degree but do not want to receive graduate credit, contact the Registrar's 







































































































Iowa Regents Hispanic Institute . 
1996 at Valladolid, Spain 
Dates: May 20 - June 30, 1996 
Admission Requirements: minimum 2 years (4 semesters) ofuniversity-
level Spanish and a good academic record. 
Courses and credits offered: maximum 7 credits in Spanish; most 
students will be placed in an Intensive Grammar Review and 
Composition class (3 hrs.) or Advanced C~mposition and Conversation 
(3 hrs.) plus Spanish Civilization (3 hrs.) or Contemporary Spanish 
Culture (3 hrs.), plus Introduction to Study and Life in Spain ( 1 hr. -
mandatory for all participants). These credits may be applied toward a 
minor or major in Spanish with the approval of the student's major 
advisor at her or his home institution. 
Instructional Staff: Prof. Mario Santizo, Ph.D., University of Iowa; 
additional faculty from the University of Valladolid. 
Housing: students are placed with local families in Valladolid, 2 students 
per family. · 
Cost: The Institute fee will be approximately $2,700; this includes all fees 
and lodging, as well as three local excursions. This fee does not include 
air fare to Spain or any optional day trips or travel during the final week 
of the Institute, or any unplanned travel undertaken by the students at 
their own expense. , 
Application Deadline: March 1, 1996 
Questions about the Institute may be directed to: Nile Vernon, 
Department of Modern Languages, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar 
Falls, IA 50614-0504, (319) 273-6102 or -2200. 
Iowa Regents Program in 
Austria 
The eight-week German program sponsored jointly by the three Regents' 
Universities (Iowa State University, the University of!owa, and the 
University ofNortpern Iowa), will be held from June 10 - June 29 in St. 
Radegund, Austria and July 8 - August 3 in Vienna, Austria. Instruction 
will be available on several levels and participants can enroll for either or 
both sessions, 5 credits per session. There is a week of independent 
travel between sessions. The program is open to undergraduate and 
R A. 
·1. s 
graduate students. The approximate costs are $1,460 (session 1), $2,100 
(session 2), or $3,390 for both sessions (not including transatlantic 
transportation). 
For further information, contact Jurgen Koppensteiner, Director, 
Regents Program in Austria, Department of Modern Languages, UNI. 
Iowa Regents Program In France 
A seven-week French program sponsored jointly by the three Regents' 
Universities (Iowa State University, the University oflowa, and the 
University ofNorthern Iowa) will be held in France from June 1 to July 
19, 1996. Students will have the opportunity to improve their knowledge 
of the French language and culture at an accelerated pace, and in a 
congenial and authentic atmosphere, which includes.living with French 
families in Lyon for seven weeks, classes taught by professors from the 
universities in Lyon, weekend trips and visits to places of cultural 
interest outside of the Lyon area, and free time for travel and 
independent study. 
The program is open to both undergraduate and graduate students; 8 
semester hours of credit will be granted (9 hours with an independent 
study project). Cost is approximately $2,750, excluding fliB,ht costs. 
For further information, contact Flavia Vernescu, UNI R~presentative for 
the Regents Program in France, Department of Modern Languages, UNI. 
German Summer Institute in 
Austria 
Two 3-1/2 week sessions (June 28-July 23 and July 24-August 16) will be 
held in Klagenfurt, Austria. Participants may attend either or both 
sessions. The institute is designed for those who need extensive training . 
in understanding and speaking German, would like to live among the 
Austrian people and make personal contacts with Austrian families 
during the time of their stay in Klagenfurt. 
Each 3-1/2 week session will provide 4 semester hours of credit. Staff 
from the. University of Northern Iowa will be responsible for all 
instruction and class work. Participants in the institute may earn an 
M.A. degree in German in several summers abroad. 
For further information, contact Fritz Konig, German Summer Institute 
in Austria, Department of Modern Languages, UNI. 
s u 
Summer Institute in France for 
Teachers of French 
The French Institute will be held in Angers, France, from June 27 to July 
29, 1996. The institute program provides for 6 semester hours of credit 
and is designed for teachers who need intensive training in 
understanding and speaking French and would like to live among the 
French people to make personal contacts with French families in a 
French community rather than simply to see France as a tourist. Each 
participant will study and live with a French family in Angers for five 
weeks. 
For further information, contact Andre Walther, Director, French 
Summer Institute, Department of Modern Languages, UNI. 
UNISSIST (UNI System of 
Summer Institutes for Spanish 
Teachers): Spain 
UNISSIST in Spain will be held in Santiago de Compostella, Spain. 
Participants can attend either or both sessions. Session 1: June 24 - July 
20. Session 2: July I 3 - August 9. During the week of July 13-20 there 
will be an excursion for participants of both sessions. Five to nine credit 
hours are available. There will be four separate literature courses, 
courses in oral and written communication, and culture and civilization. 
Each participant will live with a Spanish family. Costs will depend on the 
total number of participants in both sessions. 
For further information, contact Elisa Rosales, Director, UNISSIST in 
Spain, Department of Modern Languages, UNI. 
UNISSIST (UNI System of 
Summer Institutes for Spanish 
Teachers): Yucatan Program 
Dates: June 10 - June 29, 1996 
Locations: Merida, the capital of the state of Yucatan and Izamal 
Courses and degree work: All credits earned in this program are 
graduate-level unless otherwise arranged, and are applicable to any of 
the M.A. in Spanish emphases. 
Courses: Authentic Classroom Assessment and Spanish American Short 
Stories, 2 credits each. 
Housing and meals: While in Merida, participants will be housed with 
local families. While in Izamal, all participants and the faculty will stay 
in the "Macan Che" retreat complex and 2-4 persons will occupy each 
bungalow. Three meals per day will be served at b_oth locations. 
Excursions: Incorporated into the stay in Izarnal, there will be a major 
program-sponsored day-long excursion, to Chichen ltza. Besides this 
major excursion, there will be visits in both Merida and Izamal to points 
of historical/cultural interest. 
Costs: The final cost will depend on the number of participants and 
could range from $1,050 - $1,400. This does not include the cost of 
transportation. 
Questions about the program can be directed to Terri Gebel, Department 
of Modern Languages, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 
50614-0504, (319) 273-6200 or (319) 273-2200. 
Culture and Intensive English 
Prograin 
As part of its year-round intensive English language program, the Office 
oflnternational Programs offers an eight-week summer program for 
non-native speakers of English. Each full-time CIEP student receives 
four hours of classroom work daily (Monday through Friday) in one of 
five levels of instr~ction: Level 3 - Low Intermediate, Level 4 -
Intermediate, Level 5 - High Intermediate, Level 6 - Advanced, and Level 
7 - Academic. This classroom work focuses on the development of the 
skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking that are necessary for 
students who will be living and learning in a U.S. college or university. 
Classroom instruction combines teacher _presentation, group work, and 
individual projects. All persons who have grad,uated from a secondary 
school or the equivalent may apply for admission to CIEP. 
The program will be conducted from June 6 to August 2 . For further 
information about the program, tuition, and room and board, contact 
the Director, Culture and Intensive E·nglish Program, 59 Baker Hall, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614, (319) 273-2182. 
FAX number (319) 273-2921. 
Iowa Coaching Endorseme~t 
Program/Iowa Coaching 
Authorization Program 
The School ofHealth, Physical Education, artd Leisure Services will offer 
courses during the summer session for certified teachers (endorsement) 
and other individuals (authorization) desiring to satisfy Department of 
Education coaching requirements. Two to nine (2 to 9) semester hours 
of credit may be earned. 
A three-hour Coaching Authorization class will be offered the first four 
week session (June 10-July 5). This course meets the minimum State of 
Iowa Coaching Endorsement requirements. 
For further information, write to Christopher R. Edginton, Director of 
the School of Health, Physical Education, and Leisure Services, UNI. 
Leisure Services Field 
Experience (430:165) · 
This 1-3 semester hour course ( 430: 165} is designed for students in the 
human service fields to further develop their personal professional skills. 
Minimum requisite to the course is full-time, eight-week employment in 
a leisure service agency which provides recreational experiences. 
Students are responsible for securing their own employment (paid or 
voluntary). Course is taken credit/no credit and may be repeated up to 
12 credits. 
Each student will chronicle her or his professional growth in relation to 
leisure service experiences, select a related topic that has research 
potential and develop a conceptual scheme for its development, and 
(with agency approval) design, iinplement and evaluate one project. 
This course will provide a strong field experience for students aspiring to 
serve within fields such as leisure services, therapeutic recreation, 
ad<Jpted physical education, special education, physical therapy, nursing, 
rehabil itation counseling, and camping. 
For further information, contact Dr. Jane Mertesdorf, Division of Leisure 
Services, School ofHealth, Physical Education, and Leisure Services, 
UNI. 
Field Experience in Camp 
Counseling (430:141g) · 
This 1-3 credit course (430:141g) is designed to provide students an 
opportunity to combine academic learning and a fieldwork experience at 
a camp setting. There is a minimum requisite of six weeks of camp 
employment. This course is recommended for students with majors 
such as Leisure Services, Social Work, Elementary Education, Special 
Education, Physical Education, and Community Health Education. 
For further information, contact Dr. Jane Mertesdorf, Division of Leisure 
Services, School of Health, Physical Education and Leisure Services, UNI. 
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
(June 3-June 21; June 24-July 19; July 22-Aug. 9) 
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory is a field station run cooperatively by the 
University of Northern Iowa, Iowa State University, and the University of 
Iowa through the State Board ofRegents. 
Each summer, Iowa Lakeside Laboratory offers students a unique 
educational experience: small, full immersion, field-oriented courses in 
the natural sciences (archaeology, ecology, environmental science, 
evolution, geology, taxonomy). All courses meet all day from Monday 
through Friday. The majority of courses run for either 3 or 4 weeks. 
Enrollments in most courses are limited to 8 to 10 students. Courses are 
taught at the undergraduate (sophomore and junior) and the 
senior/graduate level. Students obtain one credit for each week ( 40 
hours} in class. Weather permitting, students normally spend at least 
part of each day doing field work, either as part of their class work or 
working on individual or group projects. Because there are courses 
offered only alternate summers, the current Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
Bulletin or the University of Northern Iowa Summer Session Bulletin 
should be consulted for the list of the courses being offered in a given 
summer session. The Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Bulletin also contains 
additional information about the Laboratory and about each course 
being offered .. 
Financial Aid: Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Scholarships are available to 
both undergraduates and graduate students. All scholarships cover 
room and board. Work study opportunities are also available at the 
Laboratory. Information about how to apply for Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory Scholarships and work study is included in the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory Bulletin. Students should also ~onsult the Student Financial 
Aid Office for other scholarship, work study, and load programs for 
which they are eligible. 
Registration: Students can only enroll in Iowa Lakeside courses by 
submitting an Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Registration and Scholarship 
Form and Housing Form to the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
Administrative Office. These forms are found in the Iowa Lakeside 
Bulletin. The Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Bulletin can be obtained from: 
Iowa LakesideLaboratory 
1,3 1 Bessey Hall 
Iowa State University 1 




The entire Iowa Lakeside Bulletin is also on the World Wide Web. The 
URL is http://www.public.iastate.edu/-Lakeside. 
Early registration is advisable. Because enrollment in Lakeside cour~es is 
limited, students must register before May 1 for the following summer 
session. Housing is very limited and students must apply for housing, or 
indicate that they plan to live off campus, at the time of registration. 
On-Campus Workshops 
A number of UNI departments will be conducting workshops during the 
1995 summer session, and detailed information on these programs are 
found in section two of this bulletin. · 
Non-Credit Summer Programs 
Throughout the summer a number of non-credit programs are held on 
the UNI campus. Those scheduled for the 1996 summer session are 
listed below . . For specific information, please write to the Dean, 
University Continuing Education and Special Programs, UNI. Dates for 
programs include: 
International Short Story Conference - June 8-11, 1996 
Early Childhood Special Education - June 23-26; 1996 
Elderhostel - June 23-28, 1996 
CONTAG (Conference for Talented and Gifted) - July 14-19, 1996 
Midwest Environmental Education Conference - August 15-17, 
1996 
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory- Registration and Scholarship Form 
Complete this form and mail by May 1, 1996, to Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Administrative Office -Registration, 131 Bessey Hall, Iowa 
State University, Ames, IA 50011-1020. After May I, 1996, contact the Director for late registration information at (515)294-2488._ Your 
registration request will only be processed if this form is accompanied by a Housing Form. 
Soc. Sec.# _________ _ 
N.ame (print) Last First Middle 
Birthdate: _________ _ 
Mailing address Street 
Gender: _________ _ 
City State Zip 
Birthplace (country) ______ Citizenship _____ Type of Visa ______ _ Phone (Daytime) _____ _ 
(Evening) ________ _ 
Previ,ous education (must be complett;d): 
High school ________________ H.S. City/State ____ _ _ _____ Graduation Date ______ _ 
Previous degrees: (Indicate.major/date/institution for each) ____________________________ _ 
Present academic status:(circle one) Soph Jr Sr M.S. Ph.D. Other ___ _ 
Currentlyenrolled? Yes No Undergrad Grad Currentmajoranduniversity: ________________ _ 
Do you have any physical, health or learning disability limitations for which we might provide assistance? (optional) Yes No 
If yes, please explain --------------------------~--------------
Benefits: G.I. Bill ____ Dependents Educ. Assist. ____ Fed. Voe. Rehab. . None __________ _ 
Information is requested only to enroll you in courses and maintain your records. No persons outside the Regents' universities are provided this information. 
Signature: _______________________________________________ _ 
Name Date 
Courses requested: (Only one course may be taken at a time. If taking two or more courses, course dates may not overlap.) 





Credit for above course work should be recorded at 
wh.ich Regents' university: ___ Iowa State University, Ames 
___ University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls 





Are you registering as an undergraduate or graduate student? 
_ _ Undergrad 
Grad 
If you have a bachelor's degree and wish to take course work for graduate credit, you must register as a graduate student. You will be billed 
for tuition and other university fees by the university selected. 
Current status: ___ Current student at Regents' university 
___ Former student at Regents' university- Indicate last semeste r/year of enrollment.,... ________ _ 
. ___ Student at another university or college** 
,.,. The Iowa Lakeside Laboratory's Administrative Office will enroll students from non-Regents' universities and colleges at the Regents' 
university requested above, All students from non-Regents' universities and colleges need to have either a current transcript or letter 
indicating that they are in good standing sent by the Registrar's Office to the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory's Administrative Office. 
Scholarships and Work Study: 
Iowa Lakeside Scholarships are merit scholarships and applicants must have a GPA of3.0 or higher. Would you like to be considered for 
an Iowa Lakeside Scholarship? Yes __ . _ No __ 
If yes, please send a copy of your curriculum vitae or resume that includes a brief statement of your professional goals and also have a copy 
of your current transcript and three s_upporting letters of recommendation from instructors or other knowledgeable persons sent by May 1, 
1996, to Iowa Lakeside Laboratory, Administrative Office, Scholarship Program, 131 Bessey Hall, Ames, IA 50011-1020. 
Students interested in work study should contact the Resident Manager, Mark Wehrspann, 1550 North Iowa 86, Milford, IA 51351. 
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory - Housing Form 
Send to Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Administrative Office - Registration, 13 l Bessey Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-1020. 
Note: This form must be accompanied by a Registration a\ld Scholarship Form and a deposit fee of $25 if you are requesting housing 
at Lakeside. Make the deposit fee check or money order payable to Iowa Lakeside Laboratory. This deposit fee will be credited towards 
your first week's room and board or returned if the housin'g requested is not available. If you cancel your housing request before mid-May, 
1996, your deposit will also be refunded. Deposit fee refunds will not be made after mid-May. 
Because oflimited housing, it may not be possible to fill all requests for individual student, spouse or family housing. You will be informed 
by mail as soon as possible if your request for housing has been approved and what your room and board costs will be. Housing is assigned 
on a first-come, first-served basis. If suitable housing is not available at Lakeside, it may be possible to secure it nearby in one of the many 
resorts or hotels in the area. 
Name ___________________________ _ Soc. Sec.# ____________ _ 
(Please print) Last First Middle 
Permanent address--------------'---------------------.,...-----------
Number and Street City and State Zip Code 
Current address __________________________________________ _ 
· Number and Street City and State Zip Code 
Emergency contact name _____________________ _ Phone# _____________ _ 
Emergency Address ____ .:...._ ___________________________________ _ 
Number anct Street City and State · Zip Code 
Will you live on campus? 
Yes__ No__ If no, there is no need to complete the remainder of this.form. 
What type of housing would you like? 
1Two types of student housing are available: rooms with a bathroom and rooms without a bathroom. The latter have a bathhouse nearby. 
Most rooms are double occupancy. There an:: a limited number of rooms with bathrooms, and they will be ~ssigned on a first-come, first-
served basis. Select the room and board package that you would prefer. 
__ Room with a bath ($160 per week) __ Room without a bath ($125 per week) 
When will you need housing for the course(s) that you are' taking? 
First course___________ Starting date __________ _ 
Second course__________ Starting date __________ _ 
Third course___________ Starting date __________ _ 
Total number of weeks for which housing requested: _____________ _ 
Total room and board ,(cost/wk. x total number of weeks)=$ _________ _ 
For the purpose of housing assignment, please provide the following information: 
Gender: ___ Male ___ Female Age: _____________ _ 
Would y:ou like to request housing for a spouse or any other member of your family with 
you at Lake~ide Laboratory? 
Yes__ No__ Ifno, there is no need to complete the remainder 'ofthis form. 
Specify the period when you will need spouse or family housing: 
Starting date __________ Ending date ________ ~----
Ending Date _____ ,--____ _ 
Ending Date __________ _ 
Ending Date __________ _ 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
Room/Board Charges 
weeks @ __ /wk.= ___ _ 
Housing deposit < ___ > 
Other credits < ___ > 
< > 
Other debits 
Total paid $ __ _ 
\ 















Biology Research Complex 
Business Building 
Communication Arts Center 
Center for Energy and Environmental Education 
Center for Educational Technology 
Center for Urban Education 
(CUE is located at 715 East 4th Street, Waterloo, Iowa. 




Industrial Technology Center 




LNG Lang Hall 
MSH McCollum Science Hall 
PEC Physical Education Center 
PHY Physics 
PLS Price Laboratory School 
RSL Russell Hall 
SAB Sabin Hall 
SEC Schindler·Education Center 
SRL Seerley Hall 
SSC Student Service Center I 
SWT Strayer-Wood Theatre 
WRT Wright Hall 
WST West Gymnasium 
Swnmer 1996 
Dpt:Crs Sec Cr Time Days Instr Bldg Rm 
000 INUIVlDUAL STUDIF:'i 
8-Wcck Sess ion (June I 0-August 2) 
STUDENTS WHO REG ISTER FOR 000: 192, 000:196, 000:197, OR 000: 198, MUST 
SUBMIT A PROSPECTUS TO THE INDIVIDUALS11JDIES OFRCE BY FRIDAY, 
JUNE 14. -
000: 192 Exploratory Seminar - Self-Forming (Registration requires consent of the 
Individual Studiea Administrator. For small groups of two to twelve students 
interested in a corrunon are11.of independent study.) 
000: 196 
000:197 
01 1-3 arr arr Bramhall 1221 W23rdSL 
Interdisciplinary Readings (Registration requires consent of the Individual 
Studies Administrator.) 
01 1-3 arr arr Bramhall 1221 W23rdSL 
Undergraduatelhesis (Registration requirea consent of the lndividualStudiea 
Administrator. Open only to students who have an approved Individual 
Studies major.) 
01 3-6 arr arr Bramhall 1221 W23rd SL 
000: 198 Individual Study Project (Registration requires consent of ' the Individual 
Studies Administrator;) 
01 1-3 arr arr Bramhall 1221 W23rdSL 
080 l\ULITARY SCIENCE 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
080:098 Military Science Leadership Practicwn (Camp C hallenge - registration 
requires consent of instructor) 
01 4 -6 arr arr Rippe LNG 37 
080: 189 Readings in Contemporary Military Issues (Registration requires consent of 
instructor) 
01 1-6 arr arr Rippe LNG 37 
080: 192 Leadership Practicum (Camp Adventure - registration requires consent of 
instructor) 
01 4-6 arr arr Rippe LNG 37 
120 ACCOUNTING 
Students registering' and enrolling for Accounting courses must follow the polic ies and 
procedures published in the CHA Guide to Registration. All students taking courses from 
the College of Business Administration must auend the first two classes or the first night 
class or they MAY be dropped from the course. Studen·ts must verify their enrolhnent 
with the Sched uling Office if they have missed a class. 
Registration for 100-level courses requires a declared major and 60 credit hours. 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
120:129 lntem1ediateAccounting I ( (120:031) 
01 3 9:50 Daily Andreessen BUS 
120: 130 Iniennediate Accounting II (120: 129) 
01 3 8:40 Daily HyaU BUS 
120: 132g Income Tax 
01 3 12:10-1:50 lWih Schmidt BUS 
120: 136 Computerized Accounting Systems (120: 129; 150:080) 





120: 169 lntemship--Accounting (2. 70 cumulative UNI GPA; registration requirea 
wriuen consent of department head; offered on credit/no credit basis only) 
01 2-8 arr arr Smith BUS 331 
120: 170g Special Problems--Accounting (Registration requires written consent of 
department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr Smith BUS 33 I 
120 : I 79 Cooperative Education in Accounting (Registration requires written consent 
of depa,tment head; offered 'on credit/no credit basis only; may be repeated 
for a maximum of 6 hours) 
OJ 1-3 arr arr Smith BUS 33 I 
First 4-Week Se.ssion (June I 0-July 5) 
120:030 Principlea of Accounting I (Sophomore standing; registration requirea a 
cumulative UNI GPA of 2.2 or beuer, or equivalent) 
80 3 9:50- 12 Daily Smith BUS 332 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
12Q:031 Principles of Accounting II (C- or bcUer in 120:030) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Renner BUS 332 
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130 MARKETING 
Students registering and enroll ing for Marketing courses must follow the policies and 
procedure., published in the CHA Gu ide lo Rcgi,tration. All students taking courses from 
the College of Busine.'ls Adminislrnlion must attend the first two classes or the first night 
class or they I\IA Y be d ropped fro m the course. Students must verify their enrollment 
with the Schc-d uling Office if they hove missed a class. 
Registration for JOO-level courses requi res a d eclured major and 60 credit hours. 
8-Week Session (June I 0-August i ) 
130: 169 lnternship--Markcting(l30: IOI; 130: 106; 130: 108; senior standing; 2.5 UNI 
GPA or beucr; consent of dcpurtment head . Application due no luter than 
Friday, May IO) 
01 2-8 arr arr Rawwas BUS 343 
130: 179 Cooperative Education in Marketing (130: IOI; this course is not ac~epted for 
credit toward the Marketing majo r, but can be used as an elective. Offered 
on credit/no credit basis only, registration requires written consent of 
dcpa11ment head) 
0 I 1-6 arr arr Corbin BUS 340 
130:285 Individual Readings (Registration requi res written consent of MBA advisor 
and department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr Chao BUS 337 
130:297 Practicum (Regislrntion requires written consent of MBA advisor and 
. department h ead) 
01 1-3 arr arr C hao BUS 337 
130:299 Research (Reg istration requires written consent of MBA advisor and 
department head) 
01 1-6 arr HIT Chao BUS 337 
First 4-Week Session (June 10-July 5) 
130: JOI Principles of Mtt1keting (920:024 or 920:054; junior standing; registration 
requires a cumulati ve UN I GPA o f 2.2 or better or equivalent) 
80 3 2:30-5 M IWfh Chao BUS 24 
130: 150 Promotion and Adve11ising Strategy ( 130: IO I; 130: I 06) 
80 3 7:30 -9 :40 Doily Klassen nus 24 
130: 169 lntemship-- M•rkcting(l30: 101 ; 130: 106; 130: 108; senior standing; 2.5 UNI 
GPA or better; consent of department head. Application due no later than 
Friday, May I OJ 
80 2-8 arr arr Rawwas BUS 343 
130: 179 Cooperative Education in Marketing (130: IOI; this course is not accepted for 
credit toward the Marketing major, but can be used as an elective. Offered 
on credit/no credit basis only. reg istration requires written consent of 
department head) 
80 1-6 ttrr arr Corbin BUS 340 
Second 4-Week Sess ion (July 8-August 2) 
130: IOI Principles of Marketing (920 :024 or 920:054; junior standing; registration 
requires a cumulutivc UNI Gl'A of 2 .2 or better or equivalent) 
90 3 9 :50- 12 Dai ly Rajcndran BUS 24 
130: 106 Consumer Behavior (130: 10 1) 
90 3 9:50- 12 Daily C la)'son BUS 122 
130: I 69 lntcrnship--Ma rketing(l 30: IO I; 130: l06; 130: l08; senior standing; UNI GPA 
of 2.5 or better; consent of depa11ment head . Application due no later than 
Friday . May IO) 
90 2-8 arr arr Rawwas BUS 343 
130: I 79 Cooperntive Education in Marketing (130: 101; this course is not accepted for 
credit toward the Marketing Major, but can be used as an elective. Offered 
on credit/no , credit basis only , registration requires written consent of 
department head) 
90 1-6 uir arr Corbin BUS 340 
· 130: 191 Marketing Strategy' (130: 1_0 1; 130: l06 ; 130: l08) 
90 3 9:50- 12 Daily Rawwas BUS 28 
Special Programs and Workshops 
130:263 Markdiog Management (130:191 and consent of MBA advisor.) (May 
! JS-June 26) 
Eve 01 3 5:45-9 MW eve Gupta BUS 131 
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150 MANAGFMENT 
Students registering and enrolling for Management courses must follow the policies and 
procedures published in the CBA Guide to Registration. All students taking courses from 
the College of Business Administration must attend the first two classes or the first night 
class or they MAY be dropped from the course. Students must verify their enrollment 
with the Scheduling Office if they have missed a class. 
Registration for 100-level courses requires a declared major and 60 credit hours . 
8-Week Session (June I 0-August 2) 
150:080 Introduction to Information Systems 
01 3 3:30-4:45 MlWTh Karsten/Roth BUS 
Eve 02 5..(i:15 MTWTb eve Karsten/Roth BUS 
227 
227 
150: JOO · Legal and Social Environment of Business (Junior standing) 
01 3 9:50 Daily S. Abraham BUS 125 
150:164 Quality Management (150:153; 150:154; 160:151;920:020;920:070) 
Eve 01 3 6-8:50 TTb eve Loomba BUS 125 
150: 169g Management Internship (3.0 cumulative GPA; offered on credit/no credit 
basis only; registration requires written consent of department bead; may be 
repeated up to 6 hours) 
01 1-3 arr arr Moussavi BUS 231 
150: 170 Special Problems (Registration requires written consent o,f department head; 
may be repeated for a total of 6 hours) 
Management 
01 1-3 arr arr Ashbaugh BUS 249 
Law 
02 1-3 arr arr Kirk BUS 308 
Business Teaching 
03 1-3 arr arr Timpany BUS 263 
International Business 
04 1-3. arr arr Frost BUS 251 
Management Information Systems 
14 1-3 arr arr Roth BUS 257 
150:175 Busine&S_ Policy and Strategy (Senior businC!iS major; satisfactory 
completion of reot of "business core") 
Eve 01 3 6-8:50 MW eve Spencer BUS 125 
150: 179 Cooperative Education (For majors only; offered on credit/no credit basis 
only; registration requires written consent of department head; may be 
repeated up to 6 hours) 
01 1-3 arr arr Moussavi BUS 23 I 
150:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written consent of MBA advisor 
and department head; may be repeated for a maximum of 4 hours) 
01 1-3 arr arr Moussavi BUS 325 
150:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of MBA advisor and 
department head) 
01 2 arr arr Moussavi BUS 325 
150:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of MBA advisor and 
department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr Moussavi BUS 325 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
150: 101 Business Law I (Junior standing) 
80 2 7:30-9:40 Daily Kirk BUS 125 
150:113 Business Communications I (620:005; junior standing) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Timpany BUS 131 
150: 153 Organizational Management (Junior standing; registration requires a 
cumulative UNI GPA of 2.2 or better, or the equivalent) 
80 3 2:30-4:40 Daily Jedlicka BUS 125 
150:154 Operations Management(l20:031; 150:080; 920:020; 920:070) 
80 3 9:50-j2 Daily Das BUS 227 
ISO: 165g Organizational Behavior (150: 153; 920:070) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Frost BUS 122 
ISO: 175 Business Policy and Strategy (Senior business major; satisfactory completion 
of rest of "business core") 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Ashbaugh BUS 126 
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Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
150: 100 Legal and Social Environment of Business (Junior standing) 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily BUS 131 
150: 102 Business Law II (Junior standing) 
90 2 7:30-9:40 Daily Kirk BUS 125 
150: 153 Organizational Management (Junior standing; registration requires a 
cumulative UNI GPA of 2.2 or better, or the equivalent) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily G. Smith BUS 227 
150:154 Operations Management(l20:031; 150:080; 920:020; 920:070) 
90 3 1 :20-3:30 Daily Kaparthi BUS 28 
150: 175 Business Policy and Strategy (Senior business major; satisfactory completion 
of rest of "business core") · 
90 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Power BUS 126 
Special Programs and Workshops 
!50:186g Studies in Corporatelntemationalization(July 8-19) 
01 1 9:50-11:10 · Daily Sorensen BUS 221 
160 FINANCE 
Students registering and enrolling for Finance courses must follow the policies and 
procedures published in the CBA Guide to Registration. All students taking courses from 
the College of Business Administration must attend the first two classes or the first night 
class or they MAY be dropped from the course. Students must verify their enrollment 
with the Scheduling Office if they have missed a class. 
Registration for JOO-level courses requires a declared major and 60 credit hours. 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
160:159 Intermediate Finance (C- or better in 160:151; this course may be 
subotituted for 160: 154 in the Finance major) 
Eve 02 3 5:00 Daily eve Rappaport BUS 223 
160: 170 Special Problems (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr Thompson BUS 306 
160: 179 Cooperative Education in Finance (3.0 cumulative GPA; offered on credit/no 
credit basis only; registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr Thompson BUS 306 
First 4-Week Session (June IO-July 5) 
160: 151 Corporation Finance (120:031; 920:053; 920:054; 920:070 or equivalent) 
80 3 8:40-10:50 Daily Wyatt BUS 224 
(section 80 will be taught in the computer lab) 
Eve 81 3 5-8:40 MWF eve Cox BUS 320 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
160:151 Corporation Finance (120:031; 920:053; 920:054; 920:070 or equivalent) 
Eve 90 3 5-8:40 MWTb eve Thompson BUS 320 
170 POSTSECONDARY FJ)UCATION: STUDENT AFFAIRS 
8-Week Session (June 10-August 2) 
170:250 Teaching in College 
01 3 1:30-4:00 TTh Waggoner SEC 531 
170:256 The Two Year College 
Eve 01 3 5:00-7:30 TTb eve Amunson . SEC 531 
170:285 Readings in Postsecondary Education (Registration requires written consent 
of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr SEC 508 
170:290 Practicum in Postsecondary Education (Registration requires written consent 
of instructor; offered on credit/no credit basis only) 
170:29,1 
04 3 arr arr Keig SEC 526 
Internship in Postsecondary Education (Registration requires written consent 
of instructor) 
01 3-6 arr arr Keig SEC 526 
170:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr SEC 508 
-
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190 EDUCATION, INTEllDF.PARThlENTAL 
8-Week Scasion, (June 10-Auguat 2) 
190:307 F.ducational Data Analysia and lnterpretation(250:205and an upper-division 
counc in statistical methods; doctoral status or consent of college) 
01 3 8:40-10:20 1WTh Montecinoa SEC 123/422 
190: 3 IO Organizational Proccasca and Communication (Doctoral status or con.,ent of 
college) 
01 3 10:30-11:50 M1WTh Jackson SEC 325 
190:389 Oi88ertation Seminar (Registration requires written consent of advisor; 
offered on credit/no credit basis only) 
01 l , . arr arr Doody 
(Section I is for first enrolbnent students only) 
02 I arr arr Swilzer 
(Section 2 is for second cnrolbncnt atudents only) 
03 l arr arr 
(Section 3 is for third e~rolbnent students only) 
190:399 Disaertatio!'.I ~c;acarch (Registration requires written consent of advisor; 
offered on credit /no credit basis only) 
01 1-6 arr arr 
200 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
8-Week SC88ion (June JO-August 2) 
200:017 Field Experience: Exploring Teaching (Corequisite: 200:030. This field 






01 I arr arr Brown PLS Aud. 
Field Experience: Teacher As a Change Agent (200:017, 200:030, or 
equivalent; corcquisite: 200:040; pre- or corequisite: 250:050. H,ours will 
be arranged at Price Laboratory School on a limited basis while PLS is in 
sC88ion in May) 
01 L,u_,,.. arr arr Schmits PLS Aud. 
Oynamica of Human Development (Corequisite: 
standing) 
01 3 7:30 Daily Brown 
200:017; sophomore 
SEC 420 
Nature and Conditions · of Leaming (200:017; 200:030; or equivalent; 
corequisite: 200:018; pre- or corequisite: 250:050) 
01 3 7:30 Daily SEC , 425 
Psycholc:,gy.of Leaming Disabilities (Junior standing or written consent of 
department head) 
01 3 7:30 Daily Wilson SEC 322 
200: 173g Behavior Disorders in Children 
01 3 7:30 Daily Scott SEC 325 
200:285 Readings in F.ducational Psychology (Registration requires written consent of 
department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr Scott SEC 159 
200:290 Practicum in F.ducation and Psychology (Registration requires consent of 
instructor) 
01 I arr arr Iverson SEC 159 
200:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 1-6 . arr arr Schmits SEC 617 
First 4-Week SC88ion (June I 0-July 5) 
200: 109g Development of Young Children (Junior standing or consent of department 
head) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily SEC 423 
200: 116g Psychology of Adolescence (200: 030 or equivalent; junior standing or written 
consent of department head) 
80 2 9:50-12 MTW Al-Mabuk SEC 420 
+ 1 hour arr 
200:214 Foundations of Instructional Psychology 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Dedrick SEC 421 
· 200:290 Practicum in F..ducation and Psychology(Registration requires written con.,ent 
of department head) 
80 3 arr arr Dedrick SEC 65 I 
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Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
200:214 
200:235 
Foundations of Instructional Psychology 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily , Al-Mabuk SEC 
Theories of Human Development(200: 100 or 200: 109 or 200: 116) 




210 ELEMENTARY, EARLY.CHILDIIOOD,MIDDLESCIIOOlJJUNIORIDGII 
STIJDENTS MUST HA VE A CUMULATIVE GPA OF 2.5 OR ABOVE IN ORDER 
TO REGISTER FOR 100-LEVEL COURSES IN ELEMENTARY, EARLY 
CHILDHOOD, OR MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH. 
8-Week Session (June 10-August 2) 
210:204 Curriculum Construction (210:20 I or writtcn consent of graduate advisor) 
01 3 arr arr SEC 618 
210:286 Studies in Gifted F.ducation 
05 2-3 arr arr Waack SEC 159 
210:289 Seminar in Education: Current Topics in F.ducation 
02 2 12:10-1:40 MW Schumacher SEC 420 
210:297 Practicum 
01 2-3 arr arr SEC 618 
210:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of graduate advisor) 
I 3 arr arr Schumacher SEC 656 
210:352 Curriculwn Theory and .Development (Graduate level curriculum course or 
written consent of instructor) 
01 3 2:30-4:50 MTW !shier SEC 113 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
210:121g Infant and Toddler Care and F.ducation (200:109; junior standing . This 
course requires 20 hours of participation with infants and toddlers) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Uhlenberg SEC 403 
210: 141g Integrated Activities in Elementary School Science and Mathematics (800: 134 
or equivalent; junior stu.nding or written consent of department head) 
80 3 2:30-4:40 Daily Clark SEC 121 
210: 152g Elementary Curriculum (Junior standing or written consent of instructor) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily B. Johnson SEC 122 
210:201 Issues and Trends in Curriculum (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Kuse SEC 113 
210:221 Analysis and Design of Curriculum for Young Children 
80 3 9: 50-12 Daily Finkelstein SEC 423 
210:254 The Gifted Child 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Waack SEC 130A 
210:270 Developments in Middle School/Junior High School eurriculum 
80 3 9:50- 12 Daily Schumacher SEC 122 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
210: 123g Expressive Arts in the flemcntary School 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Selke SEC 122 
210: 135g Middle Level Socialization and Instruction 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily SEC 113 
210:149g Child. Family, School and Community Relationships (Junior standing or 
written consent of instructor) 
90 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Hobncs SEC 122 
210:161 Teaching Elementary School Science 
90 3 I :20-3:30 Daily Christensen SEC 121 
2I0:220 Administrati.on and Supervision of Programs for Young Children 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily May SEC 121 
220 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
8-Week Session (June I 0-August 2) 
220:143g Teaching Students with Behavioral Disorders, 7-12 (220:050; corequisite: 
220: 192 Sec 17. Registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 3 1:20-3:50 MW Watkins SEC 406 
220: 151g Vocationul Programs for Individuals with Disabilities (220: 174 or consent of 
instructor; registration requires consent of department head) 
01 3 1:20-3:50 TTH Sitlington SEC 406 
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8-Weck Session <June to-August 2) • Continued 
220:ISSa Overview: Teacbina the Mildly Diubled and At-Risk Student (220:0S0 
or 220:ISO and conoent of department head) 
Eve 01 3 . ~:30 MW Little SEC 129 
220: 170g F.ducational Management in Special Education (220:050; junior standing or 
consent of instructor; corequisites: 220: 174; 220: 192 Sec 01 through 06. 
Registration requires consent of department head) 
01 3 1:20.3:50 TTh Etscheidt SEC 182/183 
220: 174g Aaaeaament in Teaching Studenta with Disabilities (220:050; junior standing; 
corcquisites: 220: 170; 220: 192 Sec 01 through 06. Registration requires 
consent of department head) 
01 3 1:20-3:50 MW Raschk~ SEC 182/183 
220: I 92g Experience in Special F.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
department head) · 
Tutorial: Behavior Disorden K-6 
01 3 arr arr Etacheidt/ SEC 131b 
Raschke 
Tutorial: Leaming Disabilities K-6 
02 3 arr arr Etscheidt/ SEC 131b 
Raschke 
Tutorial: Menta.l Disabilities Mild/Moderate K-6 
03 3 arr arr Etacheidt/ SEC 131b 
Raschke 
Tutorial: Mental Disabilities Moderate/Severe/Profound 
04 3 arr arr Etacheidt/ SEC 131b 
Raschke 
Tutorial: Early Childhood Special Education· 
05 3 arr arr Etacheidt/ SEC 131b 
Raschke 
Tutorial: Secondary Special Education 
06 3 arr ,arr Et,chcidt/ SEC 131b 
Raschke 
Behavior Disorden, 7-12 (Corequisite: 220: 143) 
17 3 arr arr Walkins SEC 131b 
220:289 · Seminar in Special Education (Registration requires written consent of the 
department head) 
01 3 1:20-3:50 TTh Gallagher SEC 129 
Finit 4-Week Session (June IO-July 5) 
220:050 Introduction lo Exceptional Persons 
220: 150 
220: 184g 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Kliewer SEC 129 
Mainstreaming the Exceptional Child in Regular Classroom Settings 
(200:030; 200:040; 250:050) 
80 2 7:30-9:40 MlWJb 






Home, School and Interdisciplinary Relationships in Special Education 
(220:050or 220: 150;junior standing; registration requires written consent of 
department head) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily lbompson SEC 129 
Special Programs and Workshops 
220: 187g Teaching Students with Severe Disabilities (220: 167; 220: I 74; or consent of 
instructor. Students must be admitted lo teacher education and have a GPA 
of 2.5) (July 8-July 26) 
01 3 10:00-1 Daily Macfarlane SEC 130 
230 READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE A CUMUIAllVE GPA OF 2.5 OR ABOVE IN ORDER 
TO REGISTER FOR 100-LEVELCOURSES IN READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
230: 140g Diagnostic Teaching of Reading and Language Arts (230: 115 or 230: 116 or 
230: 130) 
01 3 9:50 Daily Traw SEC 116 
230:147g Remedial Reading (230:140; corequisite: 230: 192) 
01 3 8:40-10:50 MWF Longnecker 
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230:192g Experience in Reading: Tutoring (230:140; corequisite: 230:147) 
01 3 7:30-8:40 Daily Baker SEC 
02 
+ I hour arr 
2:30-3 :40 
+ I hour arr 




230:!93g Experience in Reading: 
department head) 
Field (Junior atanding or written consent of 
01 I arr arr SEC 618 
I 
230:289 Seminar in Reading and Language Arts: Reading F.ducation (Registration 
requires consent of instructor) 
01 3 1:20-4 TTh Hanna • SEC 320 
230:290 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 3 arr arr SEC 144 
First 4-Week Session (June 10-July 5) 
230:044 Children's Literature 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Hanna SEC 116 
230: I I lg Language Development in the Elementary School (230: 115 or 230: 116; or 
230: 130; junior standing or written consent-of instnicior) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Traw .,. SEC 121 
230: 115 Teaching Reading and Language Arts I 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Cai ' SEC 113 
230:210 Recent Research in Reading (One counc in the'teaching of readin1) 
80 3 8:40-10:50 Daily D. Johnson SEC 120 
230:240 Language, Leaming and Reading Disability (230: 147; 230:238) 
' 80 3 12: 10-2:20 Daily Beed SEC 120 
Second 4-Weck Session (July 8-August 2) 
230: 116 Teaching Reading and Language Arts II 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Landis SEC 113 
230: 186g Studies in Multi-Cultural Literature (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
91 3 I :20-3:30 Daily Cai SEC 116 
240 MEDIA 
8-Week Se.ssion (June 10-August 2) 
240: 139g Media Planning and Production (24Q:020; 240:031 or 240:131; junior 
standing; consent of instructor. This claas is only open lo Library Science 
Mastera or special Educational Technology Masten studenta.) 
01 3 1:20-4:20 TTh Marcheaani ' CET 202 
240: 160 Media Projecta (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
Audio (240: 155) 
08 1-4 arr arr Marcheaani SEC 012 
Computer Applications (240:020 or 240:031) 
06 1-4 arr arr Smaklino ' SEC 652 
Fihn (240: 151) 
03 1-4 arr ,arr Hardman CET 
Graphics (240: 138) 
02 1-4 arr arr Henrickaon CET 
Multi-Media Communications (240: 131) 
05 1-4 arr arr Taylor CET 
Photography (240: 147) 
04 1-4 arr arr Goro CET 
Slide Production (240: 130) 
09 1-4 arr arr Fremont CET 
Television (240: 150) 
01 1-4 arr arr Marcheaani CET 
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8-Week Session (June JO-Augusl2) • Continued 
240:260 Advanced Media Projects (Registration 'requireo written consent of instructor) 
Audio (240: 155) 
08 1-4 arr arr Marchcoani CET 
Computer Applications (240:205) 
06 1-4 arr arr Srnaldino CET 
Film (240: 151) 
03 1-4 arr arr Hardman CET 
Graphics (240: 138) 
02 1-4 arr arr Henricbon CET 
Multi-Media Communications (240: 131) 
05 1-4 arr arr Taylor CET 
Photography (240: 147) 
04 1-4 arr arr Goro CET 
Slide Production (240: 130) 
09 1-4 arr arr Fremont CET 
Television (240: 150) 
01 1-4 arr arr Marchcoani CET 
240:285 Readings in Media (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr Srnaldino SEC 652 
240:286 Studies in Media (Registration requireo written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr · arr Smaldino SEC 652 
First 4-Week Session (June JO-July 5) 
240:031 Educational Media and Classroom Computing 
80 3 8: 50-12 Daily Winters SEC 425 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
240:031 Educational Media and Classroom Computing 
90 3 12: 10-2:20 Daily Zeitz SEC 425 
240: 153g Telecorrut)unications in Education (240:131) 
90 3 , 1:20-3:30 MTWTh Hardman SEC 130 
Special Programs and Workshops 
240:13111 Resources for Communication (Junior standin11) (June to-July 25) 
Eve 01 3 5~:30 MfWTh Muffoletto SEC 130 
240: 138g Graphics Production (240:03 I or 240: 13 I; junio; standing; consent of 
instructor (June 17-July 5) ' 
01 3 7:30-10:45 Daily Hibbard/Taylor CET 
240: 147g Photography (Junior standing; consent of instructor) (June 17-July 25) 
01 3 2:00-4 MTWTh Muffoletto CET 
240: 159g Databases in Education (June 17-July 25) 
03 3 9:00-11 MTWTh Zeitz PLS 250 
240: 170g The Principles of Publication Design (240: 138; consent of instructor) (June 
17-July 26) 
01 3 12-1 :30 Daily Srnaldino CET 
250 MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
250:205 Educational Research 
01 3 7:30 
02 11:00 
250:284 Advanced Psychodiagnostics 
Daily 
Daily 
01 3 arr arr 










250:050 Classroom Evaluation Inatruments(200:0l 7; 200:030; corequiaites: 200:018 
and 200:040) 
80 2 12:10-2:10 MTWTh SEC 321 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
250: 180g Statistical Methods in Education and Psychology (Junior standing or consent 
of instructor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Rogers SEC 423 
250:282 Individual Intellectual Assessment 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Schmits SEC 130 
42 
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260 SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
Days Instr 
260:119 Schools and American Society (200:018 ; 200:040; 250:050) 
Bldg Rm 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Berg SEC 321 
8 I 7:30-9:40 Daily SEC 421 
82 9:50-12 Daily Fortgang SEC 322 
260:234 Philosophy of Education 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily 
270 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
Reppas 
270:201 Introduction to Educational Administration 
01 3 7:30-8:50 MTWTh Jacbon 
270:230 School laws 




270:285 Readings in Educational Adminiatration(Regiatration requireo written consent 
of instructor) · 
01 1-3 arr arr SEC 508 
270:289 Seminar: Administrative Applications in Field Setting (Course will be taken 
within the last 9 hours of program) 
10 3 7:30-8:50 MTWTh Else SEC 531 
270:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr SEC 508 
First 4-Week Session (June 10-July 5) 
270:204 School and Community Relations (270:201) 
80 3 9:00-11 :30 MTWTh W. Cunningham SEC 406 
270:215 Supervision and Evaluation of Instruction (270:201) 
80 3 9:00-11:30 MTWTh Decker SEC 306 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
270:220 Administration of the Elementary School Curriculum (270:201) 
90 3 9:00-11:30 MTWTh Krysinski SEC 406 
270:221 Administration of the Elementary School (270:201) 
90 3 9:00-11:30 MTWTh P. Smith SEC 306 
270:227 Administration of the Secondary School Curriculum (270:201) 
90 3 9:00-11:30 MTWTh Krysinski SEC 406 
270:228 Administration of the Secondary School (270:201) 
90 3 9:00-11 :30 MTWTh SEC 403 
280 TEACIDNG 
' 8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
280: 186g Studies in Preparation for Urban and International Student Teaching (Initial 
meeting: June 10, 12:00 noon, SEC 546. Dates and time to be arranged 
according to audience) 
2 1-2 arr arr Monlj!omery 
280:250 Advanced laboratory Practice (Registration requires written consent of the 
Head, Department of Teaching, Student Field Experiences, PLS 116. Thia 
course is for graduate students ONLY) 
01 2-4 arr Daily PLS 116 
First 4-Week Session (June IO-July 5) 
280: 159g Information Problem Solving Through Interactive Technology 




280: 170g Human Relations (Reserved for graduate students, practicing teachers, and 
out-of-state and international student teachers. Registration requires consent 
of Office of Student Field Experiences, PLS I 16) 
80 3 12:10-2:20 · Daily Kueter SEC 322 
Summer 1996 
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290 COUNSFJ,ING 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
290: 105g Relationship Skills (Registration requires written consent of department head; 
junior standing) 
01 3 . 8:40-11:20 1Th Ashby SEC 303 
290: 124g Applied Group Dynamics (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 2 8:40-11:20 MW Rozccki SEC 303 
290:205 Counseling Processes (290: 105; 290: 124; corequisite: 290:227) 
01 3 12:00-2:40 TTh Smith SEC 303 
290:228 Assessment Techniques in Counseling (Registration limited to counseling 
majors or consent of irn\ltructor) 
01 3 12:00-2:40 MW Roze.cki SEC 303 
290:250 Family Counseling (290: 105 or consent of instructor) 
01 3 8:40-11:20 TTh Smith SEC 305 
290:285 Readings in Counse.ling (Registration requi res written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr SEC 508 
290:299 Research (Registration requires written conse.nt of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr SEC 508 
Firat 4-Weck Session (June I 0-July 5) 
290:227 Counseling Theory (290: 105) 
80 3 8:50-11:30 M1Wlb Vernon SEC 531 
310 OF,SIGN, FAMILY ~D CONSUMER SCIENCES 
All students lllking courses from the Department of Design , Family and Consumer 
Sciences must attend the first two classes or the first night class or they MAY be dropped 
from the course. Students must verify their enrollment with the Scheduling Office if they 
have missed a class. 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
310: 195 Pre-Professional experience (Registration requires written consent of the 
instructor and department head . Transfer students must complete one full 
semester in residence) 
Textiles and Apparel (All major work and bu.sincss courses must be 
completed) 
01 4 arr arr Mord 
Nutrition and Food Science 
02 4 arr arr Conklin 
Design and Human Environment (A II course work must be completed) 
03 4 arr arr Widmer 
Family Services (310: 156) 
04 4 arr arr 
05 arr arr 
Nursing llome Administration Certificate 
Franken 
Gross 
20 4-12 arr arr Gross 
First 4-Week Session (June JO-July 5) 
310:030 · Basic Nutrition (No credit if credit previously earned in 3 I0:032or 310:037) 
80 2 9:50 MWF Chung lAT 232 
+ 9:50-11:50 TTh 
310:057 Human Relationships and Sexuality 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Wells LAT 125 
310:288 Problems in Design, Family and Consumer Sciences (Registraiion requires 
consent of instructor) 
Basic Nutrition 
81 2 9:50 
+ 9:50-11:50 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
MWF 
Tlb 
Chung I.AT 232 
310:030 Basic Nutrition (No credit if cred it previously earned in 310:032or 310:037) 
90 2 9:50 MWF Chung lAT 232 
+ 9:50-11:50 TTh 
310:057 Human Relationships and Sexuality 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Wells LAT 125 
43 
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310:288 Problems in Design, Family and Consumer Sciences (Registration requires 
consent of instructor) 
Baaic Nutrition 
91 2 9:50 
+ 9:50-11 :50 
330 INDUSTRIAL TECIINOLOGY 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
MWF 
TTh 
Chung LAT 232 
330: I 79 Cooperative Education (Involves directed full-time financially-reimbursed 
work and study in a selected industiy related to a student's· technical 
concentration. Registratiori' require.a consent of instructor and advisor) 
01 1-3 arr arr Betts ITC 3 7 
330:271 Industrial Experience (Registration requires consent of advisor; consent of 
Coordinator of Graduate Studies) 
01 2-3 arr arr Fahmy ITC 25 
330:299 Research 
01 1-6 arr arr Fahmy ITC 25 
330:388 Internship (Registration requires consent of advisor; advancement to 
candidacy; completion of at least 21 semester hours in required core) 
0 I 3-6 arr arr Fahmy ITC 25 
330:399 Research (Registration requires consent of advisor) 
01 1-6 arr arr Fahmy ITC 25 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5). 
330:070 Desktop Composition 
Eve 80 3 5:30-9 MW eve Johnson ITC 19 
+ 3 hours arr 
330: I 70 Statics and Strengths of Materials (800:048; 880:054; or consent of 
department head) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Fahmy ITC 6/14 
330:282 Industrial Tec:bnology Seminar 
Eve 80 1 5:10 MWF eve FlSawy ITC 6 
330:377 Readings in Technology and Society (330:376) 
80 2 , 2:20-4 MWF EISawy · ITC 6 
+ 2 hours arr 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-~ ugust 2) 
330:017 Computer-Aided Drafting 
90 3 8:40-10:50 MWF Kashef ITC 19 ' 
+ 4 hours arr 
350 LIBRARY SCIENCE 
Special Programs and Workshops (All courses meet June JO-June 27 and July 8-July 25) 
350: 113g Library Media Selection 
01 3 8-10: 15 M1Wlb Safford UB 123 
350:12lg Introduction to the School Library Media Center 
01 3 1 :30-3:45 MTWTh Pappaa UB 123 
350:132g Library Materials for Children 
01 3 10:30-12:45 M1Wlb UB 139 
350:223 School Library Media Curriculum Development (350:121; 350:132 or 
350: 134) 
!)l . 3 10:30-12:45 M1Wlb Safford UB 124 
350:230 Computer Applications in Libraries (350: 113; 350: 115; 350:250) 
01 3 1:30-3:45 M1Wlb UH 124 
35\):250 Reference (350: 113; 350: 115) 
01 3 8-10:15 M1Wlb Coon UB 124 
350:285 Individualized Readings (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 · arr arr Pappaa 
02 arr arr Safford 
350:295 Research in Library and Information Science 
01 3 10:30-12:45 M1Wlb Pappas UB 123 
350:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr Pappas 
Swruner 1996 
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400 PSYCHOLOGY 
Finl 4-Weck SC88ion {June 10-Juli:: 5) 
400:008 Introduction to Psychology 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Yatea SAB 107 
400: 118g History and Systems of Psychology (One counc in psychology or consent of 
department head; junior standing or consent of instructor) 
80 3 2:30-4:40 Daily Gilgen SAB 129 
400: 142g Abnormal Psychology (400:008; junior standing) 
• 80 3 9:50-12 Daily Barrios SAB 13 
400: 161 Psychology of Penonality (400:008) 
80 3 12:10-2:20 Daily Oarnsn SAB 129 
400: 173g Psychology of Aging (400:008 or equivalent; junior standing or written 
consent of instructor) 
80 3 2:30-4:40 Daily Wallace SAB 107 
Second 4-Week Seaaion {Juli:: 8-August 2) 
400:104 Psychology of Adjustment (400:008 or equivalent) 
90 3 2:30-4:40 Daily Tan SAB 301 
400:110 Psychology of Gender Differences (400:008) 
90 3 12: 10-2:20 Daily Oliver SAB 301 
400:120 Introduction to Developmental Psychology (400:008) 
' 90 3 9:50-12 Daily Gilpin SAB 301 
400:142g Abnormal Psychology (400:008; junior standing) 
90 3 2:30-4:40 Daily Osman SAB 129 
400: 157g PenoMel Psychology (400:008 or equivalent; junior standing or written 
consent of instructor) 
90 3 12:10-2:20 Daily Gasser SAB 129 
410 HEALTH 
8-Week Seaaion (June 10-August 2) 
410: 168 Field Experience in Community Health E.ducation (Registration requires 
senior standing and written consent of Dr. Cryer; offered on crediVno credit 
basis only) 
01 6 or 12 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
• 
410: I 72g Experience in Cardiac Rehabilitation (Registration requires junior standing or 
consent of instructor) 
01 2 6:30-8 am MWF Krieg Dome 
410: 185 Readings in Health E.ducation (Registration requirea written consent of 
instructor) 
01 1-4 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
410:187 Internship in Athletic Training (410:018) 
01 1-4 arr arr Noonan PEC 134 
410:285 Readings in Health E.ducation (Registration requirea written consent of 
instructor) 
01 1-4 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
410:295 Internship in Health E.ducation (Registration requirea written consent of 
instructor) 
01 2 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
410:299 Rcaearch (Registration requires written consent of instructor; fee assessed 
separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of theais/research paper) 
01 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
First 4-Weck Session !June 10-Juli:: 5) 
410:01 I Standard First Aid and Community CPR (Certification to those who qualify) 
80 2 1:20-3 :30 MWTh Bowers WST 206 
+ I hour arr 
410:018 Prevention and Care of Athletic lnjuriea (420:024 or 420:050) 
80 2 9:50-12 MTWTh Bowers PEC 142 
410: 135 Elementary School Health E.ducation Methods 
80 2 7:30-9:40 MTWTh Cryer SEC 323 
410: 159g International Health (Junior standing) 
83 3 9:50-12 Daily Yehieli SEC 320 
410:255 Health Promotion/Risk Reduction 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Davis/Dolgener SEC 320 
44 
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410:285 Reading• in Health E.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
80 1-4 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
410:295 Internship in Health E.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
80 2 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
410: 299 Research (Registration requires written consent of instructor; fee ll88C88ed 
separately for laboratory rnsteriala and/or binding of thesis/research paper) 
80 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
Second 4-Week Session (Juli:: 8-August 2) 
410:018 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries (420:024 or 420:050) 
90 2 1:20-3:30 MTWTh Noonan PEC 142 
+ I hour arr 
410: 176g Health E.ducation PlaMing and Evaluation (250:180 or 800:072; 410:153; 
junior standing) 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Davis SEC 320 
410:285 Readings in Health E.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
90 1-4 arr arr Cryer SEC I 58 
410: 295 Interilship in Health E.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
90 2 arr arr Cryer SEC 158 
410:299 Reaearch (Registration requires written consent of instructor; fee ll88C88ed 
separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thcais/reaearch paper) 
90 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
Special Programs and Workshops 
410: 13311 Workshop: Violence Prevention (July 22, 24, 29, 31) 
Eve 26 1 6:00-10 MW eve Koch SEC 306 
410: 133g Workshop: Conflict Reaolution (July 22-August 2) 
30 2 1 :00-4 Daily Koch SEC 306 
410:13311 Workshop: Women, Food .and the Body (June 10, 12, 17, 19) 
Eve 01 1 6:00-10 MW eve Depken SEC 306 
410: 13311 Workshop: Gender and Stre88 (June 24, 26, July 1, 3) 
Eve 02 1 6:00-10 MW eve Depkcn SEC 306 
410:15811 Health Risk Appraisal (Junior otanding) (June 25, 27, July 2) 
Eve 01 1 6:00-10 TTh eve Davis SEC 121/122 
+ 3 hours arr 
420 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
8-Week Session (June I 0-August 2) 
420:285 Readings in Physical Education (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
01 1-4 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:295 Internship in Physical Education (Registration requirca written consent of 
instructor) 
01 2-4 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:297 Practicum (Registration requirea written consent of instructor) 
01 2-3 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:299 Research (Registration requirea written consent of instructor; fee asseaaed 
separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thesis/research paper) 
01 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
Physical E.ducation Activity cour.,es listed under 420:Axx and 440:010 meet 420:001 
1979 General Education requirements for Category 12. 
Disabled/non-traditional students needing activity course selection advisement contact Dr. 
Carol Cooper by e-mail (carol.cooper) between March 8-29. 
All students enrolling for 420:Axx classea must attend the first day of claaa or they MAY 
be dropped from the course, Students must verify their enrollment with the Scheduling 
Office if they have missed the first day of class. 
8-Week Se.ssion (June to-August 2) 
420:A59 !OK Training (Preparation for 7-mile BIX Road Race in Davenport) 
04 I 11 :00 TTh Dolgener PEC 186 
Summer 1996 
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Finl 4-Week Session (June IO-July 5) 
420:Al6 Golf, Beginning 
80 I 8:40 Daily K. Green 
+ I hour arr 
420:A35 Weight Lifting 
80 I 7:30 Daily Soldan 
+ I hour arr 
420:A36 TeMis, Beginning 
80 I 9:50 Daily Remmert 
+ I hour arr 
420:A39 Canoeing (Rental $10.00) (June 22 is last day) 
80 I I :00-4 MTTh Hamilton 
+ Saturday, June 22 
8:00 am-4:00 pm 
420:A47 Aerobic Exercise 
80 I 9:50 Daily 
+ I hour arr 
420:A48 Aqua Trim 
80 I 9:50 Daily 
+ I hour arr 
420:A53 RUMing(Jogging 
80 I 8:40 Daily 
+ 1 hour arr 
420:A55 Rock Climbing 
80 I 8:40-12 T 
+ Thunday,June 13 
8:40 am-12:00 noon 
+ Saturday, June 29 

























80 I 9:50-12 MW Dolgener PEC 186 
+ Saturday, July 6 
9:00 am-4:00 pm 
420:A63 Power Walking/Jogging 
80 I 8:40 Daily Soldan PEC 186 
+ I hour arr 
420:045 Physical F.ducation for the Elementary Grades (200:030; sophomore 
standing; no ·credit for students with credit in 440:045) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily C. Bucknam EST 114 
420: 129g Advanced Sports Theory 
Track and Field 
8B 2 7:30-9:40 
Soccer 
SE 2 7:30-9:40 







420:285 Readings in Physical F.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
80 1-4 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:295 Internship in Physical F.ducation (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
80 2-4 arr arr Huddleston WST 207 A 
420:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of in.,tructor) 
80 2-3 arr arr Huddleston WST 207 A 
420:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head; fee 
assessed separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thesis/research 
paper)' 
80 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
45 
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Second 4-Wcek Session (July 8-August 2) 
. ' 
Physical F.ducation Activity counes listed under 420:Axx and 440:010 meet 420:001 
1979 General F.ducation requirements for Category 12. · · 
Disabled/non-traditional sludents needing activity counc selection adviaemcntcontactDr. 
Carol Cooper by e-mail (carol.cooper) between March 8-29. 
All students enrolling fo_r 420:Axx classes must attend the fint day of class or they MAY 
be dropped from the coune. Students must verify their enrollment with the Scheduling 




90 I 8:40 Daily K. Green PEC 28SS 
+ I hour arr 
420:A35 Weight Lifting 
90 I 9:50 Daily uwson PEC 186 
+ I hour arr 
420:A36 TeMis, Beg inning 
90 I 8:40 Daily Henry PEC 285S 
+ I hour arr 
420:A46 Golf, Intermediate 
90 I 9:50 Daily K. Green PEC 186A 
+ I hour arr 
420:A47 Aerobic Exercise 
90 I 11:00 Daily Clarie PEC 285S 
+ 1 hour arr 
420:A48 Aqua Trim 
90 I 7:30 Daily Hall WST 113 
+ I hour arr 
420:A53 RuMing/Jogging 
90 I 9:50 Daily Dolgener PEC 186 
+ I hour arr 
420:A69 Swimming Conditioning 
90 I 9:50 Daily Henry EPL 22 
+ I hour arr 
420:045 Physical Education for the Elementary Grades (200:030; sophomore sta,!lding; 
no credit for students with credit in 440:045) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Manton EST 114 
420:129g Advanced Sports Theory - Football 
94 2 7:30-9:40 MTWTh T. Allen PEC 186A 
420:285 Readings in Physical Education (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
90 1-4 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:295 Internship in Physical Education (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
90 2-4 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
90 2-3 arr arr Huddleston WST 207A 
420:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head; fee 
assessed separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thesis/research 
paper) 
90 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
Special Program• and Workshops 
420: 133 Workshop: Football-Offensive Line Coaching (June 22, 23) 
25 I 8:00 am-9:00 pm Sat Erusha PEC 186A 
+ 8:00 am-12 noon Sun 
420: 133 Workshop: Coaching Authorization 
26 3 I :00-3 Daily Heston/ SEC 325 
(June 10-21) Remmert 
+ I: 00-4 Daily Remmert/ 
(June 24-July 5) Sipple 
420: 133g Workshop: Teaching Children Physical Education: 
Teacher-Pedagogical (June 29,30) 
27 I 8:00 Jlll1•8:00 pm Sat Manton 
+ 8:00 am-I :00 pm Sun 
Becoming a Master 
EST 305 
Summer 1996 
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430 LFJSURE SERVICES 
8-Week Session (June I 0-August 2) 
430: 141g Field Experience in Camp Counseling (Registration requires written consent 
of instructor; offered on credit/no credit basis only) 
01 1-6 arr arr Jordan F..ST 306 
430: I 65g Leisure Services Field Experience (Registration requires consent of 
instructor; offered on credit/no credit basis only) 
03 1-6 arr arr Wilson EST I 04 
430: 179 Cooperative Education (Registration requires consent of instructor) 
01 1-6 arr arr Mertesdorf EST 307 
430: 185 Readings in Leisure Services-Youth and Human Service Administration 
(Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 1-3 arr arr DeGraaf EST 109 
430:285 Readings in Leisure Services (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
01 1-4 arr arr Edginton WST 203 
430:291 Internship (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 2-6 arr arr Jordan WST 306 
430:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head; fee 
assessed separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thesis/ research 
paper) 
01 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
430: 166g Leisure and Aging (Junior standing or consent of instructor) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Hanson EST 305 
430:285 Readings in Leisure Services (Registration requires written consent of 
instructor) 
80 1-4 arr arr Edginton WST 203 
430:291 Internship (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
80 2-6 arr arr Jordan EST 306 
430:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head; fee 
assessed separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thesis/research 
paper) 
80 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
430:285 Readings in Leisure Services (Registration requires writ.ten consent of 
instructor) 
90 1-4 arr arr Edginton WST 203 
430:291 Internship (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
90 2-6 arr arr Jordan · EST 306 
430:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head; fee 
assessed separately for laboratory materials and/or binding of thesis/research 
paper) 
90 1-6 arr arr WST 203 
Special Programs and Workshops 
430: 184 Senior Project (Corequisite: 430: 187; registration requires written consent 
of Internship Coordinator) (May 13-August 16) 
01 I arr arr 
430:187 Internship (Corequisite: 430:184; Leisure Services majors must register for 
14 houni; offered on credit/no cred it basis only . Leisure Services majo"rs: 
430: 189, Sec 80; 500 hours of verified leisure services related work 
~xperience; current certification in Standard First Aid and Community CPR; 
consent of Dr. Hanson.) (May 13-August 16) 
01 8-14 arr arr 
440 HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND LFJSURE SERVICES -
INTERDFPARTMENT AL 
' Physical Education Activity courses listed under 440:010 meet 420:001 1979 General 
Education requirements for Category 12. 
Disabled/non-traditional students needing activity course selection advisement contact 
Dr. Carol Cooper by e-mail (carol.cooper) between March 8-19. 
All students enrolling for 440:0!0classes must attend the first day of class or they MAY 
be dropped from the course. Students must verify their enrollment with the Scheduling 
Office if they have missed the first day of class. 
46 
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8-Week Session (June I 0-August 2) 
440:010 Personal Wellness (All students must register for the lecture, plus one Axx 
_tint half-semester lab, and one Axx second half-semester lab) 
LECTURE 
01 3 7:30 MTTh Dolgener/Depken SEC 252 
FIRST HALF-SEMESTER LABS: 
440:A04 Aerobic Exercise 
80 0 9:50 Daily Clark PEC 285S 
440:A05 Aqua Trim 
80 0 9:50 Daily Noble WST 113 
440:A56 Bike Conditioning (Must lu\ve bike and approved Helmet) 
80 0 9:50°12 MW Dolgener PEC 186 
+ Saturday, July 6 
9:00 am-4:00 pm 
440:A61 Power Walking/Jogging 
80 0 8:40 Daily Soldan PEC 186 
440:A64 Jogging/Running 
80 0 8:40 Daily Noble PEC 186 
SECOND HALF-SEMESTER LABS 
440:A25 Golf, Intermediate 
90 0 9:50 Daily K. Green PEC 186A 
440:A31 Racquetball 
90 0 8:40 Daily K. Green PEC 285S 
440:A39 Rollerblading (Must have roller blades) 
90 0 9:50-12:30 MTh Hall PEC 216 
440:A44 Tennis, Beginning 
90 0 8:40 Daily Henry PEC 285S 
440:A49 Weight Lifting 
90 0 9:50 Daily Ulwson PEC 186 
440:010 ' Personal Wellness (All students must register for the lecture plus one Bxx first 
half-semester lab, and one Bxx second half-semester lab) 
LECTURE 
2 3 8:40 MTTh Depken/Dolgener SEC 252 
FIRST HALF-SEMESTER LABS : 
440:B24 Golf, Beginning 
80 0 9:50 Daily 
440:B34 Rock Climbing 
81 0 8:40-12 T 
+ Thursday , June 13 
8:40-am-l 2 noon 
+ Saturday, June 29 





Canoeing (Rental $10) (June 22 last day) 
1:00-4 MTTh Hamilton 
+ Saturday, June 22 
8:00 am-4:00 pm 
440:844 Tennis , Beginning 
80 0 9:50 Daily 
440:B49 Weight Lifting 
80 0 7:30 Daily 
SECO ND HALF-SEMESTER LABS: 
440: B04 Aerobic Exercise 
90 0 I 1:00 Daily 
440:B05 Aqua Trim 
90 0 7:30 Daily 
440:B43 Swimming, Conditioning 
90 0 9:50 Daily 
440:B61 Power Walking/Jogging 
90 0 I 1:00 Daily 
440:B64 Jogging/Running 
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450 SOCIAL WORK 
8-Week Scssion (June 10-August 2) 
450: 184 Field lnstnaction (Social Work Major; senior standing; 450:042; completion 
of 450:091 and 450:192 with a minimum grade of C in each course; 
450:164;450:185; and a minimum UNI GPA of2.2; offered on credit/no 
credit basis only) 
01 11 arr arr 
Firlit 4-Week Scssion (June I 0-July 5) 
450:185 Social Work Research (800:023 or equivalent; 980:080;junior standing) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Hanson SAB 301 
450: 194g Seminar in Social Work -- Comparative International Social Welfare 
(Registration requires consent of instructor) 
80 3 arr arr Downs SAB 20 I 
450: 195g Family and !Jroup Practice (450: I 92;juniorstanding or consent of instnactor) 
80 3 9 :50-12 Daily Keefe SAB 107 
Second 4-Wcck Scssion (July 8-August 2) 
450: I 63g Minority Group Relations (980:058; junior standing. Same as 980: 130) 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Boes SAB 107 
450: 171 g Alcoholism (450:04 I; junior standing or consent of instructor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily van Wormer SAB 311 
48 COMMUNICATION STIJDIF.S 
All students taking courses from the Department of Communication Studies must attend 
the lint two classes or the lint night class or they MAY be dropped from the course. 
Students must verify their enrollment with the Scheduling Office if they have missed a 
class. 
48C Communicationa 
8-Week Scssion (June 10-August 2) 
48C:001 Oral Communication 
01 3 8:40 Daily CAC 109 
48C: 179 Cooperative Education (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48C: 197g Internship in Communication (Registration requires consent of department 
head; junior sll\nd ing) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48C:212 Seminar in Performance Studies: Pedagogy of Performance Studies (No 
cl...., week of July 1) 
Eve 01 3 li:30-9:30 TW eve SEC 130A 
First 4-Wcck Scssion (June 10-July 5) 
48C:286 Studies in Communication Research Methodology: Qualitative 
80 3 1:20-3 :30 Daily CAC 113 
Second 4-Wcck Scssion (July 8-August 2) 
48C:004 lntcrpenonal Communication (48C:OOI) 
90 3 II :00-1 Daily CAC 113 
48E Electronics Media 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
48E:003 Introduction to Electronic Production 
01 3 I :20 Daily LNG 348 
48E:179 Cooperative Education (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48E: 197g Internship in Electronic Media (Registration requires consent of advisor and 
department head; junior standing) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48J Journalism 
8-Week Scssion (June 10-August 2) 
481:002 Mass Communication and Society 
01 3 12:10 Daily CAC 109 
481:007 Reporting Methodologies and Sources 
01 3 7:30 Daily CAC 109 
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48J: 179 Cooperative Education (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48J:197g Internship in Journalism (Registration requires consent of advisor and 
department head; junior standing) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48P Public Relations 
8-Week Session (June 10-August 2) 
48P: 179 Cooperative Education (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 1 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
48P:1 97g Internship in Public Relations (Registration requires consent of advisor and 
department head; junior standing) 
01 1-6 arr arr CAC 106 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
48P: 173g Public Relations Writing (48J:071; junior standing) 
80 3 1 :20-3:30 Daily 
490 THEATRE 
8-Week Session (June 10-August 2) 
490: IOI Creative Drama 
01 3 I :00-3 MWF Berghammer 
490: 102g Creative Drama Practicum (490: IOI) 
01 3 arr arr Berghammer 
CAC 109 
Redeker Ctr 25 
CAC Ill 
490: !Sig Theater Production (Registration requires consent of supervising instructor; 
junior standing) 
01 1-4 arr arr Berg hammer 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
490: 102g Creative Drama Practicum (490: IOI) 
80 3 arr arr Berghammer 
490: ISlg Theater Production (Registration requires consent of supervising instructor; 
junior standing) 
80 1-4 arr arr Bf rghammer 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
490: 102g Creative Drama Practicum (490: IOI) 
90 3 arr arr Berghammer 
490: !Sig Theater Production (Registration requires consent of supervising instructor; 
junior standing) 
90 1-4 arr arr Berg hammer 
510 COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
510: 155 Clinical Practice (510: 125; 510: 127; or consent of instnactor) 
0 I 2 arr arr Anderson 
510: 159g Traumatic Brain Injury and School Reintegration 
12 , 3 12:10-3:10 MW McGuire CAC 21 2 
510:170g Manual Communication 
01 3 12:10-3 :10 TTh Bane CAC 212 
510:255 Advanced Clinical Practice (510: 155 or consent of instructor; individuals must 
be accepled graduate students in the majors of Speech• Language Pathology or 
Audiology . Must be taken for a minimum of four academic terms in the 
graduate program) 
0 I 1-2 arr arr Kuergeleis 
510:257 Internship in Clinical Settings (Registration requires consent of instructor) 
0 I 4- I 6 arr arr McGuire 
510:259 Studies in Diagnostics 
04 2 arr arr Kouri 
510:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires consent of instructor) 
01 1-2 arr arr McGuire CAC 237 
510:299 Research (Registration requires consent of instructor and department head) 
01 1-6 arr arr McGuire 
- Swnrner I 99l 
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520 MUSIC 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-AugU8t 2) 
520:030 MU8ic of Our Time 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Tymu-Jon~ RSL 118 
580 MUSIC TUEORY 
First 4-Week Sesaion (June 10-July 5) 
580:212 Styles III: Major Compoaen and Their Eru 
80 2 3:30 MWF Beck RSL 124 
+ 3:30-5:30 TTh . 
590 MUSIC LITE.RA TlJRE 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
590: n5g MU8ic History - 20th Century (590:010; 590:011 ;junioratanding) 
80 3 12:50-3 Daily Beck RSL 124 
600 ART 
NOTE: For all studio courses in the Department of Art programa the ratio of student 
work hours to credit hours is 3: I. Therefore, additional worlc is required 
outside regularly scheduled cl881 time. 
LAB FEES ARE NOT REFUNDED AFTER THE LAST OFACIAL DAY TO ADD A 
CLASS. 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
600:·025 Graphic Design I (For art majors and minors. foundat_ions program. Lab 
Fee: $10.00) 
01 3 · 9:50-12 Daily Johnson KAB 253 
600:041 Survey of Art History II 
01 3 12:10 Daily Lew KAB 111 
600:125 Graphic Design II (600:025. Lab Fee: $15.00) 
01 3 9:50-12 Daily Johnson KAB 248 
, 600:126 Graphic Design III (600:125. Lab Fee: $20.00) 
01 3 9:50-12 Daily Johnson KAB 248 
600: 140g Ancient Egyptian Art (Junior standing or for art majors and minors, 600:040 
and 600:041) 
01 3 12:10 Daily Adelman KAB 270 
600: 175 UndergraduateStudio: Graphic Deaign (9 credit hours in studio area chosen; 
credit to be determined by instructor; may be repeated for credit. Lab Fee: 
$5.00 per credit hour) 
03 1-6 9:50-12 Daily Johnson KAB 248 
600: 196 B.F.A. Project I {Admission to the B.F.A. degree program, senior standing 
and consent of instructor) 
or 
600: 197 B.F.A. Project II (600: I 96and consent of instructor; B.F.A. exhibition must 
be scheduled concurrently) 
Graphic Design 
03 3 arr arr Johnson KAB 247 
600:275 Graduate Studio: Graphic Design (Registration requires consent of graduate 
program coordinator) ' 
10 2-8 arr arr Johnson KAB 247 
First 4-Week Session (June 10-July 5) 
600:018 Drawing I (Lab Fee: $15.00) 
80 3 I 1:20-5:50 Daily KAB 229 
600:019 Drawing II (600:018. Lab Fee: $15.00) 
600:118 
600: 175 
80 3 I :20-5:50 Daily KAB 229 
DrawingIIl(600:019or600:lll. Lab Fee: $15.00) 
80 3 I :20-5:50 Daily 229 
Undergraduate Studio: Drawing (9 credit hours in studio area chosen; credit 
to be determined by instructor; may be repeated for credit. Lab Fee: $5.00 
per credit hour) 
82 1-6 1:20-5:50 Daily KAB 229 
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600:196 B.F.A. Project I (Admission to the B.F.A. degree program, senior 1tanding 
and consent of department head) 
or 
600: 197 B.F.A. Project II (600: 196and consent of department head; B.F.A. exhibition 
must be scheduled concurrently) 
Drawing 
82 3 arr arr KAB 216 
600:275 Graduate Studio: Drawing (Registration requirea consent of graduate program 
coordinator. Lab Fee: $5.00 per credit hour) 
82 2-8 arr arr KAB 216 
620 ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
All students enrolled in English courses must attend the first cl881 1C11ion or they MAY 
be dropped from the course. Students should verify their enrollment with the Scheduling 
Office if they miss the first cl881. 
First 4-Week Sesaion (June 10-July 5) 
620:005 College Reading and Writing (UNI high school English admisaiona 
requirement. Satisfies General Education writing and reading requirement; no 
credit if prior credit in 620:015 or 620:034. Students who have ACT English 
and Reading scores of 17 or below are advised to take 620:002 first) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Robbins SRL 14 
620: 105g Technical Report Writing (Pass on Writing Competency Examination or 
620:005 and junior standing or consent of instructor) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Swope SRL 120 
620: I 28g Images of Women in Literature (620:034 or junior standing or consent of 
instructor) · 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Swensen SRL 14 
620: 186g Studies in Multicultural Young Adult Literature (620:034 or junior 1tanding or 
consent of instructor) 
86 3 9:50-12 Daily Copeland SRL 120 
Special Programs and Workshops 
620: 188g Seminar in Literature: William Faulkner's Short Fiction (620:034 or junior 
standing or consent of instructor) (June 10-28) 
30 3 1:00-4 Daily Rohrberger BAK 109 
620:284 Seminar in Literature: Blues, Film. and African American Literature 
(July 1-19) 
10 3 1:00-4 Daily Mvuyekure SRL 
630 TESOL/LINGUISTICS 
12 
All students enrolled in TESOULinguistics courses must attend the first class 1C11ion or 
they MAY be dropped from the course. Students should verify their enrollment with the 
Scheduling Office if they miss the first class. 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
630:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of instructor) 
01 3 I :20 Daily Roberts WRT 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
630:160g Sociolinguistics (630:125 or 630:130) 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Meier 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
630:289 Seminar in Language: English for Specific Purposes 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Gaiea 
640 RELIG JON 
Fi111t 4-Week Session (June JO-July 5) 
640:024 Religions of the World 







640: 161g Religion. Magic. and Witchcraft (990:011 or consent of instructor. Same as 
990:161) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Woodrick SAB 129 
650 PIULOSOPIIY 
8-Weck Session (June to-August 2) 
650:021 Philosophy: Basic Questions 
01 3 8:40 Daily Amend WRT 109 
Summer 1996 
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680 HUMANITIES 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
680:021 Hwnanities I 
OJ 4 7:30 
+ 8:40 
Daily Shepardson SRL, 220 
TTh 
02 9:50 Daily Robinson WRT 8 
+ 11:00 MW 
680:022 Hwnanities II 
OJ 4 9:50 Daily McKibbin SRL 220 
+ 11:00 TTh 
02 1:20 MTWTh C. Thomas SAB 13 
+ 2:30 MTW 
Finl 4-Week Session (June JO-July 5) 
680:121 RUS8ia/Soviet Union 
80 3 8:40-10:50 Daily Yeller SRL 112 
680: 125 India 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Fogarty SAB 307 
680: 127 Middle East 
80 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Vajpeyi SAB 317 
680: 128 Africa 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Grey SAB 301 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-Augu.,t 2) 
680: 125 India 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Doily Fenech SRL 212 
780 SPANISH 
First 4-Week Session (June I 0-July 5) 
780:001 Elementary Spanish I (All sludents enrolling for Elementary Spanish I must 
attend the first two days of class or they MAY be dropped from the coune. 
Students must verify their enrollment with the Scheduling Office if they have 




80 4 9:50-12 Daily Morales-Gomez/ SRL 12 
+ 2 hours arr Gebel 
+ I hour arr 
Special Topics in UU1guagc and Culture : Grammatical Trouble Spots 
(780: I OJ; 780: I 04 or equivalent, ; junior' standing or consent of instructor) 
81 2 8:40 Daily Zucker SRL 12 
+ 2 houn arr 
Symposiwn in Literalure: 
equivalent) 
84 3 9:50-12 
lbe Spanish American Essay (780: 101 or 
Daily Planells SRL 119 
Spanish Graduate Summer Symposium: Grammatical Trouble Spots 
80 2 8:40 Daily Zucker SRL 12 
+ 2 hours arr 
780:226 Spanish Graduate Sununcr Symposium: 
(780: IO I or equivalent) 
The Spanish American Essay 
8C 3 9:50-12 Daily Planells 
Second 4-Weck Session (July 8-Augu.,t 2) 
780:002 Elementa_ry Spanish II (780:00 I or equivalent) 
90 4 8:40-10:50 Daily Gebel/ 
+ 2 hours err 
+ I hour arr 




On-Campus UNI System of Summer Institute.• for Spanish Teachen (July 8-19) 
119 
12 
780: 126g Spanish Summer Symposiwn: Topics in Language and Literalure (780: JOI 
or equivalent. Registration only through the Institutes Abroad Office, Baker 
259. Department of Modem UU1guoges, University of Northern lowo. Ced or 
Foils. Iowa 506 I 4-0504) 
5 2-3 orr Doily Krueger 
780:226 Spanish Graduate Summer Symposium : Topics in UU1guoge and Literature 
(780: IOI or equivalent. Registration only through the Institutes Abroad 
Office, Baker 259; Department of Modem Languages. University of 
Northern Iowa. Cedar Foils . lowo 50614-0504) 
JO 2-3 arr Daily Krueger 
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800 MA TIIEMA TICS 
Undergraduate· students who arc required to take 800:002 may not enroll in any other 
mathematics course before this requirement has been met. 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
800:030 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers 
01 3 12:10 Daily Bawn WRT 217 
800:072 Introduction to Statistical Methods (Students with credit in 800: 172 should not 
enroll in 800:072) 
01 3 9:50 Daily Kirmani WRT ' 120 
800:201 Mathematical Analysis I (800: 140 or consent of instructor) 
01 3 9:50 Daily Mupasiri WRT 117 
First 4-Week Session (June JO-July 5) 
800:002 Elementary Algebra (For students who still have to meet .the high school 
mathematics admissions requirement. and for othen with no significant 
background in algebra. Students will be charged $309. 00 in addition to 
regular luition) 
80 0 7:30-9:40 Daily Ruic WRT 7 
800:023 Mathematics in Decision Making (1182 calculator required) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Haack WRT JO 
800: 134 Teaching Mathematics in the Elementary School (800:030) 
80 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Wilkinson WRT 217 
800:210 Theory of Nwnben (Open to u.ndergraduate students who have completed 
800: 160 with consent of department head) 
80 3, 1:20-3:30 Daily Millar WRT 117 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
800:060 Calculus I (800:046 or equivalent. 1185 calculator required) 
90 4 9:50-12 Daily Hardy WRT 119 
+ 12:10 MWF 
800:072 Introduction to Statistical. Methods (Students with credit in 800: 172 should not 
enroll in 800:072) 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Su.ndaraiyer WRT 119 
Special Programs and Workshops 
Mathematics for the Middle Grades. Registration requires consent of department head. 
(June 13-July 19) 
800: 191g Contemporary Mathematics Curricula (800: 134 or 800: 188or 800: 190) (June 
13-July I 9) 
01 2 err Doily Thiessen WRT 217 
800:211 Teoching Algebra in the Middle Grades (800:215 or consent of department 
head) (June 13-July 19) · 
0 I 2 arr Doily Leutzinger WRT 217 
800:213 Selected Topics in Mathematics for the Middle Grades: Geometry 
(Registration requires consent of deportment head) (June 13-July 19) 
01 2 arr Daily Haack/ WRT 9 
Longnecker 
800:214 Mathematical Problem Solving in the Middle Grades (June 13-July 19) 
01 I arr Daily Nelson WRT 205 
800:215 Teaching Rati_onal Nwnbers (June 13-July 19) 
OJ 2 arr Daily Nelson WRT 205 
800:220 New Developments in Middle Grades Mathematics (June 13-July 19) 
01 3 arr Daily Trafton WRT 205 
800:221 Mathematics Lite,ecy in An Information Age (800:220; 800:236; 800:238) 
(June 13-July 19) 
0 I 2 arr Daily Du.ncan WRT 9 
800:237 Technology in Middle Grades Mathematics (June 13-July 19) 
01 2 arr Daily Leutzinger WRT 217 
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810 COMPUl'ER SCIENCE 
Undergraduate students who are required to take 800:002 may not enroll in any 
computer science courses before this requirement has been met. 
8-Week Session (June IO-August 2) 
810:034 COBOL (No credit for students earning credit in 150:034) 
01 3 8:40 Daily Beck WRT 5 





Computers and Decision Making 
80 3 1:20-3:30 Daily 
BASIC Programming 
80 3 8:40-10:50 Daily 
Introduction to Computing (For CS/CIS majors/minors) 
80 4 9:50-12 Daily Pegah 
+ 1:20 MlWTh lab 
Oats Structures (810:051) 




, 820 SCIENCE AND SCIENCE EDUCATION 













820: 140 Environment, Technology, and Society (Course,; from Sphere I and Sphere 
II and a minimum of 60 completed hours) 
01 2 8:40 MTWfh Fecik ITC 3 
First 4-Week Session (June JO-July 5) 
820:140 
820:213 
Environment, Technology, and Society (Courses from Sphere I and Sphere 
II and a minimum of 60 completed hours) 
80 2 . 8:40-10:50 MlWTh Whitson MSH 1532 
81 I :20-3:30 MlWTh Iqbal LAT 101 
Teaching-Leaming Models in Science F.ducation (200:040 or equivalent) 
80 2 1:20-3 :30 MWF Lavole CEE 12 
+ I hour arr 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
820: 140 Environment, Technology, and Society (Courses from Sphere I and Sphere 
II and a minimum of 60 completed hours) 
90 2 12:10-2:.20 MlWTh Nuss MSH 2229 
820:200 History and Philosophy of Science 
90 2 1:20-3 :30 MWF Rider MSH 3252 
+ I hour arr 
830 ENVIRONMFJITAL SCIENCE 
Special Programs and Workshop• 
830: 133g Workshop: Advanced Technology Environmentsl F.ducation (June 17-28) 
I 2 8:00-5 Daily Brown CEE 111 
840 BIOWGY 
Lab fees are not refunded after the last official day to add' a class. 
8-Week Session (June 10-August 2) 
840:051 General Biology I (Lab Fee: $4.00) 
01 4 8:40-11:30 MW Nuss 
+ 8:40-10:50 TTh 
840:05.2 General Biology II (840:0SI. Lab Fee: $4.00) 
01 4 1:20-4: 10 MW Brecheisen 





840: I 85 Readings in Biology (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 1-3 arr arr MSH 2438 
840: 190 Undergraduate Research in Biology (840: 157 or equivalent;. 9 hours of 
biology credit beyond the introductory sequence and consent of department 
head. Lab Fee: $10.00) 
01 1-3 arr arr MSH 2438 
840: 195 Internship/Field Experience (Offered on credit/no credit basis only; 
registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 1-10 arr arr MSH 2438 
50 
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840: 198 Independent Study (Registration requires written consent of department head . 
Lab Fee: $I0.00) ' 
01 1-3 arr arr MSH 2438 
840:230 Special Problems in Biology (840:292 recommended; consent of department 
head . Lab Fee: $10.00) . 
01 1-6 arr arr MSH 2438 
840: 299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
1 1-6 · arr arr MSH 2438 
First 4-Week Session (June l0~July 5) 
840:012 Energy and Life (Must have satisfied UNI'• high school ;equirements in 
English and mathematics or completed developmental couraea in these 
academic areas before registering for Sphere I courses. No credit on major 
or minor) 
80 3 8:40-10:50 Daily Dunn MSH 2532 
840:031 Anatomy and Physiology I (For students in allied health fields or other 
university approved programs, or consent of department head. No credit on 
biology majors or minors. Lab Fee: $15.00) 
80 4 7:30-9:40 Daily McDade/ MSH 2229 
Bergquist 
+ 9:50-12 Daily McDade M.SH222!1r.l<lSS 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
840:014 Continuity of Life (Must have completed Sphere I of General F.ducation 
program. No credit for majors or minors . For optional concurrent laboratory 
see 840:015) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Hetrick MSH 2532 
840:015 Laboratory in Life Science (Pre- or corequisite: 840:014or equivalent. Lab 
Fee: $2 .00) 
90 1 7:30-9:40 MlWTh McDade MSH 2249 
840:032 Anatomy and Physiology II (840:031, for students in allied health fields or 
other university-approved programs, or consent of department head. No credit 
on biology majors or minors. Lab Fee: $5.00) 
90 4 7:30-9:40 Daily Bergquist/ MSH 2229 
McDade 
+ 9:50-12 Daily McDade M.SH222!1r.l<lSS 
840: 148g Human Genetics and Human Evolution (840:052; junior standing or consent 
of instructor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Seager MSH 1532 
Special Programs and Workshops 
840: 133g Workshop: M888 Extinctions and Dinosaurs (June 17-21) 
II I 8:40-12 Daily Seager 
860 CHF.MISTRY 
8-Week Session (June l0-August2) 
860:044 General Chemistry I (800:040 or equivalent) 
01 4 7:30-9:40 MWF Wiley 
+ 7:30-10:50 TTh 
860:048 General Chemistry II (860:044 or equivalent) 
01 4 7:30-9:40 TThF Barlak 
+ 9:50-1:IO MW Wiley 
860: 120 Organic Chemistry I (860:048 or 860:070) 
01 3 7:30-9:40 MWF Macmillan 
860:121 Organic Chemistry Laboratory I (Pre- or corequisite: 
01 2 7:30-I0:50 TTh Macmillan 
+ 4 hours arr 
02 1:00-4:20 MW Gonzaga 
+ 4 hours arr 
860:123 Organic Chemistry II (860: 120) 




















860:180 Undergraduate Research in Chemistry (860:140; 860:141 and written consent 
of department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
860:289 Seminar in Chemistry: Current Research Areas 
01 I arr arr 
860:292 Research Methods and Chemical Literature (Registration requires consent of 
department head) 
01 3 arr arr 
860:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
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870 EAR.TH SCIENCE 
Lab fees are not refunded after last official day to add a class. 
8-Week Se.ssion (June JO-August 2) 
870:010 Astronomy (High school algebra and geometry . Must have comp!eted Sphere 






















(Section 3 is for 3 hours of credit and is without laboratory and lab fee) 
03 3 12:10 Daily Morgan LAT 125 
870:021 Elements of Weather (Must have completed Sphere I of the 1988 General 
F.ducation Program. No credit for those who have completed 870:121) 
01 3 11 :00 Daily Czarnetzlci LAT IOI 
870:031 Physical Geology (Must have satisfied UNI'• high school course requirements 
in English and Mathematics or completed developmental courses in these 
academic areas before registering for Sphere I courses. Lib Fee: $2. 00) 
01 4 9:50-12 Daily Brant/Walters LAT 125/111 
870: 109g Fundamentals of Astronomy. (No credit for students with credit in 870:010 
or equivalent; one year of high school algebra or equivalent and written 
consent of department head . Lab Fee: $2.00) 
1 3 12: 10 Daily Morgan LAT 125 
+ arr Tib eve 
870: 113g Topics in Earth Science: Glaciers and Glaciation (Junior standing or consent 
of instructor) 
18 I arr arr Walters LAT 142 
880 PHYSICS 
L,b fees are not refunded after last official day to add a class. 





General Physics I (Knowledge of algebra and trigonometry. Lab Fee: 
$2.00) 
01 4 9:50-12 MWF Shand/Ward PHY 201 
+ 9:50-12 TTh Swartley PHY 101 
General Physics II (880:054. Lib Fee: $2.00) 
01 4 1:20-3 :30 MWF Behroozi PHY 201 
+ 1:20-3:30 .TTh Swartley PHY 108 
Fundamentals of Physics I (Working knowledge of algebra and trigonometry 
and consent of department head. Enrollment limited to graduate students 
other than Physics majors. Lib Fee: $2.00) 
01 4 9:50-12 MWF Shand/Ward 





Fundamentals of Physics II (880: 157 or equivalent and consent of department 
head. Enrollment limited to graduate students other than Physics majors. 
(Lab Fee: $2.00) 










Special Programs and Workshops 
880:133g Workshop: PRISMS - Activities for High School Physics Teachers (One 
credit for participation the first week only and two credits for both weeks.) 
(July 15-26) 




Unruh CEE 18 
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890 LAKESIDE LABORATORY 
The following courses are scheduled at Lakeside l.Aboratory in Milford, Iowa. 
Registration form and housing application may be found in this schedule book. PLEASE 
NOTE this application must be sent directly to Iowa State University at the address 
indicated . Enrollment will be accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis as space permits. 
For descriptive brochure containing course information, contact the Deparbnent of 
Biology, MSH 2438, University of Northern Iowa, c-,iar Falls, IA 50614-0421. 
First Session: · June 3-June 21 
Second Session: June 24-July 19 
Third Session: July 22-August 9 
Special Programs 
SESSION I (June 3-June 21) 
890:031 Ecology 
01 3 qrr arr 
890:035 Environmental Geology of Northwest Iowa 
01 3 arr arr 
890:050 Undergraduate Internships 
01 1-5 arr arr 
890: 119g Evolution 
01 3 arr arr 
890: 193 Undergraduate Research 
01 1-4 arr arr 
890: 198 Undergraduate Independent Study 
01 1-4 arr arr 
890:215 Field Mycology 
01 3 arr arr 
890:263 Conservation Biology 
01 3 arr arr 
890:291 Graduate Internships 
01 1-5 arr arr 
890:299 Research I 
01 1-4 arr arr 
SESSION 2 (June 24-Jull 19) 
890:050 Undergraduate Internships 
02 1-5 arr arr 
890: 103g Aquatic Biology 
02 4 arr arr 
890: 105g Plant Taxonomy 
02 4 arr arr 
890: 122g Prairie Ecology 
02 4 arr arr 
890: 129g Vertebrate Ecology and Evolution 
02 4 ·arr arr 
890: 193 Undergraduate Research 
02 1-4 arr arr 
890: 198 Undergraduate Independent Study 
02 1-4 arr arr 
890:217 Ecology and Systematics of Diatoms 
02 4 arr ·arr 
890:291 Graduate Internships 
02 1-5 arr arr 
890:299 Research 
02 1-4 arr arr 
... 
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SESSION 3 {Jul:i:: 22-Auguat 9) 
890:040 Archaeology 
03 3 arr arr 
890:050 Under1raduate Internships 
03 1-5 arr arr 
890:1021 Plant-Animal Interactions 
03 3 arr arr 
890:1211 Plant Ecolo1y 
03 3 arr arr 
890: 1281 Fish Ecology 
03 3 arr arr 
890: 1451 Landscape Approachca to Environmental Plannin1 
03 3 arr arr 
890: 193 Under1raduate Rcaearch 
03 1-4 arr arr 
890: 198 Under1raduate Independent Shady 
03 1-4 arr arr 
890:291 Graduate Internships 
03 1-5 arr arr 
890:299 Rcaearch 
03 1-4 arr arr 
Special Programs 
890: 1001 Techniquca for Biolo1y Teachin1: Animal Biolo1y (Re1iatration requires 
consent of instructor) (June 9-June 22) 
01 2 arr arr 
890:1001 Techniquca for Biolo1y Teaching: Aquatic "Ecology (Registration requirca 
consent of instructor) (July 14-July 20) 
02 I arr arr 
890: IOOg Techniquca for Biolo1y Teaching: Prairie Ecology (Registration requires 
consent of instructor) (July 21-July 27) 
03 I arr arr 
890: 130 Natural Hiatory Workshop: Amphibians and Reptilca (June 3-July 7) 
01 I arr arr 
890: 130 Natural Hiatory Workshop: Mushrooms and Other Fungi (June 24-28) 
02 I arr arr 
890: 130 Natural History Workshop: Nature Photo1raphy (July I-July 6) 
03 I · arr arr 
890:130 Natural History Workshop: Iowa 's Trcca and Foresta (July 8-July 12) 
04 I arr arr 
900 SOCIAL SCIENCE 
First 4-Wcck Session (June I 0-Jul:i:: 5) 
900:020 Women, Men and Society 
80 3 9:50-12 
900:023 American Civilization 




Sandstrom SAB 121 
Martin SRL 212 
Shldenla registering and enrolling for Economics courses must follow the policies and 
procedures published in the CBA Guide to Regiatration. All shldenta talcing courses from 
the Colle1e of Business Administration must attend the first two classca or the first ni1ht 
class or they MAY be dropped from the counc. Shldenla must verify their enrollment 
with the Schedulin1 Office if they have mi11ed -a class. 
Registration for 100-levcl courses requires a declared major and 60 credit hours. 
First 4-Week Scuion (June I 0-Jul:i:: 5) 
920:024 Introduction to Economics (No credit for shldenta who have credit or are 
concurrently enrolled in 920:053 or 920:054; may not be used for credit on 
the Economics major or minor.) 
80 3 I :20-3:30 Daily Halces BUS 225 
920:053 Principles of Macro-Economics 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Abraham BUS 225 
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920:070 Buaincu Statistic, (800:072or 800:092or equivalenL Tbcac prercquioitea will 
be lllrictly enforced. Thia counc docs not count toward the Economic■ major 
or minor or toward the Social Science major or minor) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Youacfi BUS 28 
920: 1041 Intermediate Micro-Economic Theory (920:053; 920:054) 
80 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Raiklin BUS 229 
Second 4-Wcclc Scuion (Jul:i:: 8-Auguat 2) 
920:020 Introduction to Decision Techniquca (800:072or 800:092or equivalenL Theac 
prercquiaitea will be strictly enforced. This counc docs not count toward the 
Economic■ major or minor or toward the Social Science major or minor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily _ Mardis BUS 225 
920:054 Principlca of Micro-Economics (920:053) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Krie1 BUS 320 
920:070 Buaincu Statistic■ (800:072or 800:092or equivalent. Theac prercquioitea will 
be strictly enforced. Thia counc docs not count toward the Economic■ major 
or minor or toward the Social Science major or minor) 
90 3 1:20-3 :30 Daily Uyar BUS 320 
920: 1031 Intermediate Macro-Economic Theory (920:053 ; 920:054) 
90 3 1:20-3:30 Daily McCormick BUS 221 
920: 113g Money and Banlcin1 (920:053; 920:054) 
90 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Halcca BUS 24 
940 POUTICAL SCIENCE 
Eight-Weck Scuion (June JO-August 2) 
940: 181 Internship in Politics (940: 110; 15 hours of Political Science; Political Science 
or Public Adminiatration major; junior 1tandin1 or consent of department head) 
0 I 4-8 arr arr Alberta 
940:292 Approachca to Political Inquiry 
01 3 arr arr 
First 4-Week Scuion (June JO-July 5) 
940:014 Introduction to American Politics 
80 3 9:50- 12 Daily 
940: I 59g Terrorism 






940: 189g Readings in Political Science (May be repeated only with consent of 
department head . Prerequisite: 12 hours in Political Science; registration 
requirca consent of department head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
940:285 Individual Readings (May be repeated) 
80 1-3 a,:r arr 
Second 4-Week Session (Jul:i:: 8-Auguat 2) 
940: 124 International Relations (Sophomoreatandin1 or consent of instructor; not open 
to ahldents who have credit for 940:026) ' 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily A1bcse SAB 307 
940: 148 Introduction to Public Administration (Sophomore standing or consent of 
instructor) 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Alberta SAB 201 
940: 189g Readings in Political Science (May be repeated only with consent of 
department head. Prerequisite: 12 hours in Political Science; consent of 
department head) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
940:285 Individual Readings (May be repeated) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
950 PUBUC POLICY 
8-Week Scuion (June 10-Auguat 2) 
950:281 Internship in Public Policy (Registration requires consent of instructor) 
I 4 arr arr . Haya 
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960 IDSTORY 
8-Week SCBSion (June I 0-August 2) 
960:189 Readings in History (Registration ,requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
960:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
960:297 Practicum (Registration requirca written consent of department head) 
01 2 arr arr 
960:299 Research (Registration req~ires written consent of department head) 
01 3-6 arr arr 
First 4-Wcck SCBSion (June IO-July 5) 
960:015 United Statca History Since 1877 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Weisenberger SRL 212 
960:054 Modem Europe to 1815 
80 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Wells SRL 212 
960: 189 Readings in History (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
960:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires w,ritten consent of department 
head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
960:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
80 2 arr arr 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
960: 142g United Statca Constitutional History 
90 3 9 :50-12 Daily Johnson SRL 212 
960: 155g Europe from the French Revolution to World War I (Junio_r standing or 
consent of instructor) 
90 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Bruess SRL 212 
960: I 89 Readings in History (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) • 
90 1-3 arr arr 
960:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written consent of department 
head) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
960:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
90 2 arr arr 
970 GEOGRAPHY 
First 4-Week SCBSion (June IO-July 5) 
970:040 World Geography 
80 ,3 9:50-12 Daily Fryman SAB 7 
970: 141g Regional Geography: India (Junior standing or consent of instructor; not 
open to students with credit in 680: 125) 
81 3 9:50-12 Daily Fogarty SAB 307 
Second 4-Week Session (July 8-August 2) 
970:040 World Geography 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Suckling SAB 102 
980 SOCIOWGY 
8-Wcck SCBSion (June IO-August 2) 
980: 145g Research Experience in Sociology(l5 semester hours in sociology including 
980:080 and 980:085 and consent of instructor; may be repeated for up to 6 
hours of credit) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
980: I 84g Experience in Applied Sociology (Offered on credit/no credit basis only; 12 
semester hours in sociology and consent of instructor) 
01, 3-6 arr arr • 
980: 189g Readings in Sociology (9 hours in sociology and .consent of department head . 
May be repeated only with consent of department; junior standing or consent 
of instructor) 
OJ 1-3 arr arr 
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980: 198 Independent Study (Registration requires consent of department head; may be 
repeated with written consent of department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
980:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
OJ 3 arr arr 
980:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
OJ 3 arr arr 
980:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
01 1-6 arr arr 
First 4-Week SCBSion (June IO-July 5) 
980:058 Principles of Sociology 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Yadava SAB 207 
980: 145g Research Experience in Sociology (15 acmester houn in sociology including 
980:080 and 980:085; and consent of instructor; may be repeated for up to 6 
houn of credit) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
980: 175g Theory and Criminal Justice (980: 127; senior standing; or consent of 
instructor) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Bartollas SAB 317 
980: 184g Experience in Applied Sociology (Offered on credit/no credit basis only; 12 
semester hours in sociology and consent of instructor) 
80 3-6 arr arr 
980: I 89g Readings in Sociology (9 hours in sociology and consent of department head . 
May be repeated only with consent of department; junior standing or consent 
of instructor) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
980: 198 Independent Study (Registration requirca consent of department head; may be 
repeated with written consent of department head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
980:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
80 3 arr arr 
980:297 Practicum (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
80 3 arr arr 
980:299 Research (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
80 1-6 arr arr 
Second 4-Week Se.ssion (July 8-August 2) 
980: I 05g The Family (980:058; junior standing or consent of instructor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Noack SAB 107 
980: 123g Social Deviance and Control(980:060;junioratanding or consent of instructor) 
90 3 1:20-3:30 Daily Crew SAB: 107 
980: 124g The Sociology of Policing (980:022; junior standing or consent of instructor) 
90 3 9:50-12 Daily Hunter SAB 129 
980: 130g Minority Group Relations (980:058; junior standing . Same as 450: 163) 
90 3 7:30-9:40 Daily Boes SAB 107 
980: 145g Research Experience in Sociology (15 semester hours in sociology including 
980:080 and 980:085 ; and consent of instructor; may be repeated for up to 6 
hours of credit) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
980: 159g Social Conflict and the Environment 
91 3 9:50-12 Daily Roberts/ 
Stockdale 
SAB 207 
980: 184g Experience in Applied Sociology (Offered on credit/no credit basis only; 12 
semester hours in sociology and consent of instructor) 
90 3-6 arr arr 
980: 189g Readings in Sociology (9 hours in sociology and consent of department head. 
May be repeated only with consent of department; junior standing or consent 
of instructor) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
980:198 lndepcndentStudy (Registration requirca consent of department head; may be 
repeated with written consent of department head) ' 
90 1-3 arr arr 
980:285 Individual Readings (Registration requires written consent of department head) 
90 3 arr arr 
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980:297 Practicwn (Registration requires wriuen consent of department head) 
90 3 arr arr 
980:299 Research (Registration requires wriuen consent of department head) 
90 1-6 arr arr 
990 ANTHROPOWGY 
8-Week Session (June JO-August 2) 
990: 145 Research Experience in Anthropology(15 hours in anthropology and consent 
of instructor; may be repeated for up to 6 houn of credit) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
990: 184 Experience in Applied Anthropology ( 12 houn in anthropology and consent 
of instructor; offered on credit/no credit basis) 
01 3-6 arr arr 
990: 189g Readings in Anthropology (9 hours in anthropology; junior •landing or 
consent of instructor and department head; may be repealed only with consent 
of department head) 
01 1-3 arr arr 
990: 198 Independent Study (Registration requires consent of department head; may 
be repeated with wriuen consent of department head) 
01 1-6 arr arr 
First 4-Week Session {June 10-Jul:r: 5) 
990:010 Human Origins 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Durham LNG 35 
990:011 Culture, Nature, and Society 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Farris SAB 27 
990: 145 Research Experience in Anthropology(15 houn in ,;,,thropologyand consent 
of instructor; may be repeated for up to 6 hours of credit) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
990:16lg Religion, Magic, and Witchcrali(990:0ll orconacntofinstructor. Sameu 
640:161) 
80 3 9:50-12 Daily Woodrick SAll 129 
990: 184 Experience in Applied Anthropology ( 12 houn in anthropology and consent 
of instructor; offered on credit/no credit basil) 
80 3-6 arr arr 
990: 189g Readings in Anthropology (9 houn in anthropology;junior standing or 
consent of instructor and department head; may be repeated only with consent 
of department head) 
80 1-3 arr arr 
990: 198 Independent Study (Registration requires ~onsent of department head; may 
be repeated with wriuen consent of department head) 
80 1-6 arr arr 
Second 4-Week Session (Jul:r: 8-August 2) 
990: 145 Research Experience in Anthropology (IS hours in anthropology and consent 
of instructor; may be repeated for up to 6 houn of credit) 
990:184 
990:)89g 
90 1-3 arr arr 
Experience in Applied Anthropology (12 hours in anthropology and consent 
of instructor; offered on credit/no credit basis) 
90 3-6 arr arr 
Readings in Anthropology (9 hours in anthropology; junior standing or 
consent of instructor and department head; may be repeated only wiih consent 
of department head) 
90 1-3 arr arr 
990: 198 Independent Study (Registration requires consent of department head; may 
be repeated with wriuen consent of department head) 
90 1-6 arr arr 
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PROGRAMS ABROAD 
For all Institutes/Programs Abroad: Registration only through the Institutes Abroad 
Office, BAK 259, Department of Modem Languages, University of Northern Iowa Cedar 
Falls, Iowa 50614-0504. 
SUMMER INSTITUTE IN FRANCE FOR TEACHERS OF FRENCH 
(June 27-July 29) 
For details contact Andre Walther, Department of Modem Languages 
720: 199g Program Abroad • France 
SO 6 arr arr A. Walther 
(Section SO is for new participants only) 
51 6 arr arr A. Walther 
(Section SI is for former participants only) 
IOWA REGENTS' PROGRAM IN LYON, FRANCE (June I-July 19) 
For details contact Aavia Vemescu , Department of Modem Languages 
720: 199g Regents' Program in France 
40 8 arr arr Vemescu 
GERMAN SUMMER INSTITUTE IN KLAGENFURT, AUSTRIA (June 28~August 16) 
For details contact Fritz Konig, Department of Modem Languages 
740: 199g Program Abroad · Austria (Participants may atlend either or both IC88ions) 
SO 4 arr arr Konig 
(Section 50 is June 28-July 23) 
53 4 arr arr 
(Section 53 is July 24-August 16) 
Konig 
IOWA REGENTS' PROGRAM IN AUSTRIA (June 10-AugUBt3) 
For details contact Jurgen Koppensteiner, Department of Modem Languages 
740: 199g Regents' Program in Austria (Participants may atlend either or both IC88ions) 
40 4 arr arr Koppensteiner 
(Section _40 is June I 0-June 29) 
41 4 arr arr Koppensteiner 
(Section 41 is July 8-August 3) 
UNISSIST IN SPAIN (June 24-August 9) (Participants may ~!lend either or .both 
sessions) 
For details contact Elisa Rosales, Department of Modem Languages 
780: 199g Program Abroad• Spain 
58 4 arr arr Rosales 
(Section 50 is June 24-July 20) 
59 4 arr arr Rosales 
(Section 51 is July 13-August 9) 
(Dates of section 58 and 59 overlap because of an excursion July 13-July 20 
for students enrolled in both sections. Students may enroll for both sections 
for a total of 8 credit hours) 
REGENTS' HISPANIC INSTITUTE (May 20-June 30) 
For details contact Nile Vernon, Department of Modem Languages 
780: 199g Regents' Program in Spain 
48 7 arr arr N. Vernon 
UNISSISTIN YUCATAN, MEXICO (June I0-June29) 
For details contact Terri Gebel , Department of Modem Languages 
780: 199g Program Abroad - Mexico 
57 4 arr arr Gebel 
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GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 1988 
I. General F.ducation Courses may be used to satisfy requiremenla for both the 
General F.ducation program and the major, minor, and program emphasis. 
2. Departmenta offering a general education course may preclude their major or 
minor studenlJ! from taking that particular course to satisfy the requirementa 
for general education, the major, or the minor. 
3. General education requirements can be met through CLEP examinations, 
· departmental examinations and the Advanced Placement Program of the 
College Entrance Examination Board. CLEP examinations do not include the 
mandatory laboratory course requirement. A student who receivca CLEP 
credit in both the physical and biological sciences shall be considered to have 
fulfilled the laboratory requir,ement. . 
4. All counoes taken to meet general education requirements must be taken for 
graded credit. • 
5. The general education program requirementa apply to all undergraduate 
degree programs. 
' I. Civilizations ,and Cultures II hours 
A. Humanities (8 houn required) 
680:021 Humanities I, 4 houno 
680:022 Humanities II, 4 houno 
B. Non-Western Cultures (3 hours' required) 
680:121 Russia/Soviet Union, 3 houn, 
680:122 Japan, 3 hours ' 
680:123 Latin America Civilization, 3 hours (68:070) 
680: I 24 China, 3 hours 
680: 125 India, 3 hours 
680: 127 Middle East•, 3 houni 
680: 128 Africa, 3 hours 
680: 132/990: 132 Native North America, 3 hours 
680: 137/990: 137 N,tive Central and South America, 3 hours 
II. Fine Arla, Literature, Philosophy and Religion 6 hours 
A. Fine Arta (3 hours required)* 
420: 034 Survey of Dance History, 3 houn 
490:002 The Theatrical Arta and Society, 3 hours (50:044) 
520:020 Our Musical Heritage, 3 hours 
520:030 Music of Our Time, 3 hours 
600:002 Visual Inventions, 3 hours 
600:004 Visual Perceptions, 3 hours 
*590:01 I may substitute for the Fine Arla requirement for BME music majors 
B. Literature, Philosophy, or Religion (3 hours required) 
620:031 Introduction to Literature, 3 hours 
640:024 Religions of the World, 3 hours (64: 124) 
650:021 Philosophy: Basic Questions, 3 hours 
Ill. Natural Science and Technology 9 hours 
Students are required to take a course with a scheduled laboratory from either Sphere I 
or Sphere II or another laboratory course in the College of Natural Sciences. 
A. Sphere I (3 or 4 houn required) 
The Sphere I requirement can be met by College of Natural Sciences majors who 
complete 860:044 or 860:070; 880:054 or 880: 130 and 880:060 as part of their 
major requirementa. 860:044 or 860:061 may substitute for the Sphere I 
requirement for De.sign, Family, and Consumer Science majors. 
820:031 * Activity Based Physical Science I, 4 hours 
840:012 Energy and Life, 3 hours 
860:010 .. · Principles of Chemistry, 3-4 hours 
870: 031 * Physical Geology. 4 hours 
880:011 • Conceptual Physics, 4 hours 
880:012 Elements of Physics , 3 hours 
• Lab Course 
•• Lab Course if 4-hour option elected 
B. Sphere II (3 or 4 hours required) 
The Sphere II requirement can be met by C::ollege of Natural 
Sciences majon who complete 840:05 I. 
820:032* Activity Based Life Science, 4 hours 
840:014 Continuity of Life, 3 hours 
840:015* Laboratory in Life Science, I hour 
870:010** Astronomy, 3 or 4 houn 
870:021 Elements of Weather, 3 hours 
970:026** Physical Geography, 3 or 4 hours 
990:010 Human Origins, 3 hours 
*Lab course 
**Lab courac if 4-hour option elected. 
C. Capstone (2 houn, required) 
820:140 Environment, Technology , and Society, 2 hours 
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IV. Social Science 9 houno 
(Required: one counoe from group A, one .courac from grouR B and one course from 








Human Identity and Relationships, 3 houno 
Introduction to Psychology, 3 houn 
Human Geography, 3 houn 
Principlca of Sociology, 3 houn 
Culture, N aturc, and Society, 3 houn 
900:023 American Civilization, 3 houn 
920:024* Introduction to Economics, 3 boun 
940:015 American Government in a Comparative Penpective, 3 hours 
940:026 World Politics, 3 houn 
970:040 World Geography, 3 houn 
*920:053 and 920:054 may subatitute for 920:024 for Busincaa teaching majors. 
C. GroupC 
450:041 Social Welfare: A World View, 3 houn 
450:045/980:045 American Racial and Ethnic Minorities, 3 houn 
900:020 Women, Men, and Society, 3 hours 
V. Communication Essentials 9 hours 
A. Writing and Reading (3 hours required) 
620:005 College Reading and Writing, 3 houn 
620:015 Expository Writing, 3 houn 
620:034 Critical Writing About Literature, 3 houn 
B. Speaking and Listening (3 houn required) 
48C:OOJ Oral Communication, 3 houn (500:023) 
C. Quantitative Techniques and Undentanding (3 houn required) 
800:023 Mathematics in Decuiion Making, 3 houn • 
800:072 Introduction to Statistical Methods, 3 houn 
800:092 Introduction to Mathematical Modeling, 3 houn 
VI. Personal Wellncaa 3 hours 
440:010 Personal Wellncaa, 3 houn 
TOTAL 47 HOURS 
REGISTRATION PROCESS 
BEFORE REGISTRATION 
1. Check your registration form for the following: 
a. Registration date and time 
b. Registration holds 
2. Students with registration holds will not be allowed to register 
until the appropriate office removes the hold . If you have a hold, 
schedule an appointment with the appropriate office. 
3. Select possible courses and complete the practice schedule on 
your registration form. 
As you select courses, note any prerequisites and/or approvals 
required. Contact the appropriate individuals to gain 
-appro,val before you register. 
4. Verify that the classes you wish to .register for arc open by 
referring to one of the following: 
a. Open course sections list on INFOSYS 
b. Closed class list posted in registration areas 
c. Open co_urse sections screen accessible from a designated 
station in registration areas 
DURING REGISTRATION 
There are two different ways to register for classes at the University 
of Northern Iowa. The preferred method is to register yourself in 
the State College Room at Maucker Union during advance 
registration. The other option is to go to the Office of the 
Registrar, 227 Gilchrist, where the staff will process your 
registration for you. 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
l. VERIFY THAT YOU ARE READY TO REGISTER 
a. Have you met the necessary prerequisites for the classes that 
you want lo register for? 
b. Have you obtained the necessary approvals required for the 
classes you desire? 
c. Have you cleared the registration holds, if any, listed on your 
registration form? 
If you have met the three criteria above you can register on or 
after your designated registration date and time. You cannot 
register prior to the assigned date and time indicat.ed on your 
registration form. 
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2. TIPS ON USING THE SELF REGISTRATION SYSTEM 
a. Student self registration is the first of many student 
information applications to be provided to students at the 
University of Northern Iowa via the UNlversity Computer 
Outreach Resource Network (UNICORN) system. To ensure 
the security of the your records, access to the UNICORN 
system will require entry of both your social security number 
and your four digit personal identification number (PIN). 
b. If you are accessing the system for the first time, your 
personal identification number (PIN) is the four digits of your 
birth month and day. For security reasons, you will be 
required to change your PIN to four digits (numbers) of your 
choice. Letters and special characters are not valid . 
Keep your PIN in a secure place. It is required for future 
access to the system. 
c. Use the TAB key to move around the screen. 
d. Look_ for the FLASHING CURSOR to locate your position on 
the screen. 
e. Note the OPTION MENU at the bottom of several of the 
screens. 
f. Often times you will need to type 'P' and press the ENTER 
key to process your selection . 
g. Course SECTION NUMHERS need to be stated in two digits . 
h. If the course you desire is full and the department offering the 
course selected it to have a waiting list, you will be given the 
option of being added to the list when you try to add the 
course to your schedule. Once you are added to a waiting list, 
you must contact the department regarding procedures for 
being added to the course. 
1. To maintain the security of your registration, you must return 
to the REGISTRATION MENU after completing ' the . 
registration process. Returning to the menu will require the 
entry of a social security number and PIN prior to allowing 
access to registration records. Failing to return to the mepu 
.leaves your records in a state of open access to anyone who 
might use the station after you leave. 
3. INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELF REGISTRATION 
MAIN MENU 
OPTIONS: 
0 - Change Your PIN (Personal Identification Number) 
1 - Student Registration 
H - Help 
X - Exit System 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X 
CHANGE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
ENTER YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
XXX XX XXXX . 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR < RETµRN > 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) X (EXIT TO MAIN MENU) 
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If you are accessing the system for the 
first time, or if you would like to change 
your PIN: 
1. Type O in the OPTION (at the lower 
left-hand comer df the screen). 
2. Press Enter or Return. 
The CHANGE PERSONAL 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER screens 
will be displayed. Refer to the 
instructions for these screens. 
If this 1s not your first time ac~ssing the 
system and you do not wish to change 
your PIN at this time: 
1. Type I in the OPTION field (at the 
lower left-hand comer of the 
screen). 
2. Press Enter or Return. 
The REGISTRATION MENU will be 
displayed. Refer to the instructions for 
this screen. 
For security purposes, entry of your 
social security number is required in 
order to change your PIN: 
1. Type yq_ur social security number. 
2. Type P in the OPTION field. 
3. Press Enter or Return. 
\ 
CHANGE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
ENTER YOUR CURRENT 4-DIGIT PIN (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER) 
xxxx 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) X (EXIT TO MAIN MENU) 
CHANGE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
ENTER YOUR NEW 4-DIGIT PIN (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER) 
xxxx 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) X (EXIT TO MAIN MENU) 
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l. Type your curren~ PIN. 
2. Type P in the OPTION field . 
3. Press Enter or Return. 
1. Type your new PIN . 
2. Type P in the OPTION field. 
3. Press Enter or Return . 
CHANGE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
FOR VERIFICATION PURPOSES: 
REENTER YOUR NEW 4-DIGIT PIN 
xxxx 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) X (EXIT TO MAIN MENU) 
CHANGE .PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
YOUR PIN HAS BEEN CHANGED 
THIS NUMBER ASSURES THAT NO ONE BUT YOU CAN ACCESS YOUR RECORDS. 
KEEP IT IN A SAFE PLACE WHERE IT WILL NOT GET LOST OR STOLEN. 
<ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
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1. Type your new PIN again for 
verification. · 
2. Type P in the OPTION field . 
3. Press Enter or Return . 
1. Keep your ne"'. PIN in a safe place; 
it will be needed for future access to 
the system. 
2. Press Enter or Return. 
After changing your PIN, you will return 
to the MAIN MENU . Select OPTION 1 
to access the REGISTRATION MENU. 
OPTIONS: 
1 - ADD A COURSE 
2 - DROP A COURSE 
REGISTRATION MENU 
3 - ADD ONE COURSE AND DROP ANOTHER (SWAP) 
4 - DISPLAY/PRINT COURSE SCHEDULE 
5 - DISPLAY OPEN COURSE SECTIONS 
H - HELP 
X - EXIT TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X 
SECURITY CHECK 
ENTER YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
XXX XX XXXX 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) X (EXIT TO MAIN MENU) 
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INITIAL REGISTRATION 
1. Type 1 in the OPTION field. 
2. Press Enter or Return. 
Two SECURITY CHECK screens will 
be displayed . 
1. Type your social security numb~r. 
2. Type P in the OPTION field. 
3. Press Enter or Return. 
SECURITY CHECK 
ENTER YOUR PIN (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER) 
xxxx 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) X (EXIT TO MAIN MENU) 
SEMESTER SELECT 
OPTIONS: 
1 - SUMMER SEMESTER 
2 - FALL SEMESTER 
-3 - SPRING SEMESTER 
H - HELP 
R - RETURN TO REGISTRATION MENU 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X 
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1. Type your PIN. 
2. Type P in the OPTION field . 
3. Press Enter or Return. 
After passing the SECURITY CHECK 
screens, the SEMESTER SELECT screen 
is displayed. 
1. Type the appropriate number to 
indicate the semester for which you 
are registering. 
2. Type P in the OPTION field . 
3. Press Enter or Return . 
The REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
screen will be displayed. 
.. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
ENTER A RESPONSE TO EACH QUESTION: 
X - WILL YOU BE RECEIVING VETERANS BENEFITS? 
N-NO Y-YES 
XX XXXX - WHAT IS YOUR ANTICIPATED GRADUATION DATE? 
EXAMPLE: IF MAY 1999, ENTER "05 19991' 
X - WHAT IS YOUR MARITAL STATUS? 
1-MARRIED 3-MARRIED WITH CHILDREN 
2-SINGLE 4-SINGLE WITH CHILDREN 
ENTER RESPONSES, SELECT OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) R (RETURN TO REGISTRATION MENU) 
STUDENT REGISTRATION - ADD COURSES 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, XXXXXXXXXXXX X 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
--------CURRENT SCHEDULE.--------------------
ADD DPT CRS SEC TIME DAYS HR TITLE MISC 
COURSE XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
DEPT: XXX XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
CRSE: XXX XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
SECT: XX XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN,NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
XXX XXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXX) 
ENTER COURSE, SELECT OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) R (RETURN TO MENU) S (FINAL SCHEDULE) 
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1. ·Type a response to each question. 
2. Type P in the OPTION field . 
3. Press Enter or Return. 
The STUDENT REGISTRATION -
ADD COURSES screens will be 
displayed . 
To add courses to your schedule: 
1. Type the department, course, and section 
number from your registration form. Be 
sure to enter 2 digits for the section 
number. For example, section one is 
entered as "01 ". 
2. Type Pin the OPTION field. ' 
3 . Press Enter or Return. 
The STUDENT REGISTRATION - ADD 
COURSES screen for entering the course 
option will be displayed. 
When you have completed your registration: 
I. Preijs the TAB key on the initial 
STUDENT REGISTRATION - ADD 
COURSES screen to move your cursor to 
the OPTION field . 
2 . Type S in the OPTION field . 
3 . Press Enter or Return. 
I 
The STUDENT REGISTRATION - CLASS 
SCHEDULE screen will be displayed . Refer 
to the instructions for this screen. 
STUDENT REGISTRATION - ADD COURSES 
XXX XXX XX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
SELECT THE OPTION THAT APPLIES TO YOU 
1 - I AM REPEATING THIS COURSE 
2 - I AM AUDITING THIS COURSE 
3 - I AM TAK.ING THIS COURSE CREDIT/NO CREDIT 
4 - I AM TAKING THIS COURSE FOR GRADED CREDIT 
H - HELP 
R - RETURN TO REGISTRATION MENU (COURSE WILL NOT BE ADDED) 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X 
STUDENT REGISTRATION - WAITING LIST 
XXX XXX XX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
THIS COURSE IS NOT OPEN AT THIS TIME BUT YOU MAY BE ADDED TO A 
WAITING LIST IF YOU CHOOSE. 
SELECT THE OPTION THAT APPLIES TO YOU . 
1 - I WOULD LIKE TO BE ADDED TO THE WAITING LIST 
2 - I DO NOT WANT TO BE ADDED TO THE WAITING LIST 
H - HELP 
R - RETURN TO REGISTRATION MENU 
ENTER OPTION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OPTION: X 
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I. Type the course OPTION that you desire for the 
course you have just entered. 
If you are not repeating, not auditing, and do 
not wish lo take the course credit/no credit, select 
option 4. 
The credit/no credit option is the same as the 
pass/fail and graded/ungraded options. ' Not all 
i. courses can be taken credit/no credit, Please refer to 
the credit/no credit section of the schedule book. 
2. Press Enter or Return. 
If the coune is not clo..d', does not have a 
waiting list, all holds have been cleared, approvals 
have been given, and required prerequisites met, the 
course will be added to your schedule. · The initial 
STIJDENT REGISTRATION - ADD cotlRSES 
screen will be displayed again. Repeat the coune 
entry process until you have registered for all desired 
counes. Note that as you add counes they appear 
under the section labeled CURRENT SCHEDULE of 
this screen. 
If the coune entered has a waiting list, the 
STIJDENT REGISTRATION - WAITING UST 
screen will be displayed. Refer to the instructions 
for this screen. 
1. Enter the option you desire. 
2. Press Enter or Return . 
You will return to the STUDENT 
REGISTRATION - ADD COURSES 
screen. 
STUDENT REGISTRATION - CLASS SCHEDULE SCREEN 
This screen may be accessed two different ways : 
1. Select OfYflON 4 on the REGISTRATION MENU. 
2. Select OfYfION S on the initial STUDENT REGISTRATION - ADD COURSES, 
DROP COURSES, or SWAP COURSES screen. 
DISPLAY COURSE SCHEDULE 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, XXXXXXXXXXXX X 
XXXXXXXXXXX (CLASSES BEGIN: XXXXXXX MMIDD/YYYY) 
DPT CRS SEC TTfLE HR TIME DAYS BLD ROOM INSTRUCTOR MSC. 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX X'XX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
XXX XXX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX NNNN-NNNN XXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX 
FNROLLFD IIOURS XX AS OF MM/DDD/YYYY 
MAJOR TITLE ADVISOR Bill ROOM , PHONE 
XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXX-XXXX 
XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX XXXX XXX-XXXX 
ENTER OfYfION AND PRESS <ENTER> OR <RETURN> 
OfYflON : X H (HELP) P (PROCESS) R (RETURN TO REGISTRATION MENU) 
1. Press the Print Screen key in the 
· upper right-hand section of the 
keyboard to print your schedule as 
displayed on the screen. 
2. Type an R in the OfYflON field to 
return to the REGISTRATION 
MENU. 
3. Press Enter or Return . 
To maintain the security of your 
registration, you must return to the 
REGISTRATION MENU after you 
have completed the registration 
process. Returning to the menu 
requires the entry of a social security 
number and PIN prior to allowing 
access to registration records. Failure 
to return to the menu leaves your 
records in a state of o·pen access to 
those who use the station after you 
leave." 
At the REGISTRATION MENU type X 
in the OfYfJON and press Enter or 
Return to exit to the MAIN MENU . 
4. SCHEDULE CHANGES AFTER REGISTRATION 
a. Changes to your schedule can be made at any time . 
b. Schedule changes can be made using the self registration 
system in the State College Room at Maucker Union duri~g 
advance registration, or any time at the Office of the 
Registrar, 227 Gilchrist. 
c . To drop a course using the self registration ·system : 
Select OPTION 2 - DROP A COURSE from the 
REGISTRATION MENU, and follow the instructions given. 
d. To drop one course and add another course using the self 
registration system: 
Select OPTION 3 - ADD ONE COURSE AND DROP 
ANOTHER (SWAP) from the REGISTRATION MENU and 
follow the instructions given . 
T~is option allows you to perform a swap of courses in your 
schedule in one transaction, without performing separate add 
and drop transactions. It also ensures that you will not be 
dropped from one course until the addition of another course 
lo your schedule is successful. 1 
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1. Retain a copy of your schedule for your records. 
2. Retain a copy of the Schedule of Classes as a reference for the 
final examination schedule and the calendar of dates to 
remember. 
3. Keep your new PIN in a secure place. You will need your 
PIN for future access to your records , including changing 
your schedule, viewing your grades, and registering for classes 
for the next semester. 
